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Report Arabs TQ ' A ' HM S &A W
teaieetfio
liff embargo

Sirica orders report (reed

By ROBERT BENJAMIN
tee'^ investigation," Sirica said.
By Ujnited Press International
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Fed- ''Beyond ¦materiality, of courArab oil nations, have agreeij eral Judge John J. Sirica today se, it: is the committee's
in principle . to lift their . fiye- ordered that' a: secret grand responsibility . to determine the
. of . the * evidence,
month-old oil . embargo against jury report- on' President significance
v
no opinion
the .United : ; States, .Arab , oil Nixon's handling of Watergate and: the court offers
' ¦-'.
to
the
House.
as
to
relevance.'*
he turned :6yer
.
.
;
sources said today.
Ju d i c i a r y Committee's irii- 7 The committee had requested
The sources said aii an- peaohment inquiry.
the secret report so it can use
nouncement ." of the boycott's .- . Sirica ordered a two-day stay whatever evidence the grand
end . hEj S been held up so .far in turning the report oyer to jury had . . uncovered in ., its
appellate inquiry into whether : Nixon has
while, the oil ministers: argued permit "whatever
been involved in impeachable
review
may be; available;" . .
¦
over details of the.move. . ' ; 7
; " "Having carefully examined Offenses. The White House; did
(In : Tunis- the official Algeri- the contents of the grand jury not contest Sirica's right to turn
an ' press service also ahr report,' the court ..is satisfied the material over . to the
nounced the boycott's end, that there can be no question .committee..- '
regarding their materiality to \ Sirica's 22-page . ruling said
saying , the Arab, ministers the
House Judiciary Commit- that the two questions he had
"'¦'decided purely arid simply to
lift the embargo measures;")
'. An aide to. Saudi Arabian- Oil
Minister . Ahmed Zaki . Yamani
said the Arabs, would hold a
new round -;;:of '.' ' talks , this
afternoon .• Arab oil sources said
a final ¦ decision was expected
then.. '- • '

considered were: "Whether the
grand jury has power to make
r e p o r t s -and . recommendations,";, and "' whether the court
has power to disclose such
reports, and if : so, to what
extent.'' . . .
Sirica, wh<» reaches mandatory, retirement age on his 70th
birthday : , Tuesday- : will be
replaced: as Chief Judge of U.S:
District Court ;by Judge George
L. Hart, Jr.. Wednesday. V
Hart, '68, is expected to divide
the , crush of expected Watergate cases equally among . the
15 judges, remaining on the
court. . Hart will ' have : to step
down as chief judge when he

reaches age 70 Iri . 15 months. :,
A Watergate grand jury gave
the report to Sirica March 1 as
it indicted seven former close
associates of President : Nixon
on charges of conspiracy in . the
Watergate cover-up. Sources
have said the report deals with
the President . and that . the
grand jury asked that it . be
given to the Judiciary Committee,, which is. studying possible
impeachment of the ' President ,.
other developments:
¦' ¦In
' ' •. Rep.: John B. Anderson, ItIll. ,V chairman of . the House
Republican • Conference , sided
with the Judiciary Committee,
against the . President , Sunday,

saying , the' White House should
give the committee 42 tapes- it
has requested." .',.. I think the
committee should be given that
information," -he ; said 'in a
broadcast; interview/ (NBC )
Meet the Press; He rejected the
White House view that : the
committee request is a "fishing
expedition."
* •. Anderson also said ' th*
President . has become a RepubHeart "liability" in many parts
of the country. ''A majority of
candidates will concentrate on
conducting .independent campaigns," he said. .7

Ransom money delivered

Syrian Oil Minister Jabr El
Kefri was awaiting new instructions from Damascus following
Sunday's, indecisive "meeting of
Arab oil ministers, on lifting the
the sources said. . .
embargo,
;
'
¦
;
;
South Vietnamese: troop column
TOEING THE LINE .
Egypt
and
Saudi Arabia had
7 carefully makes its \vay across, a monkey bridge in the southproposed
the
ban be ' scrapped
ern . Mekong Delta during ah .- operation , against Viet ' Cong in repayment of the \J& roleI hi
".' troops. The bridges earn their name because it often takes the . negotiating aii7 Israeli troop
.
dexterity; of si monkey to scramble across, especially when ' withdrawal , from , the Suez
Canal, the sources said.
. .: rains make the round logs slippery, (news r e p o r t* page ^)
. (AP Photofax) 7"-:-77- 7'-. :7, 77;7' - '7 7 77"7::;¦ .. ;¦' . ..' .
Syria wanted 'the ban lifted
only -temporarily , in order to
keep up pressure: «n the United
States* to. get Israel to also
withdraw from oceupied .Syrian
territory, the sources " said..
Many observers had expected
^f limmSney T^he Minnesota Legislature, heads into
¦embargo to ¦ be. lifted
the
^ UrUniUliilg
the final week of its 1974 session amid
: a meeting ' of Arab oil
following
widespread gritmblirig that the legislative machinery has
ministers in Tripoli, Libya:, last
gotten put . of.hand — story,* page . 4.-, . . .. . .
week . but sources there indicat¦' charges that the government illegally
,
k\
I M Def ?nse .
ed a forrrial decision ending the
I Mi IVI tapped a telephone line; during.the. occupation of
embargo. ¦ would, be announced
l Wounded Knee, S.D., came up for a speciar hearing today —'
in Vienna Sunday/ " . .
r
; stor3 ,.:page :5.' ."•"• " ',-. .i. '. 'A ' . ;
Nine members of the Orgam>
) {*
The nation's leading cancer scientists fear
m *ni*t-r not
zatioh of Arab; . Petroleum
OcHlVVi
enough federal money .mil be available for
Exporting Countries : (OAPEC )
ti dining /' researchers against the disease :;— . story, page 5.
met *: sejparately in Vienna to
enter ihe Minn\ D ?aclfA f l t a E I ^e- -Melrose Dutchmen
consider lifting the ban after
'
|< DdalVClMallv:--esota . \Hi.gh^Schobl' -Basketball - ' Touriiai'
the' '¦;lunation Organization of
l< ment for the . fifth straight season, not ¦ worried . about being
Petroleum Exporting Countries
sti
uck
by
another
lightning
bolt
story,
page
down
—<:
8
/
.
S
(OPEC) announced it had
¦
Arl
estimated
County
WO Houston
F HftlBctirt lt JPft
decided
to continue a freeze on
nUISaiUII
£?
VV" Republicans Saturday . evening in
prices of- crude oil another
f La Crescent;, Minn ., endorsed.resolutions for the reelection
three months until July 1.: 7
of lsf District Rep; Albert H. - Quie to Congress in; 1974 and
£|
proclaiming him as Minnesota 's favorite
son
candidate
foi'
¦¦
the 12 OPEC members
_, Piesident in 1976 — story, page. 3. ..; • ' ' . .
natioiis produce 85 per cent of
the world's oil. exports.:
•

Oh the ihside:

fipi^

By HAROLD HIGGINS
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn; (AP)
— A spokesman said at midmorning:today that the family
of Eunice Kronholni , was: still
awaitmg word from her aMUctors as to her whereabouts, several hours after . ransom for her
return was paid; :•1
.Craig . Kronholm, stepson of
the woman who was kidnaped
last Friday from her lino
Lakes/ home,; said, "We are
waiting for some word. We
haven't: heard anything." . '
) ¦ The Minneapolis ; Star reported that Mrs.. Kronholm's banker
husband, Gunnar, paid the ransom: after iaaking, several "stops
in south Minneapolis suburbs
Sunday night . The newspaper
said Kronholm went first to
Golden Valley, then : to :. the
Radisson South Hotel in Blooihirigton, then to an intersection
in Richfield, then to Buirsville
and finally ,t> Mendbta Heights.

Mrs. Kroiilfolm's brother-iniawv. the Rev. Bruce Fleming,
announced about 3:30 a.m., that
the ransom had been paid and
read a brief statement in a
telephone call to the Associated
Press. - 77
"The. ransom money has been

of office by No vember

By United Press International
Israel and Syria dug in today
for more artillery exchanges
along the tense Golan Heights
truce lines in a test of strength
preceding intensified peace
maneuvers.
In Jerusalem , a cabinet
communique said Defense Minister Moshe Dayan would go to
Washington to represent Israel
at indirect talks with Syria on
the separation of forces along
the Golan Heights.

Tn Tcl Aviv , n military
spokesman denied nny Israeli
casualties , but snid the fighting
was heavy nnd tho Syrians
were "firing to kill, " He said
Israel knocked out two tanks
wilh Intensified artillery strikes .
In D n m a s c u s , political
sources said Syria was likely to
maintain military pressure on
Israel in the Golan Heights.

KIDNAP CONFERENCE . . . Oliver Kronholm (right)
talked with- officers for Anoka County and the community of
Lino Lakes, near Minneapolis, about the kidnaping of his
sister-in-law, Mrs.; Eunice Kronholm. Mrs. Kronholm's blanker
husband Gunnar waited at home for word from the kidnapers.
(AP Photofax)

Wils: Af/xdn^;.ibfeib# Formeraide to

Dayan named
io represent
Israel at talks

Thc cabinet failed io fix a
specific date, but a government
source said Dayan would
probably leave after Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
returns al the end of this month
from a visit to the Soviet
Union .
On the battlefield , Israel and
Syria stepped up- artillery
barrages along the northern
cease-fire .lines Sunday, with
each side claiming to have
inflicted casualties on tho other.
The Israeli national radio
said "the exchanges were
among the most, concentrated
alon g the entire length of tho
northern front!' since last
October 's 17-dny Middle East
war.
A Syrian military spokesman
in Damascus said both ¦ sides
pounded , each other , with
artillery, ¦ tanks , and antitank
weapons for more than eight
ho u rs.
lie snid Syrian guns destroyed
18 Israeli artillery batteries and
five tanks as well as killing a
number of soldiers. But he ' admitted four Syrian soldiers slain
and 12 wounded in the clashes.

er - 'all, the money you can" to
a "station ," but the. caller hung
up before Kronholm could clari,fy: the demand.
At a news confereiice Sunday
morning,,G-Unnar's brother, Oliver Kronholrh, told reporters no
word had . been; received;:
."Hd's: really exhausted this
morning," ¦ said Oliver Kronholm of the 60-year-old Gunniar.
The FBI Sunday iiiglit had no
comment >n the case.7 An agent
told . the. Associated : Press,
"There is nothing new to report
at this"tim«,"' ; ; :
. Kronholiri had asked the FBI
not to interfere sayiiig he would
pay whatever ransom 7was^-demanded for . his: ,wife's safe return. A
Eunice Kronholm, a part-time
nursing, iristructor at, Mounds
Midway Hospital, failed to keep
her. usual Friday morning appointment with her hairdresser
and did not . meet her husband
in .downtown Minneapolis that
afternoon , as they had planned.
The lone telephone, contact
came at. 3 ;40 p.m . , "We have
your wife; Gather, up 'all the
Friday afternoon, Kronholm mdney yo-u can at a station at
received a telephone call p om .".' .," Kronholm- described the
someone who told him to deliv- caller as saying.

delivered to the abductors as
instructed," the ¦¦"¦Rev; .- Mt.
Fleming:; read , "they have
promised to let Gunnar Kroriholm know this morning where
. We . aire
his wife is being held*
how prayerfully and "with hope
awaiting this information."
The Rev . 'Mr .. Fleming, a
Baptist ¦'minister-; whose wife Ls
Mrs; Kronholm's sister,.
¦ said he
could not. reveal ainy more information. :i
Earlier, the FBI said Mrs.
Kronholm's- . automobile was
found -at a suburban " Minneapolis shopping center.: .
The FBI said her\ 1969 Buick
Skylark was found at apiproximately .12:35 a.m. parked in a
lot at the . Southdale Shopping
Center^ in iihe Minneapolis subiirb of . Edina..
The FBI said the car was
found by the ,Edina Police Department, but no other details
were released. Edina police referred , all callers to the FBI. '
Mrs. Kronhplm, 46,Was last
seep by her husband when he
left their horiie Friday morning
for work.

GIFTS FOR THE PRESIDENT . . , President Nixon holds a vase of Waterfqrd crystal
and a gift-wrapped box that he received
from Irish Ambassador John Molloy, left ,
Sunday in the While H o u s e . The vase con-

tained a shamrock that is traditionally presented to the President by the Irish Ambassador on Saint Patrick's Day, the National
holiday of . Ireland. (AP Photofax)

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills pre
diets President Nixon will
be out of office by Novenv
ber , ' '¦ ; . '.
Mills, chairman of the
powerful House Ways and
Means Committee and vice
chairman of the committee
looking into the President' s
taxes, was asked in a televised interview Sunday
whether he expects Nixon
will be ip office by the November election .
"I do not," Mills responded.
By ; resignation , by impeachment?"
Mills replied: "One or the
other , I do not know which
at this time, "
Appearing on the CBS program "Face the Nation ,"
Mills , said he believes Nixon will come under increasing pressure from within
the Republican party because of his tax problems
and fears of lost votes in

November.
The Arkansas Democrat
told one of the newsmen interviewing him:
"I would think that probably you and I both may
well be surprised wlien the
vote occurs on the articles
of impeachment over the
number on the Republican
side who may vote for those
articles of impeachment. "
Mills added : "If he stays
in office as Presiden t, members of his own part y know
that they'll lose seats in the
House."
Commenting on Nixon 's
income tax problems , primarily involving h deduction for donation of his vice
presidential papers to the
National Archives , Mills
said:
"There is a possibility if
the investigation proves that
the deduction of the papers
given to the archives was
rmpKajjer that there would
be fi-au?KQa_Jlift--f>art^ of

someone." :.
.
He said about the capital
gains section of the President's taxes, "I've seen no
e v i d e n ce whatsoever of
fraud. "
Mills added: "There could
be some fraud in connection
with the preparation . of his
return if he included a deduction for the gift of those
papers to the archives in the
instance wh&re the papers
were given after the cutoff
date of July 25, 1969.".
Mills said that the decision about whether fraud
was involved is up to the
Internal Revenue Service.
Mills said last weekend
he cxpeeLs that Nixon will
not. finish his term of office ,
mainly hecause of pressures
resulting from his tnx difficulties.
A White House spokesman later called the Mills
statement , "a dirty , low political ploy."

Often raised $500,000 a year for party

Wew Watergate j udge once worked for GOP
By DONALD M. ROTHBEIIG
, . WASHINGTON (AP) - Before he became a federal judge
in 1951) , George L, Hart Jr.
spent more than 20 years as n
Republica n party worker ,
In those days, long before
Watergate , Hart often raised as
much as $500,000 a year as
GOP chairman for the District
of Columbia. "Every contributor of $100 or more was listed
by name and address..., every
expenditure of as little nw 10
cents was listed individually, "
Hart recalled in an interview,
"That was the way I thought
campaign funds were handled
. . . I must have been n liabe
in the woods," he added,
Recently, Hart , has begun
learning About Watergate-stylo

Republican politics in his position as a U.S. District judge .
And , starting Tuesday, Hart
takes over as chief judge of the
District. Court , succeeding tha
man given much of the credit
ior exposing .Watergate , U.S.
District Judge John J, Sirica.
The change will be marked today by a luncheon ceremony at
¦a meeting of tlie judicial conference.
Sirica turns "70 Tuesday and
must stop down as chief judge ,
though ho plans to remain on
tho bench and already has asslRiied himself the Watergate
cover-up trial.'
As the now chief jud ge, Hart
will receive any future Watergate indictments and assign tlio
cases.

Because of the administrative
duties of his new post, Hart
. said it isn 't likely " I would ns-_
sign one of the long and protracted Watergate cases to myself while I am chief jud ge."
In September 1972, Sirica assigned himself the case of seven men Indicted on charges of
burglary, conspiracy and wiretapping in connection with tho
break-in at Democratic National Committee headquarter s in
the Watergate office buildin g,
At the trial in ' January 107.1,
five of tho defendants pleaded
guilty. The other two, G. Gordon Liddy and James W.
•McCord Jr., wore convicted by
a jury.
Throughout , Sirica made it
clear ho didn 't believe all the

facts were being< brought out.
Finally, in March , McCord,
wrote the judge a letter ln
which he said the defendants
had been pressured into pleading guilty and also that, highernps were involved in the breakin.
Nearly a year later , a grand
ju ry indicted seven former adcampaign
ministration
and
aides on charges of trying to
block the Watergate investigation, A good deal of the credit,
was given to Slrhcu's dogged
determination to #ot at the
truth.
How does Hart feel , taking
ovor as chief judge from the
man whom Watergate made
into a folk hero?
"It's just another job ," ho
said , his voice still carrying a

trace of Ihe Tidewater Virginia
drawl of his native Roanoke. "I
frankly don 't, consider from a
jud ge's point of view that a Watergate i.s different than any
other ease . .. Some cases are
more difficult , thnn others ,
sonic aro longer than others. "
From the bench , Hart strives
to bring cases to trial swiftly.
He can become testy wilh lawyers who ask for what he considers too muc h time for filing
pre-trial motions ,
Federal rules of procedure
set six months as the recommended , maximum time from
Indictment to trial.
But as for Watergate , snid
Hart , "All of these cases cannot be tried In six months.
They can 't possibly bo."

Nixon will be
cross examined

NEW YORK (DPI )
-A
former staff assistant to President Nixon faces cross-examination today about a white bag
containing $200,000 in cash that
Maurice Stans told him was
from John N. Mitchell.
That was the testimony ia
federal court Friday of Hugh
W. Sloan Jr., the government's
17th witness in its effort to send
former Attorney General Mitchell and former . Commerce
Secretary Stans to prison for SO
years each for conspiracy ,
obstructing ju stice, and lying to
a grand jury .
Tliw two once-powerful figures
in the Nixon administration are
charged with trying to impede
a federal Investigation of
financier Robert L. Vesco, now
a fugitive from the same
indictment , in exchange for his
secret cash $200,000 donation to
the li)72 Nixon campaign.
Tlie Washington Star-News
reported Sunday that Rose
Mary Woods, Nixon 's personal
secretary, had been subpoenaed
to appear for the government.
The newspaper did not give the
source of the , report. It said
Miss Woods was expected to he
called early this week to testif y
about a White House list of
secret donors to the Nixon reelection campaign,
. Sloan was treasurer of thd
finance committee of that 1072
campaign. Stans resigned from
the Cabinet to Income finance
committee chairman,
Sloan testified that Slnns
called him to his office on April
10, 1972, which eyewitnesses
have testified was the handover date for tho money to
Stans from a. Vesco agent , and
gave him tho bag with the
$200,000 in bills.
"Who was it from?" asked
Prosecutor James W. Rayhlll.
"He simply told me John
Mitchell and that It was listed
under the initials J.M. for the
time being," Sloan said.

Th

Two-State Pea His
Mrs. Martha Koepsell
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MONDAY

Police report
laries¦
Burg
¦

7 CITY ¦* . "¦:' '. '
Modern . Oil Burner Service
Inc., 68. Lafayette St., entered
by breaking glass door Friday
night,, desk ransacked and cash
register . open; $3 taken.
Murphy Freight office, 2nd
and Zumbro Streets, padlcick
sawed off. door, Friday night,
three Omega quartz light: fixtures missing, no estimate of
value; pop machines entered,
filing cabinets , and desk drawers open, no report on missing
items.: ' 7 -\
Boathousle owned by Ervin
Doebbert,* 474 . 'W, Lake St., entered between March 14 and 16
at East End Boat: Harbor,
tackle box: emptied; $25 loss.
Schiltz . Farms , store, Sugar
Loaf, entry . through window
Saturday, $505 ta*ken¦ from cash
drawers.' ' . .¦' "•" ' '• ' ¦' •. ' , :

Harriet: Streets : between March
14 aind . 17, 14 boxes , of side ihirrors,; 16 boxes turn signals, 16
boxes floodlights. No estimate
'A ' -AA
of value. : .
Froiri J. C Penney's, 1858
Service
¦ Dr.;. one cap valued at
$5,98,' ¦'. Sunday , juvenile male
suspect apprehended.; •

At Community
W inona Deaths
LEWISTON, Minii.. (Special)-Mrs. Martha Koepsell, 97, Lewis- Church here, the Rev. William
Memorial
Hosp|tal
Mrs/ Johri J. Bielejesk i
ton , died at her home, Saturday Helwig officiating. Burial will
' v. ' 'SATl)RDAY 7 '.; ' ; * ' - ;
at 4:15 p.m. following an illness be in Leon Cemetery in rural Funeral , services for Mrs.
John J. (Florence) Bielejeski ,
Sparta , Wis. 7 . A \ .
of several years.
'
Admissions,
7
68,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., ; for- Joseph Maliszewski, 816 E,
at
the
call.
Friends
may
,
.
. The former Martha: Dorn , she
was born March 6, 1877, in Lew- Smith Mortuary in Galesville mer Winona resident, were held 4th St. 7 ' : ,V
iston .to John and . Caroline from 7 to 9 p.m7 Tuesday and in Ft. Lauderdale In January, Leonard ; Przybylskl, 467 :E.
Vandalism¦¦
A
O'Grosky Dorn ¦:. and married at the church two hoisrs' before Burial Was in Queen of Heaven Belleview St. :
cm • •
A
A
She
Ft;
Cemetery.,Lauderdale.
7
y
y
A.
Mrs! Katherine Wilson; DakoJohn Koepsell in Lewiston Nov. services':- . 7
Park
Plaza
-Hotel, 151 Jackbsn
¦
died Jan . 25 in . a Ft. Lauderdale ta , - Minn. ¦ •
11- 1897/ She was a member of
St.:
glass
door
brokien Sunday
Loretta^
McDonough
Miss
nursing
home/
Joseph Hoefer, 1052 E. WabSt. John 's Evangelical Luthermorning ;¦• value $100.' :
an Church and a former- mem- KELLOGG, Minn.. (Special)- She was the former Florence asha St.:
; Smith Furniture Warehouse,
ber of its ladies aid society. Miss Loretta McDonough, 66, re- Rollinger.
Mrs. Una Anderson, Houston,
74 W^ 2nd St.: broken window
teacher and resi- . Survivors are ': her husband;. Minn. ' . .
She is survived by 1 njeces and tired school
¦
found' by police patrolmen 8
nephews. Her husband died Jan. dent, here died at 7 a ,m. today two SOIK ,. John J., Ft. Lauder- Sandra Kreager, 407, Maiikato
a.m, Sunday; no evidence , of
Hosi-ptal,
a
nd
Edgar
A.;
Richmond,
Wadale,
,
¦
at
St.
Elizabeth
:¦
A'"A
y.
14, 1952. A .daughter , three sisAve.
^
entry, ho: estimate of damage.
Va; ; foiir grandchildren; two David Stephans, . 1670 Kraewhere
she
had
been
basha
,
also
have
ters
and
two
brothers
"
'
. WEATHER FORECAST . . . It will rain over a belt ex- .
¦' • ¦ ,yr " '
¦".
:
Rollinger,
Anthony.
Sunday,
evening;
brothers,
taken
7
died
.
:
mer Dr. .
7
A Accidents
tending from the Gulf states northward to: .northern .- 'New-';'
7
Edward
' : Discharges
'¦ " CITY.- " -:-:
Funeral services will be Tues- • The daughter of Coleman and Lamoille, Minn ,. andColo.,
York. It also-will' rain in the Nevada , Utah and Colorado re- ::
. and 'Pgiilette Seebold, Homer Val' at St. . John's Mary McNallan she was born Rollinger, Denver,
day
at.
2
p.m.
'
will
Saturday :
gions. There^
be . siiow in the Great lakes area arid in Church , the Rev. David A. Mjay 720, ': 1907,: at Kellogg. She one* sister, Mrs. ; Arthur: Meier, ley Road.
"
•
p.m.
— Highways 61-14
8:59
.
Winona.
northern Montana. It wll . be warmer in the Southeast and Fischer officiating. Burial will attended school here, was gradMiss Loretta: Bronk, 706 E.
turning
collision: Cyn¦
and
43,
'
colder iii the central portion of the nation. (AP Photofax)
;•¦
5th St, .:•" .: • ; .
uated from, the College of Saint
be in-the church cemetery,
tliia Olson, Westby ,-Wis,, 1974
y Thetts i
W inona Funera ls
A
WinoMiss
Barbara
Meyers,
• Pallbearers will- be Allyn , Wil- Teresa , Winona/ and taught at
a
¦
sedan , $450; Ronald Fabian .Wina State College, Lucas Hall.
lard , Harland ,: Jeffrey aiid Ro- McCahill ' School^ Lake : City ,
' " .- CITY •:¦'
h
J.
Klohowski
Col.
Josep
3, 1969 station wagon,
"
'
From John Wolfe, Fountain nona It
bert Seemari artd Keith Lueh- New England; ND., Oconto, Funeral . .se rvices, .for Col... Joseprt J.
. "Birth yy '
• . ¦ .:• ' .
$100, . ¦•¦7: ¦ " ; '.. ' :: .
'ki,' - 306 Center .St., who died
spark
City,
distributor
and
Wis.,
:
In
.
Mich.
-Klonows
Mr.:
and
Mrs.
Bruce
Mierau,
mann.:
Ishperiiing,
•
and
Wis.,
.
OFFICIAL WINONA:WEATHER OBSERVATI ONS for the :
;
Sunday
Saturday morriing at a Rochester, Minn.,
plug wires: removed from car
Friends may call- at Jacobs about 1964 she retired to Kel- hospital, will be at. ,'9:30 a. m. Tuesday Houston, Minn., a son. .'
.24 hours endingiat noon today. ' .' •
; ' 7. : 'SUNDAY - i:y
while parked at Peerless Chain 12:30 a.m. — East Howard
at" ' Watkowski . Funeral. Home, Winona,
' Maximum temperature 38, minimum 20, noon 38,, precipi- Funeral Home after 3 p.m. to- logg- ¦
and at:.St, Stanislaus Church , at 10 a.m .,
Co., 1416 E, Sanhom St., Fri- Street near St. Charles Street,
Admissions
day; and until rioon on Tuesday Survivors are: a brother , D. the Rev . , Donald ¦ Grubisch officiating.
tation trace.:
hit-run:. David Barum , 672 E.
Burial- will be in St.- Mary' s Cemetery . John Kozlowski,; 254 Orrin.St . day; estimated loss $35.
:
and
then
at
the
church
after
1
Rochester,
low
21,
noon
38,
no
precipiMcDonough,
C.
A year ago today: High 46,
¦
with services by /members of Hie Benev- ';¦ ¦
¦
St,,- ' 1970 '; hardtop, $200,
Howard
¦;
Midwest
Harvester
Co.
Prom
.
'
'
'
Arthur
Petroff
'
'
,
Minnesota
.
;
p..r a- .;
and Protective Order of the Elks
'tation. .
./ :
Minn., and a sister, Miss . Mar- olent,
' rites by members of , i,eon City, Minn.;:
;
and
rnlfitary
parke^.
. '• •'.
parked
trucks
!
at
:
2nd
and
E.
:
A memorial is being arranged . garet McDonough ,: Lake City . J. Wetzel American. - Uegidn - Post, 9'; ,
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City grocers say
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Beef prices have dropped in
the last two months, local grocers . report, and , - , according to;
James Bambenek, owner . . of
Bambsnek's Market, 429 ;Manka-:
to Ave., the qverjall meat pier
ture shows a downward . trend
for all meats.
The dropv 'in ' prices7 ranges
from 10 cents a pound for hamburger; 10- to 15 cents a pound
for. steak- and from 20 to 30
cents a pound on roasts.

much beef as ever. The price and marketing disruptions such
of pork is on the way down, he as the trucker 's ¦strike earlier
.WiriOha Senior High School Quiz Bowl later in the spring.
this : ye'ar. . '.- • .'
predicted , r
won its second consecutive vic- Members of the Winona team,
From California to Maine, John Robinson, vice president
tory in the televised Hi^h Quiz coached, : by. C. D. Stephens,
butchers have ' slashed i meat of . the : Georgia Cattlemen 's AsBowl on La Crosse Channel 8 chairman of the: Senior High
prices. 10 ..to 20 percent In the sociation ,: predicted the . present
Suiiday . night; defeating Alma School English, department, are
past month hoping to boost sag- low pricos will not last longer
(Wis ,). High School 360-70.
Joe Berkman, Mark Hunn,; Juling sales,; according to a sur- than three months. Wray Fin:
The defending Quiz Bowl ie Keller and Jamie Henderson.
vey by United Presss.' Interna- ney, vice7 . president of the
champion and winner of the 1973 with Lisa Steffen ias alternate.
tional. However, the . survey American Nationall Cattlemen 's
Super . Quiz Bowl competition, Representing Alma and coachshowed most store prices were Association^. said a quick recoyWinoiia will be matched with ed .by- . Mrs. Milan Schultz were
lower on particular cuts of beef ery for the cattle industry will
Onalaska Luther High ' School, Shayon Baldwin, Dan Schultz,
instead; of across-the-board re- require ,a rapid sell-ojff of curOnalaska, Wis.,.. on • next Sun- Jay. Reed Benson and .. Kerry
rent: supplies; ;
ductions. ;,
day's. program at iB p.m. ' '
Michaels.. . Lynii Gcdel was the
CATTLEMEN say beef sup- "Stepped-up featuring of beef
7
plies are how at a surplus be- by retailers is; imperative to
TEAMS which win three con- alternate member.' ¦
: lead,
BAMBENEK says high prices cause , of sluggish consumer de^ keep cattlemen from - going out
Alma
took
an
early
•
•
secutive victories „ during the scoring . 25
caused a change in customer niand durihg uie past six ' months of business," Finney said. "..
before Winona postregular season that began last ed its; first" points
buying habits and a shift, to
hut
after
takfall will "compete in the Super ing a : 35-25
lower-pricied meats such as poul. lead ,. Winona; was
try pairts or meat additives. Exnever headed.
tra
lean hainburger has dropTHE WINONA team led 195ped, about 10 cents a pound, and
60 at halftime.;;:7 .
good cut beef roasts have dropB«th teams received scholar¦'
ship awards from Viterbo Co-l- ' ;¦ ' • • SERVICE CITATION . . ; Carl Harge-7 that -time, 5s congratulated by Clarence Za- ped . about 20 . cents a pound, he
iege, La Crosse, and e a c . h sheimer, 66 E. Sanborn 'St 7 Neville-Lien Vet .. bOrowski, left ,, aind Floyd Kuhlmann, right; . said. /.
At Turner's Market,.; 119 ; E.
member received a certificate erans 'of* Foreign ' .Wars ;Post 1287 service ot past post , commanders.: The firing squad has
,.
3rd St., ' Gerald "Turner today
of Participation. . ,:
¦
AA. week earlier , Winona won ficer, was: cited, Satiirday for more than 35; been active, for burial detail many years with. said . business: is as good or bet- LA CRESCENT; Minh. . - The within 300 ;feet of the quarry
in its opening round' -' of this sea- . years ; as head of the /Post burial detail. The the oldest post; particip ant active in 1912! ter than last year. The price; of Houston C°unty Board: of Coni- site, but say they received no
hamburger has been steady, mj ssioiiers and Houston County
award was made at the annual banquet. .Har- (Daily News photo). ' . . - ..:
Three public hearings, includ- son's competition , defeating gesheimer, who has never.missed a burial in
Turner , saidj; but . beef roasts Zoning - : 'Administrator. 7 Duahe notice: of . public hearing as rePostville,
Iowa.
ing one about the proposed re^
are down . from :10 to 20 cents a Wohlers have:been ordered to quired by law. The county also
zoning of . land -for .Fairway
pound. The lower steak ;prices enforce county zoning laws re- failed to issue 'a conditional use
VVoods, ' h;ead business at torange '-. from iO . to ; 15 cents a garding the opening of ;a• rock permit or to" hold the hearing,
Wa basha County GOP speaker;
they contend. . .
night's city council meeting.
pound,¦ depending on the cut, he quarry west of here.
Hearings also- are scheduled
' •'
The proposed quarry is north
said.
on proposed 7 assessment projIn a writ of mandamus issued of Houston County 25 about onemanager
of
Don
.
Luiken,
ects. These include widening and
Thursday,- Third , District Court
Mark-it Foods, Miracle ; Mall , Judge ,. Glenn Kelley said Roy half mile of lia Crescent. Walimprovements for Huff : Street
said they were selling about as Walters , and Johh .Tostensbn , ru- ters .said another, quarry, the
from West Broadway to 2nd and
Schiel Quarry - now owned : by
West 4th Street from Winona to
ral LaCrescentj are, entitled to; Matthews Constfuction Co. of La
ZUMBRO
FALLS,
Minh;
(Spe'
Calling
oh
the
Republican
.
reap.. .
Huff , along vvith 1974 sewer- and
sought in the in- Crbsse,. is about 400 feet west of
the. r0lief: they
• Calling for the same sanicial) — Treat politicians kke "We must face : our corruption party to support programs that tary standards required of . imwater construction.
junction, 1: . ¦
. the Walters and ' Tosterison : proHEARING is set for i p.m. perties. ' ' ,'¦
: Councilmen are expetted to human* beings, the /Rev. Man- and wrongdoing and correct it. will continue Minnesota's lead- ported foodstuffs as. required of
ership in the field of . quality products produced in the United
April 5. in. the Houston County
act on a' request from; North- ning E. Van Norstrand told the Do you believe in the Constitu'on its education . ;
acting
tion?
Let's
start
estimated
70
persons
attending
States.;;. y i y .A..
BLASTING at the quarry site
Courthouse, Caledonia.
ern States Power. COY. (NSP).
¦
Endorsing present programs
The utility: wants the city: to ap- the Wabasha County -Republi- provisions.
lii the suit, backed by a pet- began ' Friday, . Walters said.'
• Calling on Congress to acprove interim, gas and electric can convention here Saturday . "Do yoii believe In the ex- allowing support and financial cept the responsibility of: fundtition sighed, by about ' 90 neigh- Blasts from the other quarry
they are passed.
ing
bills
as
rate increases beginning Tues- evening at the Veterans of Fer- pression,. 'In God We Trust'? aid , to private schools. , .
bors, Walters and Tostensqn . say broke, four windows on his land
Then , stop despairing. Treat Calling on the ;state , legisla- ¦.' • ' Favoring: the increase crt
day, if the dispute progresses to eijgn Wars; halt.;.
the couhty igridred zoning, laws last year, he added.
arbitration or to the courts. The ¦ Dr. Norstrahd is.pastor of tlie politicians like . htunan . beings;" ture tp allocate more funds for personal income tax exemptions
by. allowing the quarry, to . begin . The Houston County Board of
tax be The Winona County Historical earth removal and;!preUminary Commissiioners may discuss
company said it would refund United ; Methodist: Church, Gold- . Statewide resolutions adopted the care of the retarded and on . the federal , income
¦
Society Museum was filled to roadbuildmg by .Hector Construc- writ of mandamus Tuesday, the
included: •
raised to $1,000. • ' ' •" " .
handicapped.
;
any difference to customers if en Valley, Minh: . : ¦
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this month; The : plaintiffs : live county, auditor. ,
-NSP warned . the eity. that that politics is the art of trans- voters of Minnesota to elect a ties to develop their potentials er, 1st District chairman , West the exhibits at .; the Wood-ORepublican governor and house as any other member el . our
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costs of the dispute proceedings lating fears into policies. . . "
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'
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.
could exceed $250,000, based on
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Schumann , Eyota. , -. .
• Expressing appreciation to ¦That community:; resources,
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the cost of the¦ . last St. Paul rate ergy, crisis he noted that perdiselected
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Richard Nixon for his including7 day activity centers : Delegates
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leadership. ; . * f
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• Commending President Nix- quately supported to reflect the were: Luther Pennington, Miss 7 The most historic object was
In city hall.
"BEING CYJNICAL is not the on and Secretary of Agriculture needs of those retarded citizens Carol Luzon, Ed Zabel, Plain- the first bath tub in Winona
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paised by .the' .' two.- chambers. \
drama (1959), 3:30, ch. 4.
Two. '.27-page measures passed
"But I Don 't Want to Get
by the chambers- are going to
NOMINATED FOR
A Married."^, Herschel. Bernard!be used to . arrive at a common
comedy (1970), 6:30, ch. 6- .
5 ACADEMY AWARDS
bill- ahdj Seii. Stephen ^ Keefe,
"Call Me Bawaiia", Bob .Hope,
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(1963)
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A SEE IT AGA IN
during ice will allow only 75 persons we'll get it done.'-:
: "Z", Yves Montand,; thriller : BISHOP, Calif. (AP) — The are on the trail daily
¦¦
:: ;.
7 (1969), 8:00, chs. 6-9-19. ; . ; . . . , U.S. ' Forest Service has been summer months.
jxer day onto the io.7 mile Mt. .Seii".:. '• Robert . Tennesseii,
ONE OF THE BEST
"Love Me or Leave Me ", forced to limit public access to "It's a tough tlifaig when you .Whitney trail j described by hik- DFLr-Minneapolis, said he would "GRACEHAM, Md. .;(UP3); - .The . community of Graceham
MOVIES EVER MADEI
like to have verbiage cut .from The 400 residents of this tiny lies just west bf the presidential '
Doris ' Day, biography (1955) , Mt, Whitney. The solitude of have to restrict the public from, ers as "just a long walk." ,
; , ] , $rob-$i.75-$2 ;25 :¦
the bill, V's'o citizens can under10:30, chs. 3-8. 7
Waldapsays
Ed
public
land,",
"Hoolt , Line and Sinker ", Jer- the\ highest point in the conti- fel, pubhc information. officer Because it is. so readily ac- stand it without hiring an attor- Maryland . hamlet used to say retreat at Camp David situated
:¦'
nental Unitedi: States is being
the chief entertainment around iri the foothills of the Catoctin A vW^ereitjere
ry Lewis, comedy (1969) , ; 10:30
^
, threatened by trampling feet; for Inyo National Forest, "But cessible to the public, the trail ney and an accountant."
:
7 ch. 4.
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summit
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First, climbed by three fishr we haven't . found another an' mAjA
mer months, perhaps as niany
been beset by problems brought pected to rejmaui is a $1 state on Sundays.
ermesn in 1873, the peak is now swer/'
income
taxsystem,
to
checkoff
changed
a
few
months
Things
one of the . most frequently ¦".Under- a plan being , an- on . primarily by the sheer num- help ¦. " finance, political •;¦ cam- ago when an estimated 10 as 50O tourists , may visit the
climbed in the: world. Hundreds nounced today, the Forest Serv- bers of hikers:
paigns. Some of the differences million birds cajne to roost ln area, but Graceham Usually is
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Last year 15,700 people used between the two: "bills involve the nearby pine forest, . and left unnoticed for the rest of the
the trail, including 1,164 during limits on spending in statewide their daily flight created a year. ¦".. ' ¦:
the Labor Day weekend. Dur- and legislative campaigns, and scene " some compared to the Experts predict the birds will
limits on individual political Hitchcock thriller, f'The Birds."
leave ' on normal migration No Passes
ing summer : months, it's not contributions. •
CTI ^IS^'f!!
Now townspeople are watch- patterns during the first or
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people on the trail in one day. dicated that it will be a top
of tourists -who are journeying
"Three major problems have campaign issue this year if the here to see firsthand how the
?
- . ¦ ¦ J T APPEARING THIS WEEK
developed from this . intense final form of the bill contains a redwing blackbirds, starlings
*
provision allowing union dues and grades fly to their roost
use," Waidapfei said in a remoney to be used for campaign each evening and block out the
cent interview. ''Inadequate contributions.
She 's a Living Doll A .
sunset in a mass of flapping ?
J
¦
sanitation , loss of wilderness The conferees heard from wings.
. '" f
.?¦ ' '
?????? '<*????-? ¦¦»- . '
solitude and dam age to the re- spokesmen for the newspaper "It's quite an attraction ,"
(TODAY thru Wed., March 20)
sources."
industry, who opposed amend- said Frederick County CommisHe paints a sad picture of lit- ments adopted by the Senate, sioner Donald L. Lewis Sunday.
ter and waste lining the trail , One amendment said . a candi- "We've had about 400 or 500
vegetation destroyed , and a date shall have the. right to ad- people In this weekend to see
"loss of wilderness quality."
vertise in a newspaper if the the birds,"
The most serious problem publication accepts advertising State Police Sgt. Harry Frost
area is at Trail Camp, a popu- from any candidate. The other said , ' 'There have been some ?
9W East 8th St .
J
lar overnight stop for hikers on amendment said candidates large crowds watching in the
the Sierra Wevada peak.
shall be given an advertising evening when all those birds
rate which does not exceed the come home to roost." .
low«st rate charged any ad- "We have men checking the
vertiser .
area to help out when things
If the advertising rate provi- get tied up," he said. "You 've
got to remember , Graceham is
a small community. If they get
even 50 cars up there , it's
something unusual for them."
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TOMORR OW'S

Regular $699,00 — NOW ONLY . . . . . . 477
PLUS- 5 FREE LP's & 5 FREE 8-Traek Tapat
(OF YOUR CHOICE)

I LUNCH
IS P E C I A L S

"The Console-Component "

111 A.M.-5 P.M.

K. C. CLUB

Record Cabinet, AM-FM
Stereo Rndlc, Deluxe*
Turntable, 8-Trnck Tnpa
Deck .

$139

$|QQOO
Regular $299,00 — NOW ONLY . . . . . . 177
PLUS - On* FREE LP A One FREE B-Traek Tape
(OF YOUR CHOICE)

CHOPPED

STEERL0IN

$109

25-30% Off All Components & Used Equipment
• Hurry-CSur Supp lies Are Limited

Stockade Toait and
cholco of potato or
crisp garden fresh
salad. Free cone.

• Low Cost Financing Available
all at the ...

NCS Stereo Center

879 West fith

OPEN Mon.-5al., 10 a.m. till 5:30 p.m.

Phone 452*1746

?

"San Chow Haes"

|-

PHONE 454-4532
3480 SERVICE DRIVE

I^StltUHN N^gi
"•

^^i M M t t m tW wf rllr,

— SPECIALS —

• Old-Fashlonod

Beef Stew
• Polish Sausage

wilh Sauerkraut

#4 "JC
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C4 TC
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¦ JL* COUNTRY
«
Sr KITCHEN
Ipyll 1611 Servlco Dr.

fuyvwvflA
EVERY TUESDAY
4 TO 8 P.M.
ALL THE

BAKED CHICKEN
YOU CAN EAT

$|95
Includes Frencli Fried or
Mashed Potaloon, Colo Slaw .
Soup or Juice, Coffee , Ico
Cream

STEAK SHOP
125 Main

One woman resident complained that her home had
become n public restaurant and
restroom for the birdwatchers
visiting town .
.
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Winona, Minn. 55987.
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DEAR ABBY: I .have heard that every time a person has
sexual relations he burns up 3W calories.
.
I would like to lose 10 pounds, and my husband
would
" .'¦ •' ., • ¦.¦ - ..' ..• ¦. - .•¦ ¦ ¦
like to lose.20 pounds. ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
¦
¦' . . 'Do '" 'yoU' ¦ - "" ¦ ¦'¦ ' ¦ . ' "¦¦. ' '' " - : ¦' ¦ ¦•-'. ¦ ' •¦- ¦• ' : " "¦' ¦ -. '":
•:
"

mend this Dea' r' Abby
¦' ¦' :¦' ".¦ A '
method of "'
' ..
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¦Weight?
¦¦ ¦ Van Buren
¦
°U> .And
v f .' . ; ,¦¦" ;. By
:¦ ¦¦,Abigail
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calories would a person have to burn to lose one pound?
*:NO :PyT. ON; ;
¦¦
¦. • '
'
: • DEAR NO :: I'm advised that ".dine must burn. 3,500'.; •
calories to lose one pound of body fat. The number of
calories burned per: hour for several types of measured
physical activity reads as follows: ' , ' •
;¦;; : Slow walking — 115 to 200. :
'. . . .- ' ¦'¦:vv-. Dancing— 275 to 350.
Skating or swimming — 800 to 600.
' :¦: ' :-.¦'/tennis — 350. to 700;
Gardening — 250 to 300.
/ ' . ¦ "". : Golfing ilB holes) -^- 150 to 225. 7
., There -cah be no reliable : figure on the number of
; calories , burned , during s«xuai relations because the
amount of physical- .exertion varies; with the individual.
While, losing weight ,• '.however,' 1' think you'd, be. wise to
supplement mattress acrobatics with rnore (or less?),
strenuous physical exercise , using the above as a guide.

HIGH SCHOOL ARTISTS . . . More than
80" high school students participated in the
Hiawatha Valley Art Competition and Exhibition: held Sunday at the College of Saint Teresa, Scholarship wiriners included: Larry
Hackbarth, Dakota, Minn,, $250 ; Sue Wag•riaaiy Park Rapids, Minn., f500; Jennifer

pinnersv_" :rt :_^_i33?^^"tiJ -_ ::;i;i^:,^:|^;f ^fri
SGhp&l

Miss : Kay Grotophorst,. Sauk
City, Wis., and\Mss Sue Wag.
enaar . Park Rapids, ; Minn,
were the top winners in the Hiawatha Valley Art . Competition
and Exhibition held Siindsy at
the College of Saint Teresa Cotter Art Center. • '- ¦.
The two winners each, received, a $500 scholarship. "
Winners . of $250\ scholarships
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the seven-year-old Lutheran
boy who wanted to turn Jewish because his 10-year-old sister, were: . Jennifer Bergriian, Sauk
who* was being raised Jewish,, got seven presents (one for City,. : Wis.; Larry y Hackbarth ;
each -day of Hanukkah ) and he got only one present ¦for Dakota Mi ,nn., a student at Wi'Christmas:, .
'' -: • ." '" .'. ¦ nona Senior High School, and
:, ' ¦' :¦ ' .;
His parents should give him seven presents for Christ- Matt Merchlewitz, "262 E. Wabmas and. let huri decide later whether he wants to . go to the asha St., a studetit at Cotter
High School . ' ' AA
Protestant route or the Jewish route. ; .
He might'even decide to be a Roman Catholic and go to
Awarded $100 . scholarships
Notre Dame and beat U.C.L.A, again some day! BILL K. were:. Nancy'. '• '.-Firkins, •' ¦ • Blue
Earth , Minn.;; Colleen C. CihDEAR BILL: Judging from some of the names of
lar, St. Charles, Minn., and Peg
fellows ori Notre Dame's' -te ams, you don't have to be a
Quaday, Blue Earth , Minn.
;Roman Catholic to play for Notre Dame.
Local and area students re; (^
investment counselor, but the advice from Herbert R- Maiyes,
publisher of; The Overseas American, a new and brilliant
iprtmghtly; newsletter for United States citizens abroad, is:
''The Old story about Swiss banks is . stili valid.: If you see a
Swiss banker ; jumping from an office window, follow hiifl :
out. There's 15 per cent to be madei on the way down."
•

Betfgman, Sauk City, Wis., $250; Kay: Grotpphorst, Sauk . City, $509; Matt Merchlewltz,
262 E, Wabasha St., $250, and Colleen Cihlar,
St. Charles; Minn., $1M. More than $2,000 in
scholarships were awarded to top artists as
weU as several merit awards and hoiiorable
mentioDS. (Daily News photo)

*

ceiving ment: awards were:
Tim Strbng, Galesville, first
place merit; Bob Ldftus, St.
Charles, Minn,, Matt Merchlewltz, . Colleen Cihlar, second
place merit, and Carrie Frank ,
1222 W. 4th St., : Linda; Lakey,
Trerppealeaii, :Wis:, Matt .Merchlewitz, Shirley Reisdorf , Kent
Rohrer,, Luanii Sorum and Isik
IJria , St.; Charles, iand Joel Vazquez, Galesville, Wis., honorable
mentions. ;
More than «0 high school students entered. 150 works in the
competition. Entries were juried by a panel of judges from
the College of Saint Teresa aft
department, 82 were selected
for exhibitioa.
The art exhibit will remain, in
the Cotter . Art CJenter until April
13 and te open to .the public
from 9 a;m. to noon and/ from 1
to 4 p.m. daily.\ .

Production down
(jiif state milk;
'. HARMONY,, Miiin.;. .-, Mrs.high
Everettei ; Junge, , Gitls . State oufpi^ill
Harmony youtK;
to attend
Girls State ; V

Your horoscope— J^ane Dixon
For TUESDAY, Mirth If
Your birthday lodayi 'You'ra. ' fH' -aiid
floating fret - .-oil . your own natural ;rmsourcei (more of them than you had
realized) this coming year, strive to.
assert .and maintain this trend , toward
Independence whllt It is stjll relatively
simple to organize. Relationships arm
apt to drllt along . pleasantly . enoirsh,
no great stress indicated. Today's natives are a bit slow to speak up, tend
to ba : very sharp observers, good. stu.
dents/ ' . . .
Aries (March Il-April If): Get clt'ar
ol the lob as soon as circumstance* permit and catch up on outside Interests,
perhaps an. excursion with old friends
to unusual places.
Taurus' (April J»-May 20) : leaving
the schemes of friends aside, It: Is a
rather good day for both Investigating
and Investing. Home and social Ufa
bring extra benefits.
Gemini (May 11-June 10): Be up and
on the move early, the news Is too . good
to miss; Temptation Is to get careless
and neglect worthwhile people who wall
for your attention, : .
' Cancer (June 21-July II): Money sets
as a magnet for Ideas; you have a
chance to use yoiirs to Improve your
economic status. Nearby personal , contacts are very helpful.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) : The more authority or Influence people carry, tha
less likely they are to cooperate, Marriage and partnership negotiations, rearrangements thrive,
Virgo (Aug. 3]-Sept. 22): A fine day
In all respects — except that you aren't
likely to relax enough fo let yourself
enfoy If. Perhaps the problem Is that
you really have no problem.
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CARPETING A
HARD SURFACES

dfyM .

Hwy. 41, MlntiMota City
Phone: 454-3105

Open 8 i,m.-8:30 p.m.

Lylo & Jo mno Zlopowold,
Owners

7(»»pt,

-W-Oej. M): Creative ex. Libra
periments work belter than expected, but
watch out that yoii break IM rules.
Those people who . enforce regulations
¦
art prepared to b* harsh.
Scorpio (Oct.. 23-Nov. 21): Financial
affairs are a bit difficult. Home lite
should Include soma definite expression
of your feelings, a search for agreement
on a touchy subject.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Get at
much done oh routine matters as possible rather than give In. to an appetite
for the Mxirre. Favors are hard to
find, all have strings attached.'
Capricorn (Dec, 22-Jan. 19): Financial
improvement follows diligence, plus a
definite claim for fhe earned reward,
New responsibilities are almost certainly
coming your way.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. II): Personal
ambitions ars advanced, romance springs
alive. Special favors are neither to be
promised nor sought, because of the
extra obligations Ihey generate.
Pisces (Feb. It-March 20): Today you
succeed In coping with waves made by
other peoples' problems. Singly, howaver, . Important or powerful Individuals
art beyond your reach or uncooperative.

chairwoman .for .- the American
Legion Auxiliary of , ,. GustavBerg Post ;81, announced that
Mary Whalen will represent:the
Harmony
department at
Minnesota
¦ Girls.
State, - ' .
; She Vis the
daughter of Mr .
and Mrs. L. j,
Whalen.. ' : . '
Debra Hoag;
daughter of Mr.
a n d ' :M r s;,
Wayne H o a g ,
was named as
M. Whalen
alternate.
Both girls are juniors in Harmony High . School.7
'. . Girls State will be held at the
College of Saint Catherine, St.
Paul, June . 9-15.

Culturalimpact Transplants set
of disc jockeys as topic of
SMC meeting
to be discussed

The cultural Impact of the
disc jock ey will be the topic for
a series of three open forums
to be conducted by the Winona
State College Music Demonstration Center.
The forums are being developed with a $1,400 grant received
from the National Endowment
for the Humanities and the Minnesota Humanities Commission.
College officials say this ls
probably the first music-orientproject granted funds by the
Minnesota commission.
Participants in the program
will include representatives of
comefcinl radio stations, public broadcasting and the Federal Communications Commission.
The tliree sessions are planned tentatively for late April
and May.
Information about the forums
may be obtained from the project director , Dr. Ivan Olson ,
at the graduate office,

FHA personnel at
BRF office reassi gned
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis .
— Farmers Homo Administration (FHA) officials of the Black
River Falls office have been
reassigned.
Mark Hammes, supervisor ,
will be in the Stevens Point
FHA office and Chester Ligons ,
assistant supervisor, will bo in
the Mavward offi ce,
Tho FHA said names of the
replacements will bo announced
later,
Hammes will be a rural housing specialist in Stolen Point.
Ligons will bo "tinovvisor In
Sawyer County, whore Hayward
is located.

Problems encountered when
dealing with the areas of human experimentation and medical transplants will be discussed at St. Mary's College Wednesday night by Dr. Johii E.
Woods, surgeon coordinator of
transplantation activities at the
Mayo Clinic, Rochester.
Beginning at 8 p.m. In the
College Center , Dr. Woods will
discuss the medical,, ethical and
public responsibilities when
dealing with human organ transplants and medical experimentation .
At; . the conclusion of .Dr.
Woods' presentation, Dr. Ulrich
Scott, vice president of academic affairs at SMC, will focus on the religious; and philosophical questions raised by
transplant surgery .
The program , the fifth in a
series entitled "Health Care and
Human Values," is sponsored by
SMC, College of Saint Teresa ,
Winona State College, First
Congregational Cliurch and Central United Methodist ChtiTch .
The series has been made possible by a grant from the Minnesota Humanities Commission
and the United Campus Ministry.
¦

. . Milk production declined iii
Minnesota during 1973 for the
ninth straight year but the state
¦
retained its ranking.- • as fourth
biggest; .producer among a l l
states and the unofficial estimated farm, value of milk output set a 1 new high; . .
According to the State-Federal Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, of. the Minnesota
Department of Agriculture, .the
1973 annual summary estimated
the state's, milk ; production at
9,369,000,000 pounds; That was
down 211-milhoh pounds or two
percent below. 1972 output. .' .;. ".'
Commissioner John Wefaid
said that the preliminary farm
value of 1973 milk output, unofficially calculated by using
monthly p-roductibh estimates
and mid-menth price averages,
is $586.2-million, or nearly a
$91-million increase over the
prior high set in 1972.
"Long needed price adjustments cam* too late in 1973 for
too. many dairy farmers caught
for several years between skyrocketing production costs and
an almost static selling prices,"
Commissioner Wef aid said, reporting that Minnesota lost 3,00G dairy farms last year, dropping to an all-time low of about
38,000 dairy farms. " ¦'¦' -.
He said that 1973 mid-month
price averages showed the
state's farmers gained only 18
cents or three percent gross return per 100; pounds of milk
sold during the first seven
months, then increased by $2,13
per 100 pounds or 37 percent
during the last five months of
the year,
Only Wisconsin, California
and New York rank ahead of
Minnesota in 1973 milk production . Minnesota 's output represented over 8 percent of the
U.S. total . Minnesota still has
the nation 's second biggest inventory of milk cows, behind
Wisconsin .
January production figures
from the State-Federal Crop &
Livestock Reporting Service
show the decline in dairy operations Is continuing. Minnesota 's milk cow count was
898,000, another all-time low
and 27,000 below, a year ago.
Milk production totaled 822-milllon pounds, nearly nine percent of the U.S. total, and was
only a fraction of one percent
below Jaj iuary 1972, Minnesota
cows sot a how January per
capita production record , averaging 01S pounds of milk per
cow, 25 more than a year earlier.

SOLO PARENTS
The Solo Parents card party
scheduled for tonight at I) will
be hosted by Charles Sackett at
the YWCA and not at the
Sackett home its was previousGOODVIEW GUILD
ly announced.
The Women 's Guild of Goodview Trinit y Evangelical LuRUTII-M/VUV CHICLE
CEDAR VALLEY, Minn. (Spe- theran Cliurch will meet Tuescial) — The Ruth-M ary circ le of day at 7:80 p.m. at tho church ,
Cedar Valley Lutheran Church A movie, "Apache Lutheran
will irveet Thursday at 1:30 Church ," depictin g the history
p.m. at tho homo of Miss Bar- of the Wisconsin synod nnd Its
bara Rico. Mrs, Dnvld Geller- work among the Apache Indians, will be shown,
sen will lead the lesson.

ST, PAUL, Minn. (AP) - De- They are . charged with bur- at what was known as Roadfense charges : that the govern- glary, theft-ahd firearms viola- block Ohe . on the .main road
the two communities. :
ment . illegally tapped a tele- tions, among , other , things, in linking
¦¦
phone line during the occupa- connection with the . 71-day. oc-¦" ' • U^S. : District ,-' •' Judge / - Fred
y - A A ' A r - A .:
Nichpl arranged to ; grant : imtion ¦ of .Woiuided : Knee; S;I>., cupation. .
came up for a special hearing ¦ In a motion for dismissal filed munity to Powier in: testifying
last week, . defense attofney about the incident,;in the event
today. . "
The jury was' excused while Mark Lane described ;. the al- Pourier wanted ¦assurance .he
tap; .
won't be prosecuted.7
counsel argued the claim that
¦ a leged illegal
.U;S. marshal imlavyfiiUy ar- He.said it.WaS installed at, the ;Hurd maintaihs . the telephone
ranged to have:a phone line ruii request of Tommy Hudson, a was installed " at the request . of
to ";¦; a. government : roadblock, U.S. marshal at Pine Ridge, ori Indian leaders occupying ; .- .tha
where the FBI could listen in or about Feb. 28, 1972.
village.,; ' . ' '• ' . • , 7 ¦' ;¦
oil calls : made : to or from .In-: Chief defense7 witness¦¦ is7 ex- . ''It was desirable to have a
dians -in the village". ¦
pected to be M. Joe Fourier, phone there for communicating
Asst: :U;S.. Atty. ; R.D, Kurd manager of: the Bison . State with Wounded Knee," he said
says he' does not - know - ot arry Telephohe: Co. . According to Friday. "They (Indian leaders )
Illegal taps;: "and we. have/been Laney Pourier arranged, to -ih- wanted a phone ¦available. W«
assured ther^e was no court or- . 'stiil. ' ''-teee-:-. teleph(Hies>-,'-. :atv. ' .the agreed to piit one in at oiir exder authorizing taps;" i ' A 'i Wounded Knee Trading Post, at pense."* 7
A Russell . Means, 34> Porcupine^ the government coinniaind post The- , defense - presumably
SID;',, and Dennis Banks, 41, St> in the Bureau of Indian Affairs would have to . show that tho
Paul, .two . American;.. Indian (BIA) Building at Pine Ridge confidentiality of clientrattorney
Movement: (AIM) leaders: :are .17. miles. away, and a tap or ex- relationship was violated in any
on trial in U.S. District Court. : tension running to an FBI car government - tap.; .

Farm inventory SGientists are ^Grrfed by

in Minnesota cancer research train
up 34 peitenf
; '.Minnesota . . farmers entered
1974 with the . most* valuable
and one of" the - largest invent
tories of livestock and poultry
on ¦:' record,. : according to the
State-Federal Crop,& Livestock
Reporting Service of the Minnesota Departrhent of Agriculture, ; '-AA ' ;A' rr
. Farin value of Minnesota's
beef , dairy,' pork, lamb , and
poultry. inventory is estimated
at $1,743,000,000; ,That was 34
percent-':. higher than . the j>rior
record , value - of ^1,296,000,000
on the Jan. 1, 1973, livestock
and poultry inventory..
: Beef and dairy cattle repre^
sent the biggest portion of the
inventory and the 4,240,000 animal total is the largest cattle
inventory for Minresota since
1S66. The all :dnie h^gh count
stands: at: 4,518,000, .set in 1964
and duplicated in 1965.
That new. total of cattle . rep-:
resents - a 202,000 or. 5' percent
Increase over the ; estimate,:a
year earlier, Minnesota's . 1973
calf crppi is estimated, at 1,480,000,: up 3,000'..:, or oiie percent
over 1972, and represented $
percerit of the national : calf
crop. : .
Minnesotals Jan. 1- . 1974
cattle inventory is estimated at^
a faricn;. value of $1,462,800,000,
an Increase of more than $352million over the value a year
ago,- -.-:. -.
Biggest numerical increase in
Minnesota's: meat production is.
in pork. The Dec, 1 estimate
showed 3,976,000 hogs and pigs .
That is ian increase over - last
year of 426,000, and the largest
total in over a decade. This
year's inventory has an estimated value of $244,524,000; an
increase of over ' $86-million
compared to a year ago,
Minnesota's chicken population this Jainuary was 14,240,000,
a half million more, than a year
ago, and that flock dominated
by egg producers . was valued
at $22,784,000, up $6.3-million
compared to the previous year.
Declines : were recorded in
the counts of sheep and lambs
and turkeys, but the estimated
values still topped a year ago
because of the most favorable
prices that fa rmers have experienced in over 25 years.
Minnesota had 415,000 sheep
and lambs, down 30,000, valued
at $12,658,000, an increase of
$1.7-million; and 520,000 . turkey
breeder hens, down 19,000 for
the year, valued at $4,628,000,
a gain for the year of ov«r
$1.5-mllUon.
The 1973 lamb crop is estimated at 316,000, five percent
below 1972, Minnesota had the
third highest lambing rate in
the nation , tied with Kentucky
after Virginia and Missouri.

School conferences
slated af Lewiston

. WASHINGTON ; (U P I) :When '¦' . - the. . ¦ . nation's. leading
cancer scientists get together ,
as they did. here recently, what
is. the No. ; 1 problem they see
confronting cancer : j esearch
' •;
today?:: .' ;;
The training of .scientists and
other cancer workers7 - . ¦' . ¦":' . "'
They fear that not enough
federal money will be available
for training researchers; that
too many strings attached: to
What training funds , do exist
will Stifle creativity and that
the national cancer :plaii will
falter for lack of adequate

psc ui

inBlif^lff Co.
names director

INDEPENDENCE, Wis. .- .- —.
The Buffalo County office of the
Mississippi River Human Services Center (MRHSC) has. hired
Richard S .' . Randell as alcoholism , counselor, announced .Don
Maypole, the center 's executive"
director; . 7
The center operates as the
alcoholism information and referral center in
the three counties of Buffalo ,
T r e in p e aleau and Jackson,;.
Randell cduhs e 1 s alcoholics
and their; fami-:
hes, assists clients in securing employment
and f i n d i n g
Rand«ll
places to live,
and acts as liaison with the
couhty Alcoholics Anonymous
groups, general hospitals, social service department , county nursing department ; and
sheriff's department and; community , education.
He will work under the professional supervision of Thomas Bente (MSW) , Buffalo County office
¦ coordinator of the center. '
The funding for Randell's position is being provided by a
Law Enforcement Assistance
Act grant provided by the La
Crosse District and State Councils on Criminal Justice. He will
specialize in working with the
problem drinker population
which comes into contact with
the county law enforcement and
criminal justice systems. One of
his main goals foi- this year is
to reduce the bookings and probationary sentencing for repeater offenders by 5 percent. Tlie
Mississippi River Human Services Center is one of the first
programs in Wisconsin to develop such , a demonstration project ,, with these Federal monies,
Randell , a 1959 Northland College graduate , previously worked as the alcoholism coordinator for the West Cap Office of
Economic Opportunity agency ln
Glenwood City , Wis. He, his
wife Yvonne, and eight youngsters will reside In Mondovi.

LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
— Third quarter parent-teacher
conferences at the Lewiston and
Altura Elementary schools and
Lewiston High School will be
held March 26,
Conferences will begin at noon
and continue until 9 p.m. There
will be no school that day. Playwri ght Miller to
Report cards will bo distributed
take to stage in April
at the schools,
Parents may attend at any ANtt ARBOR , Mich. (AP)
time between noon and 9 p.m, ,
Arthur Miller will
Including during1 the dinner Playwright stage next month nt
tnke to the
hour.
the University of Michigan.
Millet will narrate "From the
ALTUR A SENIORS
a tlvoatcr piece
Creation,"
ALTURA, lVTinn. — Tho Alpiny , "The Creabased
on
his
tura senior citizens viewed a
World and Other
the
tion
of
craft display at their recent
, " The show, with mumeeting and nre currently work- BusinessStanley
Sil-veminn, will
sic
by
ing on the sowing of lap robes. Include a cast of six singers.
Tho production will lie a subLADIES AID
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn . - stitute for a now work, "Tlio
The Ladles Aid of First Luther- American Clock," which Miller
an Church will meet Thursday has been writing ln residence
nt 1 p.m, at the church social nt tho university. Officials snld
room. Members nre reminded the new play will be produced
at tlie school later ,
to bring mite boxes.

¦
manpower. ¦¦. . ¦- .
plan's becoming undermanaged
'
. The, . cancer plait, : released cr meHeclively managed. This
publicly, last August by Presi- coiild only delay the r.eventiial
dent Nixon,: provides guidelines success ". in the .- control of
for harnessing scientific , and cancer," Hollahd said ; ait a
economic / resources- to mount meeting of some. 100 scientists
an. accelerated attack on: the who . were drafting a revision of
nation 's, second leading:killer. : the ^imbitious : plan required
"Most aspects1 of the plan under- the ¦Ttfatibnal Cancer
; Act
cannot be delegated to manage- of,1971., ¦' ' . .' .'.' . i "' . - . ' -,' ment
¦ personnel without scientific ' .. competence," said . :. Dr; One concern expressed reJames F. Holland of the Mount peatedly by the eight AconierSinai School of Medicine ih New ence , workuig groups in their
York. * . Ar "A ''A A ''i ' . i Ay A A ¦ reports was with . the adminis:
"We urge . expansion of its tration's . cutbacks • in federal
':,
training
funds
for
researchers
personnel; commitment to .mangr
age the plan, to preclude . the . "Oiir ^ oiip7 recommended
strongly that , the ^Fatibhal
Institutes of Health .bibrnedical
training, program be. reihstated
Hearing to decide prompUy
as . the succesis of th«
cancer prbgram' depends oh its
on new trial for
abihty to '.. attack the v most
competent youn^ scientists, into
lay being moved research," said Joseph L.
-Melnick, professor and chairNASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) - man , of the: departmtent ol
Federal Judge L, Clure Morton viroiogy at Baylor. Univerisity. :
has shifted . to Memphis '.- the The National Cancer ;Institute
hearing into a possible new (iNCI) which lias a. major t>ut
trial for James Earl Ray, the not exclusive role in the plan is
convicted . assassin of Dr. aware, of these concerns in the
Maj tin Luther. King Jr.
scientific community, .
Morton; said Friday that all . But :the administration want?
further proceedings .'in Ray's action, now on conquering
appeal of his ;9S-year, prison cancer. To 7 that end, federal
sentence will be .heard * in cancer f u n d s ; were ; being
Memphis "because most :<jf the increased by 180 per cent since
witnesses are from Shelby 1969 . while research A training
(MemphisVCounty."
funds were being slashed. ."¦'.;
An evidentiary hearing: has : .The * arguments , that the key
been ordered by the U.S. 6th solutions to cancer may lie with
Circuit Court .. Of . Appeals into persons discouraged from recharges by Ray that he was search careers by .' a , lack of
talked into pleading guilty by federal funds . or - with persons
two of his former attorneys and hot yet¦ bbrn
¦ usuall y fall ph deal
author William Bradford Huie. ears. - ¦' "¦
'
. - . AdyertUenrienl ,

Kivow l^wr jp^

rt iid i^sAibout
PlateCollecting?
' ¦... WANTED: One rare , gilt-edge plate in pure white
translucent china-hand-painted with a garland of wild
roses. You find this prize plate ina jungle of antiques
at a garage sale and buy it for $ 10.
THE YEAR is 1979. An eager collector wants to
buy your vyild rose plate for $395! If you sell it , you
suddenly make $385, because you knew how to spot a
"sleeper " vuith true artistic worth and rarity.
FICTION? Not altogether. Today, many average
people with only average incomes make money buying and selling collector 's
f ^ ^m m
mw ^ ^ ^ Bf W^ & l i
^^^^^^^^m
plates while they enjoy
one of the most fasc i- . ^^^^
F
; ' /?,
'^
1
1 1
nating of all hobbies.
f lii
AL A ' \
ll
For instance , a china W
1
! ^, x
plate first priced at only I
<j *T^ \ V / & I
$10 . in 1969 now brings |
W \^ JM
$245. Another exception- li
ff «, ^'*bv WEm
al plate originally priced WiL ,tM ^<M ;jgM U/ _ ^m
'
at $25 in 1965 now sells
^L V*U* ^.^mBK ^m
WHAT is the secret &:^>it! ^?Ot<«wi
of success in collect- Will this pmte multiply
ing plates for profit? A «n vnlu. to 10, IB or even
20 timed Its original price
. u. u
/--usuburban
Chicago a r t. asotherplates Redone?
dealer says, "The amateurcollector needs professional guidance , You should
know what to look for, when to buy, and much more ."
According to thisdealer , when you know the guidelines, there 's much more than profit in collecting rare
pla 'tes. There 's pride of ownership almost unequalled
by any ot her hobby, There's the joy of discovering
stunning porcelain , glass , pewter, or silver plates for
dramatic wall displays ,
You can choose designs by Pablo Picasso, Grandma Moses, Andrd Resticau , Andrevv Wyeth, and other
noted artists. There nre all kinds of themes-nature
scenes, stirring historical events, childhood vignettes,
portra its of world heros, and much more.
FREE INFORMATION. To hel p you get started in
the rewinding hobby of plate collecting, this dealer now
offers free information on request, It tells how to choose
potentially priceless heirlooms foras little as $15 or $20.
Individimls (not dealers) nre invited to send for the free
facts without obligation. To get yours, send your name,
address, and zip code to Bradford Galleries , 964-K
Sunset Ridge , Northbrook, Illinois 60062. A postcard
will do, Plense mail your request by March 30, 1974, to
reserve your free copy while the supply lasts!

§|
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Yellv^© have
no bananas

Columnist Rkhard L. Strout in Christian Sci¦
ence Monitor::' '

: Here is an innocent iittle item by United Press
International from . Panama about bananas, .
: Its three paragraphs are buried coyly, like a
neiedle in the haystack of the Sunday newspaper. All
it says is that representatives of *seveh. Caribbean
countries have . -met. and derided t6' raise banana
prices. Unimportant? — maybe, But it fits in with
a terribly learned dispute in .the new issue of Foreign Policy riiaga^ihe on whether the successful oil
cartel . Is just the start of a procession of cartels.. Bananas . .' • . oil;.' ._ - . ...-¦ they're a long way apart, but
Is this something new and important in world trade?
v »: Harvard Prof.,-Steven Krasner says "no"—:
¦
oil is the exception. . '
;' ;/; » Prof. Zu3iayr Mikdaslii, writing from Beirut
says "maybe/' '
¦
-'= '¦ • Arid C.- yred Bergsten, formerly7 Henry Kissiriger's assistant for international economic affairs
and now at BrooWrigs ' says "ye's-^very likely."'
BEFORE letting the debaters speak let us set the

stage. The academicians are talking mostly about
mineral , resources — rioV innocent bananas.; .: (Of
course' if you can do the trick with oil you .might be .
able.to db it:with the other,) ; v
^Second, the fact is that America is quite vulnerable. With 6 percent of the world's papulation;Americans use 35 percent of. its : energy. -: (That' s. why
the oil cartel works.) : Arherica . is almost equally
short of other vital products, (In 1973 the National
Materials Advisory Board found America almost
completely, dependent on foreign sources for 22 of
74. essential mineral commodities, and the list mushrooming:) ' V
A -A .
¦ :¦

1. : Let Professor Mikdashi speak first;. .-:/ .

: - Why shouldn 't developing: countries , with valuable -resources take concerted action if they can,
le; asks. ;'. He is philosophical.; The case for higher
tevenues for small nations is strong; he thinks , and
it: helps redistribute the world's wealth. / " Rarely,
lOweyer.- '.-he adds wistfully, ''have wealthy nations
willingly shared: their power and wealth with the less
privileged,'!' - .
. 8 . ¦ 'Now. ; Harvard Professor Krasner-;
. Oil Is the exception , be thinks. They've tried
concerted action for cocoa, it failed ; for coffee , ditto; for copper (Chile, Peru,. Zaire, Zambia) . "agreement eluded the exporters"; for natural fibers; "ar*
rangements have had little impact.", ;• " '
To run successful cartel yoii heed inelastic demand, he. says, high market concentration ,.. Shared
experience, lack bf consumer resistance; and shared
Values. Cthier tilings help, .too.
What dWs; Mr. Krasner mean — "lack of consumer resistance".?, : Isn't there resistance, at filling
station lines? He means that in the big oil hold-up
"corporate behavior.;has facilitated collusion among
exporting countries. " C.S. oil companies , he argues, didn't fight back. . "In dealing " with the oil
companies,"" he says, ''OPEC's members (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) hit m-ash
. ".¦„.". It is a memorable word .He say "mush" is
not a common situation. A successful cartel, he
says, needs "tacit assistance from multinational corporations , s-urfeit revenues,: and highly salient shared
value." ¦ •
Oil is the big exception, he decides. "No other
group of raw material exporters will find itself in
a similar position ."
3. To which :• the third witness, Mr . Bergsten ,
says, "nonsense!"
AS A JUDGE of thi* exchange, I must say that
Mr. Bergsten has strong points. He elaborates evidence which he presented earlier in the same magazine under the heading "The Threat from the Third
World. " America , he thinks 7 is becoming a have-not
nation in certain key materials. He says, "In fact ,
producer cartels look more feasible in other commodities than in oil,
Fewer countries need to
collude A ". . I continue to fear that oil is only the
beginning, particularly In view of the dramatic demonstration effect of OpEC' s success and the utter
failure of the consuming countries to respond with
common action of their own."
Again there's that comment about consumer
"failure "! It recalls that Arthur Okun , Presi dent
Johnson's former top economic adviser , grimly told
this reporter that he wanted the Unite d States to
warn the oil cartel right at the start thnt two can
play at the game of embargo. Cartel prices might
collapse tie thought , if the U.S, took a stern line
against "blackmail, " He added , "Bargaining and
pleading makes no sense." :
Treasury Secretary George P, Shultz , testifying
on the pending trade bill , said that th e government
should have power to strike back at countries that
withhold essential materials,
What was that old popular song?— "Yes, We
Have Wo Bananas. " Maybe we must rethink this
cartel business.
¦
Anrt they rose up the same hour , and returned
to Jerusalem.—Luke 24:33.
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Do not be gentle

WASHINGTON — It spesaks eloquently of. : the general public
squalor;, into which the Republic is
settling that there is scarcely a man
left in the country who would hot
feel demeaned , humiliated or in*
;
suited If * someone called him a gentleman.7 • •".
, Indeed, the word is so rarely used
these days- that its sound has archaic overtones conjuring up memones of high-button
shoes, horse collars
ft n d embroidered
samplers, over the
velveteen settee.
In politics . today
it would - be * f a r ,
more~ -damaging to
call a matF-STgeri- ;
tieman th an to . call '
him a . thief , . a
fogue, a pimp, a ¦
Baker
boor, a loudmouth,
an imbecile, art . •unprincipled lout
or an Unmitigated swine, for in this
catalogue we recognize , the/ heroic
figures of the late 20th Century,
whereas in the gentleman we detect a suspicious alien, somewhat
like the notorious Outside Agitator
whom we . distrust ' simply7 because
he' is not; one of us.

THIS IS not to say that; an occasional gentleman does not slip
past us iiow and then ; and turn up
in political office; There was one
in the House of V. Representatives
briefly in the late 1950s. I forbear
to identify him by name . since I
hear he; is. running once again for
office and have no ,-wish to..."'destroy
him by exposure/ When he was in
the House it, did riot take long for
his fellow citizens to smell him crtit
and replace him with someone more
apt :for mail fraud, pillaging tlie
Treasury and suborning juries but I

Nfc^

BOSTON. — The White.. Hpusp obvi?
ously expects . bad news pri the subject of President Nixon's Uixes: a
finding that he owes several hundred thousand: dollars, ;
7 In antrcipation, it. has .already retreated to the usual last line of defense —: that any wrongdpirig was
riot his fault; He was too trtisy to.worry about tax returns;. it is said; any
blame attaches to the . accountants:
and lawyers, -v ¦¦-'
IN THAT coniiection there Is Mi*

extrerri-ely "• iriteresting fact , Nixon's
sometime tax lawyer , Frank DeMarcp Jr.: has twice invoked the lawyerciient; privilege and refused to tell
authonties about , a 1970 talk with
Nixon on his tax affairs/ '
Under law, the lawyer-client privilege is for the benefit of the client,
not; the . lawyer. Thus Nixon could
quite simply .tell DeMareo to: stop
invoking it. ' The joint congressional; committee that is investigating
his returns is about to ask the . President to . do just that. If; he does not,
some citizens might wonder.what he
is hiding. Can it be that %is taxes
involve national security?
DeMareo and his partner , Herbert Kalmbach, spent half an hour
with Nixon on April . 10, 1970. They
went over his 1969 return — the crucial one that first claimed a deduction for Nixon 's "charitable contribution" of papers yalnied at $576,000.
According to reports , DeMareo has
told investigators that the President
checked each page: before signing
the return. But DeMareo would not
go beyond that to describe the discur-i'-ori. '
VThile DeMareo was in the White
House that same day in April 1970,
he notarized a deed that allegedly
gave the papers to the National Archives. The deed was dated March
27, 1969, and the notary 's signature
backdated to April 21, 1960. He said
that there was . an earlier copy, but
it has never been found. ;. ' . ' .
THAT

BACKDATING

it

highly

suggestive of tax fraud , which the
courts have described as conduct
likely to "mislead or conceal" on
a "material Issue. These dates were
material , indeed highly significant ,
because the gift had to be made
before July 25, I9G9 , in order to escape a tax reform act that ended
deductions for such gifts.
It is now Indicated , by persons
familiar , with the investigation , that
the backdated deed was never shown
to the Internal Revenue Service
agents who audited the Nixon returns — and they were not curious
enough to ask to see a deed. Some
experts think the backdating was
then not material ," since no agent
saw the deed and was misled. Others say the preparation of a falsel y,
dated document, even for use only
if necessary, signifies, a fraudulent
Intent.
In any event , if the IRS never
sow the deed another document becomes relevant, As required by tax
regulations, a statement was attached to the 1969 return giving details
of Ihe claimed charitable gift , The
st a tement had five paragraphs. The
Inst road ns follows:
"5, Restrictions : None, The Rift
was free and clear , with no rights
remaining in Uie taxpayer,"
In fact , the deed contained suhsluiillnl restrictions, U used the very
word "restrictions " three times.
While Nixon remained President, it
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Russell Baker

believe he has since changed his
ways, taken to gratifying the public
taste for oleaginous hypocrisy andj
so, gained a reputatiob, as a formidable political philosopher.
. It is misleading, however, io dwell
on the absence of gentlemeh in the
nation's : capital. Nowadays, New
York has even fewer than Washington, where I can count seven for
certain. Admittedly, three of theiri
are in retirement arid a fourth is a
scholar, and hence easily, able to
indulge an eccentric taste. Iii. New
York, however, it is hard to count
beyond four gentlemen without resorting to statues and transient sea
captains. I.will riot get into the matter pf Southern California or the new
South beyond saying that : they are
in the vanguard of the present
.- '- .-: '
trend. - '7
IT IS NOT curious mat while men

have been escaping-the onerous social claims made upon therh by . the
gentlemen, women have .ha .d so little success at escaping the; burden
put upon : them by ladyhood? Try
as they will to convert . ''lady" into
an -jnsult ,' ; the : feminists have had
scant success, and this; I believe,
is because they have/failed to ab^
sorb the lesson ; of the American
male's ' escape from the gentleman.
..' The feminists appear to .. believe
that a;woman/ can quit being a lady
by performing, acts of loud public
negation; by announcing her resign
nation, as. it were.; To treat a:woman:, "like a lady,"A the feminists
maintain , is to oppress her, the theory .being .that the lady-is a con<
straining social concept, a; kind of
cage for womanhood, -created to stop

A rf hony Lewis
sai.-, .no :. one could have access to
the papers' but hirn or ^ persons he
designated in writing, and . lie•":reserved ail rights of' reproduction.
• Was the false denial of restrictions a "material" deception? At the
very least, the concealed, terms of
the gift reduced . .its value; the Archives did .hot really get full ownership for years; and . any property
is worth less if you can only use it
years from . now.. Furthermore, the
bland assurance that, there were no
restrictions could have kept agents
from asking to see a deed that may
¦
itself have been, fraudulent. . '.'¦' ¦
FOR THESE and other reasons,

a number of tax lawyers think there
is a likely case of fraud here; That
would, mean a civil penalty ; of . 50
: percent of all unpaid tax , arid possibly a criminal prosecution The remaining question :is Nixon's
responsibility: for any. fraud committed; The Congressional Joint Committee apparently plans to leave this
prickly one to the IRS and the House
impeachment inquiry. The IRS concerned about the backlash: from tax-

women: from fly|ng<
:
Ahd;y#, although pronouncements
toe issued against ladyhood aiid
worijen announce their resignations, the thing persists. The facil«
explanation is that top many reactionary sisters enjoy ; oppression
and , hence, continue cultivating the
abomination. In view of the! ease
with which men put the gentlehiari
behind them , this strikes me as
doubtful. ¦: .¦¦:. 7 " . "
The gentleman, 6i course, was
a social concept that oppressed r.:;n.
As long as you were expected at
least to try to be a gentleman, you
cbiild riot come'. to the table in shirtsleeves, much less in. your under*
shirf. Nor could you commit family',
social or public . betrayals and continue to be regarded as a well-adjusted and representative man of
the era. Unnatiiral . constraints, on
male freedoms were extensive. One
was forbidden barbaripus discourse
coarse explanations of contempt of
ignorance, gross lies and, in general,, everything that wgs . rude and
uncivilized. :

IN SHUCKING off what now seem
like oppressive constraints, men did
not bother issuing pronouncements,
publishing tracts or rebuking women as Chauvinist beasts for. calling
them gentlemen. They simply '.• ¦arid
quietly stopped being gentlemen. The
gentleman was a creation of men
to establish : minimal standards - of
decency in relations among; men.
¦When men quit being interested, the
gentleman 's time had passed. .
Women can abandon the archaic
lady ih the same manner. By simply and quietly quitting. Perhaps ,
then we could get them:interested
iri' becoming ;gentlenrien, and the ,re-.
public might elevate.itself.a bit.
Hew York Times News Service

payers resentful of. the President's
meager . payments, is at last taking
a hard look. It; is; understood to
have assigned a special.agent to the
Nixon -investigation . — a¦¦step usually taken only when there is suspi-.
cion of criminal fraud; . .•
Some evidence -on : Nixon's attitudes has -been published , ; and it
does. *not 'exactly make him sound
like a man uninterested in his own
tax returns. In ; White House memhe proposed
oranda his aides said
of wedding
gifts
dec1, ^tirig the cost
to congressmen's daughters, and flowers for funerals;; indeed he opined
that "a. public man does very little
of a:personal nature" and hehca
can deduct just about any .expense.
His aides said he wanted to see
the returns : of ..past Presidents to
check for . likely deductions..
The courts often; find taxpayer responsibility for fraud in such circumstantial . evidence. ; A .broader
factor mentioned, is: whether the taxpayer was a person of "business, and
financial experience," one aware of
the tax law. In Nixon's case it may
be relevant that he is a lawyer —
"formerly," as he told a news conference on; May l; 1971,;: "one who
practiced a good deal of tax law."
Ntw York Times News Servlc*
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, ¦WASHINGTON . . -^ •^ysticisrir;- is
rarely any part of journalism and .
the professipn's true function — tp
inform — is rejected by the new:
young "activists'' for the role of the
advocate; and special pleader AyA
Yet a friend and colleague of
.mine who is living inch by gallant
inch,. Stewart Alsop; is both exploring the great mj'Stical - enigma of
death and . faithfully,
following the: ;old;
pro's credo that to
spread :.. .information
is both his .; obligation and; his privilege. S6 he is
spreading informs- ,
tion . about :how life
itself may come to
White
its close; . ; 7
It has been to me one of the most
moving experiences of. my time to
watch this superb performance of a
true ; professional man's duty . As
the dark wings beat oyer his head,
soihetiimes:swooping down, very close
and then retreating for a: bit in one
of those* ''remissions'' that come now;
and theh . to mcftk ' him with a special cruelty, Alsop the victim is first
of all . simply Alson the writing man .
THE DETACHMENT he is able to

summon for this grisly X and this
great — task is as quietly noble
as is his total rejection, of sentimentality, either, toward ; himself of toward anything else. •
Courage I knew already he had.
For he has never followed the eiasy
way in his craft; never run with;the
herd ; never taken the chic and- the
safe ; line; never supposed that : the
privilege ; of writing a column is
synonymous With the right to : use it
to ventilate private- partisan or
ideological hatred — or simply to
promote at all cost a . man called
Stewart Alsop. :' . ..;¦' .;.
To respect and.to accept these vol-
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untary restraints upon oneself may
sound easy enough; but it is not.
No writer who has been through the
meat grinder in supporting an "unpopular war" iri Vietnam has emerged without his. wounds.
No.- . man who,has resolutely rejected girnmickry ahd . . bversimplification, both devices so very handy, so
Very useful 'and often so very rewarding has . ever , escaped wi'hout
paying for it in ope way: or another
in; the end;; :
ft USED to, be an article of faith

in our trade that the public was interested in what the reporter could
find out; and what, the commentator
could possible elucidate , or what responsible contentions he might ;be
able to contribute to any issue of significance.; The public was not Interested in the reporter or the commentator br and of himself. ;
Under such a criterion , I suppose,
Stewart Alsop would not: 'be/"news"
—' . though even Under .that criterion
I, for orie, would be; prepared: in
this case to argiie the point. :
For whiat we have here is the.; picture of a man both struggling with
and simultaneously, explaining , and
illuminating what might , fairly be
called : the very ¦ultimate of all is'- . .-;
sues,. - .:
It touches every person of every
age arid / circumstancV^Someone
said it rather crudely when he- remarked upon death and ; taxes as the
two; . inevitables. John Donne said it
magnificently when he said that every man's ¦death diminished; every
¦¦
y
other man. ' .-.
There is no . way in' which v one
man can help another In the kind
of fix in which Stewart Alsop now
finds :himself. :There is nothing tp
say to him — but this is not to say
that there is no way to say some:
thing about: hint; :
HE HAS BEEN and ii a Jareaf , a
t>rave and a inehiorable journalist.
And . though in his book, . "Stay ;of
Execution ," he-: suggests that he
does hot overmuch believe in divine
interveritionj others can believe in
It for him.
There is in. a certain old book a
prayer that goes like this:: "I . 'believe; ph God:, help, my unbelief."
United Feature Syndicate ' . - }

Ups and Downs
Some days are up
Some days are down
On this worldl y:merry-go-round
We strive to hang on
Tenaciously
Trusting to luck and gravity ,
—Ruth D. Smith

A tendency to stay too long
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WASHINGTON — Georgei P.
Shultz of Illinois, the last of the original members of President Nixon 's
fi rst Cabinet , is leaving his post as
Secretary of the Treasury with both
pride and regret.
He is the quiet man of the Nixon team ,, patient , considerate , conservative, and calm , and he Is leaving, he says, not because of Watergate, but because he is tired and
recognizes that in these days of savage controversies and intractlble
problems, Cabinet members have a
"tendency to stay too long, "
So he sits by his blazing log fire
In his office , sirnpklng his pipe, and
says he is proud of the progress
made in race relations and even In
monetary relations in the last five
years, and regrets the decline in
civility and in public confidence in
the government.
HE WILL NOT dlscusi the scandals now threatening the government , other than to say he "hopes"
the President can endure them, so
lie turns the conversation nway from
"Watergate to other subjects he plans
to think and write about after his retirement in May.
Two things seem to trouble him:
first , the preoccupation of members
of Congress with personal interest,
with re-election, rather than with the
pi 'ilk; interest. On Capitol Mill , too,
he scams to suggest, there Is also
a "foiulency to stay too long,"
Second , he finds it Ironical and a
little sad that this administration
came to power determined to get
the government off (lie people 's
back , and yet for a variety of reasons ended up by interfering in the
private affairs of the people and of
business — the conservation , wage
and price regulations — moro thnn
most Administrations in recent history.
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James Reston
With the departure of this thoughtful and decent man — who was so
conscious of the proprieties of public service and , the dangers of conflict of interest that he wouldn 't even
discuss future jobs until he had act
tually resigned — it is hard to -ivoid
wondering how different the history
of this administration might have
had really
been if the President
to use his
Cabinet
^kept his promise
as a committee of advisers and listen to their private doubts and counsel,
NIXON MADE a great deal of

the importance of his Cabinet when
lie picked his original team. Cn Dec.
11, 1988, after his first election but
fcefore he took office, he took tho
•iinusual step of introducing his Cabinet members and their wives on
national television,
"Every one of these men I've Introduced to you ," he said , "is an Independent thinker, I can assure you.
1 haven 't found any of them who
agrees with me completely on everything that I believe about what
ought to be done in this country.
"But that's all to the good , I don't
want a Cabinet " of 'yes men. ' Every man in this Cnbinct will be urged to spoak out In the Cabinet and
within the administration on all the
great Issues so that the decisions
we make will be the best decisions
wo could possible reach,"
It Is almost too painful now to
repent Nixon 's glowing tributes to
John Mitchell "as a man of superb
j udgment, a man who knows how to
pick people and to lead them and
to Inspire them with quiet confidence and pofeffl and dignity " (nil, Ihe
thrust of his remarks In those happier daya wm unmistakable

THE CABINET was not to be dispersed into the great separate departmental palaces, but was to be
brought into, all the great decisions
before the President so that the collective judgments and varied, opinions of experienced men could be
brought constantly to bear on the
President's actions.
From the very beginning, however , while the President did often
rely on the advice of Cabinet members in the areas of their special responsibility, thei r general knowledge
and judgment of affairs were seldom sought, "It is a Cabinet net
just of specialists but of generaljsts," he emphasized, M most
questions of general Interest , and
d
particularl y questions that to1
on the Integrity of the adiministration , were handled in the White
House and not in the Cabinet.
Even at this very late date, wlwi
the President Is facing the possibility of being Impeached , there is no
evidence that the President e/er
once gathered his Cabinet together
And asked them to discuss together
and; .. .candidl y; , what they thought
should be done about his predicament.
Tho result has been that an extraordinary number of Cabinet members, feeling part of an administration but not privy to its secrets',
have slipped away, usually without
saying why even to the President lot
alone the public.

¦
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berger); two secretaries of State
(Rogers and Kissinger) ; two secretaries of the Interioor (Hickel and
Morton) ; two secretaries of Agriculture (Hardin and Butz); three secretaries of Labor (Shultz , Hodgson,
and Brennan); two secretaries of
Housing (Romney and Lynn) ; and
two : secretaries of Transportation
(Volpe and Brinegar) ,
This makes Nixon the most prolific Cabinet-maker since Chippendale , but he hasn 't really had a
Cabinet, hut merely a cabal of cronies in the White House , and most of
the leaders of that cabal are now under Indictment, It is all very odd:
with good and decent men like
Shultz around and with a Cabinet
which had to face hard questions
before their peers , this would be a
different administration and a happier town today.
New York Times News Service

ACCORDINGLY, in th«M f i v e

years, Nixon has had four attorneys
general (Mitchell , Kleindienst , Rich.
artlson and Snxbc); three secretaries ' of thc Treasury (Kennedy,
Connally, and Shultz); three secretarles of Defense (Laird , Richardson, and Sclilesinger) ; three secre«
fcarl efl of Commerce (Stans, Peterson , and Dent); three secretaries ol
HEW (Finch , Richardson , and Wein-
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By 68 to 22 percent; a sizable
majority of the American peo^
pie now believes the country is
Harris Survey
in a recession. Feeling that
there is. a recession is , sharply
up fawni. the 54-38 percent who
felt the pame way in January Basically, the public; reaches
iand lis the highest fever.recorded Hs coneluisien about a recession
by the ' ': ' Hawis' j. / - 'Surveyo' vin by expressing , the: view that
tihis : decade,. . . - • .- • ¦. :
prices are now rising faster
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l^uferifeurige
on his bill firibritfes

It strike me .Senator Laufenburger was more interested
in national notoriety than the welfare of . his fellow Mrnnesotans with his seat belt, shoulder harness bill.'. ' • ..
One of; the weak exciises given for the bill ~ besides, the
probable saying of motorists' lives — was the great savings
to Minnesota taxpayers resulting from fewer fatal accident -inr.
vestigatioris by the Highway Patrol.
A If the senator's interest really lies in saving Minnesota
taxpayers money, he should have been leading the parade
against the rais«s given the state house corps at the last session. He probably wouldn't have gotten national recognition
for Ms efforts but he would have indicated a sincere desire to
hold, the line as far as state spending is concerned.
If you agree with the senator harnessing yoti up in yoiir
front seat agaiiist your will, you'll have a chance to support
him in his efforts in the '75 legislative sessions because he
threa;tens
to introduce the legislation again.
;
¦
¦, ¦' . ' • , • ¦'' ' '' A A ':.: ¦
' . ' 7: C .El LINDEN

: '. :I :.don't!7- ";< . •

than: ever before; and unemployment isv going up sharply. .
/ Between March 3; and 7, 1,407 households were , interviewed in person across the nation;.
People were asked:.
I
I COUNTRY IN A RECESSION!:
' • ¦ ¦ 1* Not .
U Not Sur»'
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THE PREVIOtJS Wgh was recorded, in MaTch 1971. When 65
percent of the. public felt there
was a recession. But today, the
American people feel the recession, described as "light", by
some . ecori'pmists, is7 running
deep; ;: y i:i Ay i.
Part of . the reason is; that 91
percent of the people report the
prices they now pay are "rising faster than a year ago.'' P*
riodically, cross sections of the
public have been asked for
their, estimate of the: :
TREND IN PRICES '
* U p .. '. '- Ai' "' -Less Going Not.
Faster F«jt Fast Down Sure
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. GULMANTpN,'; Wis. :. —: ; Dr.
Margaret L, Yawkey, state director of Wisconsin's Project
Literacy — Right to Read X
visits the Gilmanton; a r e a
schools on: BYiday.
She toured : .the elementary
schools and. the secondary
school arid visited all class*
rooms to witness the calibre: ot
instruction .and observe ¦ what is
happening in academic areas.
Conferences • werie held with
Roger Mueller, junior .';¦. high
teacher and local program director of Right to Read, and
Joidy Borgan, reading specialist, to read over arid evaluate
their program proposal and assessment of the educational system in Gilndanton.
Ctace a definite need for the
program is evid«iced,: initiation
and : implementation of the
Right to Read program will occur within, the schools. At the.
present time, the program U desigied to envelop grades kindergarten . thxough six ; after the.
program is: under way : and , is
evaluated-, the next step will, be
through
to include
¦ ¦ ¦grades seven
¦
12.;: - ' . ¦¦- ; ' ¦:¦ ' :- .' ::¦ ¦.
: A target date of April .l, 1976,
has been Set as the long-range
goal: at which time Project literacy or the Right to Head program, will be fully operative in
all Wisconsin communities.

Cosmic (lust may
have shrouded
Kohoufek light

READING PROGRAM . . ./Checldng tbver
reading, materials Friday at to Gilmanton
(Wis.) Area School, during a visit by Dr. Margaret L. Yawkey, $tate director of Wisconsin's Project Literacy — Right to ftead — are,
seated , frm left, Pat Skoiig, son of ;Mr; and .
Mrs; . Gary 7 Skougj Gilmanton ; Dr, Yawkey ;
Kenheth Zimmer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Zimmer, Independence; .Wayne Mock, son of

MOSCOW (UPI) —• Soviet
physicists believe a heavy: coatt
of cosmic , dust ; around the
comet : Kohoutek kept it from
becoining as bright as astronomers first: expected, the Tas«
hews agency said today. . ' ¦.
By recreating the life of ,the
comet in a laboratory, "the
physicists proved that the
expected powerful Gareup : of
the ;comet's tail did "not 7take
place because the nucleus <A
tiie comet was enclosed in " a
very ; thick ' and: strong - coat' of
armor consisting of refractory
particles of cosmic" dMst," Tass
said. . , 'AA - '" Ay :
It said the . comet's nucleus
would normally- cast off such a
Mock, :Gilmanton, and dust shell when , internal pres; Mr, :$^
standing, froin lerft„.Miss Judy Borgan, read- sure built up as it ¦ approaches
; • ', :¦; .
hig specialist,. Gihnantoh Schools; : Eoger ; the sun.;
In.'.
Kohoutek's
case; the
.
.Mtiellery junior high school teacher and local
,r
;•' insuificient : to
program director,'.' of. the right-to-read ; pro- pressure - •' was
burst the •. . "' covering' ;¦ and the
gram, Alma,, and Miss Katharine Tully, kin- comet's tail, which "Tass said
dergarten and remedial dreading teacher, ''could have rivaled . the . full
Gilmanton. (La: Crtfix Johtebii photo )
moon in brightness," failed * to
materialize as expected.
¦¦

Ot daughter's kidnap

H^lrsf tiopes7 - |^^0^§aHSf^

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - statement Saturday. "The priei plan by which • Miss Hearst the: SLA releases; Miss Hearst
Newspaper executive Randolph thing I want above all is to get Wbuld be released from . her unharmed. , They made the offer
Hearst hoped today to break Patty, home . . as - quickly . ;as "prisoner of war'.' status. :
after Hearst, said Tie had no
Shakopee man dies A.
a weeWpng silence by his
more . orf his personal money to
tp
airi
doing
all
I
can
:.
"
1
.
possible, and I repeat, I am
• The current 91 percent who
kidnapers
through
daughter's
put into the program. ;.' ¦ ' ¦
;
appearance
.:
of
facilitate
the
.
feel prices are; rising more rap ; iii collision;
promising action on the latest doing all 1 cati to bring that Remiro and little," Hearst said
idly than , a year, ago coriiplaiii
two demands made :by; the about.".'.
in his weekend statement.
particularly about sharply es- road toll noW 97
terrorist Symttonese liberation The SLA said on ¦the . latest ' ¦ Meanwhile, the People In
""-:A tape recprded message to
calating prices of gasoline, food*
Army.;,; ¦', - ..; '"
temporarily
Need . ' program
and staples. Last June was the OLEAIIWATER, Minh. f(AP)
actively
trying
to Hearst last weekend that its halted food distribution to. the
i
He
is
*
.
oiled
Shakopee:man/
was
—
A
only.; other, .time ..in the four
-wife and arrange.: a nationwide"live '- demanded food program for the poor in order to use its fin al $1
years the Harris Survey has Suilday night and his
television appearance for two needy was "crumbs" and that million ,- for a more orderly
been tracking^consumer reac- another man injured in a head- SLA "soldiers'-: -jailed' -V on the release of Miss Hearst .giveaway
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
of quality: food. It has
in
cblMori
hear
Clearwater,
on
tion to prices that SO percent or
charges of assassinating Oak- wPuidri't be negotiated until already . given away. $1:. million
DflDD 6ROTMERS '
central
Minnesota.
The
death
HUDD STORE,. 'Ine.. :.
more reported prices rising fast27, in, grocery packages ah estimatraised the Estate txalfic toll to land school chief Marcus Foster "comrades" Joseph Remirb,
er. -' '¦-:
7
- .A 'A :
:
are
arid
is
revampiilg
a,
mMion
arid
Russell
Little
.26
,
$2
ed 120,000 persons. .
with 148 a year
A . comparable trend can be 97, compared
allowed a television appearan- ."¦ The Hearst Corp., on earlier
food giveaway to; the poor.
"¦ ' ••: .
- .7
A"
A-A.
ago;.
;.
seen In the case c4 unemployce. :'
ment; Periodicity, cross sec- ^The State Highway Patrol The editor and president of itemiro and ; Little appear demands by the SLA for a $6
PRBH DELIVERY
tions have been asked about: said Charles Hebrink, 24, was the; San ; Francisco Examiner before Contra Costa County million food plan, promised to
Vtirstit 4S.-4W?
171 E. ,4lh Sf.
donate ah additional $4 r million
dead at. the scene. Eds wife, said during the; weekend that he
Superior Court Judge Sam W. to. the original $2 million
after
Dearine,
22,
is
listed
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TREND OF UNEMPLOYMENT
' at Universty of Min- has "hot broken my word" to Hall in.; Martinez Tuesday and
: IN COMMUNITY
condition
¦
¦
¦
•
'
the SLA, which abducted his 20- he will . rule oh whether a TV
• , . . Advertisement- .. . ' ." . . '• ' .:¦ ,.
;
: About . NO! ' nesota Hospitals,, where she
year-old daughter,. Patriciia, appearance would jeopardize
Up Down Same Siir*
was taken after being briefly from her Berkeley apartment
their rights to a fair trial. ;
March
SI ¦ 7
admitted to a St. Cloud hospi: exactly six weeks ago today.
¦ T4 .. M
*
. ¦ '¦ ¦¦Jin. ¦:' ¦ : . . . , . . At : - ' . .TV ¦ .17 ' . .I'- ' .-: talA A
¦
'
Sept. 71 ..;.. ll At: 52 IO"I iam doing everything I can The prisoners had earlier
V DBC. '72 ..... 25
19 '47 ¦ f "'
Ivan Weber, 24; Bemidji, is to carry out ' their "demands," reqtiested the . live appearance
» :¦ 43 ¦• ' . 7 ¦
- June . . . . . . - . «
fltarch . .... . . +S .- I ¦• It .'.'• 7 '.'¦ hospitalized in St. Ooud; His Hearst said in a brief written as. a means -of suggesting a
Cd. '71 .....;54 . '• .« ' 34
S
oondlttoii was .not available;
58
6
31
5
A vt.¦
The Highway Patrol said care
June .....;.; 70: . 5 ¦ 22
3
In Many Cases Medication Gives Prompt , Temporary
J»n; .... :A... a : ' ..s ¦ ' .»'. - *
driven ;by Hebrink and Weber News roundup
Relief frorh Pain , Itching in Such-Tissues.
collided . headon at the . Clearwater
bridge
on
Minn
.
152
at
Ft.
Wayne
, Ind. —Mr. J a c k , aiid itching In herriorrhoidal
IN PREVIOUS periods such
Prebola of this city states :7 tissues. It also actually help*
as this, • the public: has strong- the Wright-Stearns. County line;
"Preparation H does my itching shrink painful swdiing of such
ly endorsed the federal governgood and it sure 'stopped the tissues caused by inflammation
ment moving to put on wage
itch for hours."
and infection.
. . .
and price controls. However, Dempsey listed in
(Note : Doctors have proved
There's no other formula tike
the recent move by the. adminPreparation H® it\ many cases doctor-tested Preparatibh H.
gives relief for hpura from pain And no prescription is needed.)
j ust what you've been looking:for! to decor- istration . to end all controls on fair condition at
prces arid wages, except , in
¦
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ate a terro r ium, for unique cra ft ideas, for. .• medical care and oil, does not New York hospita l
collections . ;. miniature : porcelain animals meet with majority opposition. NEW YORK (UPI) - For- LISBON Portugal (AP) - 15 per cent pay. hike, smaller
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People were asked if they fa7
from California.
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man said today.
of an attempted coup by young ficials have offered a 6 per cent
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last Tuesday suffering from lice were holding between 20
At 8:40 a.m. and 6:25 p.rn.
There is little doubt that the what a spokesman described as rind 30 army officers in the Lis- Thousands of Viet
American people feel they are "tensioa headaches.
bon area in addition to the 200
"
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long time.
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Vietnam
Inch Corp., owners of a
building housing Jack Demp- motorized column Saturday. (AP) — Thousands of North
Exclusively in Winona
sey's Restaurant on Broadway. Lisbon remained calm, and no and South Vietnamese troops
Inch is seeking to evict disturbances were reported
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has with the previous owners
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highlands since the ceasewas signed after the building
La bo rites face
was sold.
fire 14 months ago. The governfirst voting test ment reported 348 North Vietnamese ahd 72 South VietnamLONDON (AP ) - Prime ese killed, bint field reports said
Minister Harold Wilson's mi- 275 government rangers were
nority Labor government faced also missing, Another 111 South
its first voting test in the House Vietnamese
reported
were
of Commons today and was ex- wounded.
pected to win with the help of
abstentions by some opposition
A forrlllc loll In suffcrlnft,, pnln J
(
Wilson 's chances
I jnol anxiety Is exacltd by on-the- 5 members.
H were also helped by a declaral job ln|urlos .
Lp»» of Income to the worker 5
£
and loss of production to the cm- a tion from the Trades Union
! plover aro other tolls exacted by 5 Congress that it would support
t
I IUCII ln|urlei.
the government if it retained
the wago board set up by tho
1
Tues., March 19—8 a.m. t§ll 9 p.m.
last Conservative government
to curb wage hikes .
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CHECK-UP

SHAVER CLINIC
Wednesday, March 20—8 a.m. till 5 p-m.
FACTORY TRAINED FOR

REMINGTON
SUNBEAM

NORELCO
SHAVEX

FREE

R0NS0N
SCHICK

I •I

All Work Guaranteed
ALSO LEAVE YOUR CLIPPERS
AND SCISSORS FOR SHARPENING

I

o^/ NORB'S SHAVER REPAIR

On-The-JobInjuries

716 10th Avff. E,, Alexandria, Minn. All Work Guaranteed.
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Alioto draws up
plan to halt strike

I

I
I
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) -

I man to his Ioh with tha least
| possible loss of lima and income
' are rnost daslrabla.
Back Inlurlos acctxjnt for one.
'
tenth ol Iho total time loss Inlurlos In Amerlcnn Industry, 11 Is
In Ihls Hold thnt chiropractic Is
! rendering the orostast service to
manooernont,
'labor.and
J
(
The chiropractor provides Iho
I i most oltecllvo, laasl expansive
t m»thods (or oelMrti Iho Injured
B l parson back on tho (oh. Chlroprnci l\q ad|uslm«nts ampioylno mod! srn scientific skill* reduce sufferi Ing, time loss ind the possibility
i of permanent Inlury. Prooressivn
I employers, labor orgenltntlons
I I and stale eoendes realize the vall un of and dopond on compotont
i chiropractic care In casus Involvfl l Infl on-lho-lob bacK lii|url«i.
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! Dr, Desmond J. Smith
Chiropractor
H |¦
[' 3930 6th St., Goorlvlew
I
Phone 452-4803
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Head Cleaning and Sfnair^eming I
PARTS IN STOCK . . . IP YOUR SHAVER NEEDS REPAIR
We Carry Replaceabls Blades ond Haadt for All Mod*I*

at 12-3-OH

Mayor Joseph Alioto has drawn
up a plan aimed at ending an
H-day strike by half the city 's
5,000 public school teachere,
The walkout has cut classroom
attendance by 80 per cent,
Alioto was to meet with school
board negotiators today to unveil tho proposal , details of
which were not made public ,
American Federation of Teachers members ore striking for a

H ow To Hold

FALSE TEETH
Securely

Da faliio teott emberrase you by
comlnt loow -when you ««t, U uitU,
or tnlk? A denture «dlioov»can .help.
FASTBETIt* nlvoe dontiiroa a lonR.
er, flrrocr, ntfadlor liold, Makes oab>
In(t mote cnjoynblo, l^or moro a««urlty
mid cmnforf , urn VASTRKTII Donturo Ailhofilvo l'owdnr. DonUirai
that lit nro eesontUl to luialth. Boo
jourdentlert tepdarly,
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Melrose not worried about another lightning bolt

evar drove in for a basket in
By PAT THOMPSON
)
ST, PAUL, ;Minn. ;XAP . - the final second that gave ctiiThe ; Melrose Dutchmen ; enter sholm a final second Class A
(he Minnesota High School Bas- title: :
¦
ketball Tournanj ent for the fifth ' , "W» told the guys at Uie-.b*
not
worried
straight season!
ginning, of the year," revealed
¦¦
about being struck down by •an-, Melrose Coach Del Schiffler .
otber lightnihg bolt.7 , ;
"thgt we had some things hap7 the Dutchmen, ^ after winning pen, the last , few years vie want
the 1971 Glass A. title and bow- to atone for. We set oiir sights
ing to favored Glass AA Duluth oh, going ail the way; The guys
Central, :.have; arrived in the fi- have had that in the . back: of
nals each of the previous sea- their minds" during the course
sons, only to suffer heartbreak of 'the year.' - ... V
defeats.;. .. .;. . '
: Behind the play of 6-foot-7&
In. '' 1971, Jeff Nessler of St. Mark Olberding, considered the
James, uncorked a desperation best Minnesota basketball prosshot from - near ' midcourt that pect ever, Melrose will be .one
swished, through , the net at the of the :favorites when the Class
final buzzer for a one-point : vic- A tournaiment opens Thursday
tory over the .Dutchmen in the at St. Paul Civic Center. -The
, Class '."AA .; . competition - begins
Class A finale.
¦
Then last , year, Mike. Koeb- Wednesday. '" -

2,500 greet the
champion Gophers
and hero Shelstad

"i suppose we nave io pe
considered one of tie favor- ,
¦
ites/' .; said Schiffler. .' 'But ' it
also looks like we'll be in a
very strong .bracket,'' •¦ '. ;¦• Ai A
The Class A first ' round
matches Waseca, 21-2, .' against
Thief River. Falls, 17-6,; at:l:03.
p;m.; ¦'. Simfeyv 21-2, against
Mound, 11-11, ' at• 2:45 pj n.; St
James, 19^ , against Ghishplmj
21r9, . at 7:05 : p.m., and ; Marshall, 21-2, against ; Melrose. 23O ;at;8:30 p.m; ; . :;
In Class ; AAV Wednesday, it's
Bemidji, 19-2;; against Alexander-Raimseyv I*-7, at 1:05 p.m.;
Anoka, 15M5,, against Rochester
Mayo, 16r5, at 2:80. Minneapolis
Washburn^ 20-1, against Hopkins
Lindbergh, 20-1, . at 7:05 p.m.,
and ; Williriar, . ; 14-6, agiainst
Bichfieldi 2ft-l , at 8:45 p,iiL

Semifinals .will beheld Friday afternoon in. Class AA and
Friday ; night .'in Class A. The
Class A title game is set at 2:45
p.tii, Saturday and the Class
AA showdown at\ 8:45 'p.m. ,that
night . ¦-;
; ¦;' ,/ ¦' ,' ¦/ • ,

The Class AA and Class A
champions collide at 7:35 p.m.
for : the over all championship
next Monday.
Mound arid Thief River Falls
filled the final vacancies in the
61st Minnesota High School
Basketball Tcurnanient which
opens with Class AA first round
play Wednesday afternoon at
St. Paul.Civic Center.
Mound, winning the Class-A
Region 5 title for , the -3600)14
*straight year, defeated DasselCokato 63-54 at St< Cloud State
Saturday night as Jerry Gibbs
scored 17 points and pulled
down 17 rebounds;
'Wayne Peterson ( and , Ken
Christiansen scored 16 points
each as Thief River Falls
¦turned back Blackditck 60-54 at
the University of North Dakota

for the Class A-Region 8 chanipioriship, :
Anoka, with , a 63-56 victoxy
over Chisholm,; is the defending
playoff champion; ;
The gytity Mound team,; which
competes in the . Lake; Conference befpre playdowns, oanie
back from a 3ril record to win
(sight straight games and quiaii-i
fy for ite second straight tournament. ' . .: '
; However, Coach John Blohalie
noted that star forward M Terry Seeman**. suffered a 7 severe
knee Injury in the Region 5 final and is questionable for the
first round. Seeman was to consult, a specaalist today.
"It . will be a shame if he
can't play," said Blomlie.
"We've had injuries all year,
first, (fw center) Jeary Gibbs

tore ligaments in an -ankle and
Seeman had viral pneumonia.
Those ar« our two starters
back from last year. Playing
without them is . like Melrose
being without Olberding and
Linus DUmoht."!
The Dutchmen haven't had to
worry about injuries^ The major problem was keeping college recruiters away from Olberding after the season/ start¦;¦¦• ' -A A y y :A ' ' 'i- '
ed"Mark's - stood , the pres-,
siires very well," said Schiffler.
"There was probably more
pressure beiore tbe season
started. Somebody was, at his
house everyday. H«e (couldn't
live the life he had been living.
We decided to cut that sort of
thing out after the season started." ¦ : ' ' /.,¦¦'

^???? ¦??»»?»?????»???????????»??????»? ¦?»?»??????????»???????»?????????

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP ) overtime," said the governor.
— Goalie Brad Shelstad, star of "I wasn't sure about last night
Minnesota's NCAA champion- (Saturday) until the game was
actually over. These teams are
ship hockey team , is looking for so explosive. I wish we could
a job .. . stopping pucks profes- have won those titles back in
sionally.
'53 and '54, but this helps make
"I want to continue playing up for that."
hockey," said Shelstad, named Minnesota Athletic Director
most valuable player in the Paul Giel said he had no comNCAA tournament at Boston ment on any salary increase
Garden. "I hope the opportun- for Brooks, who turned Minity is there. I haven't heard nesota into a national champion
from any of the professional in only two seasons.
teams. I just have to wait and "Don't worry about Herbie,"
see what develops."
said Giel. "He's going to be
The Gophers, with a lineup well taken care of."
exclusively of Minnesota na- John Sheridan's goal put the
tives, defeated Michigan Tech Gophers ahead 1-0 against Tech
4- Saturday night to win their in Saturday night's title game
first national hockey champion- before a crowd of 7,174 at Bosship.
ton Garden.
When the Gophers arrived to John Perpich of the Gophers
a spirited homecoming Sunday and George Lyle of Tech traded
afternoon at Minneapolis-St. second period goals. The GophPaul International Airport , ers olinched the victory with
Shelstad led the team off the goals by Robby Harris and Pat
airplane cradling the champion- Phippen in the third period.
ship trophy that will go along- Mike Zuke got Tech's second
side three NCAA baseball goal with 48 seconds to play.
championship prizes and six Shelstad played his second
national football title certifi- straight sparkling game with 32 4
cates.
^
saves.
We did it with all Minnesota
"You'll have to give a lot of ^
kids," said Shelstad. "We the credit to these kids," said
showed them that Minnesota Brooks. "They never quit even
kids are the best in the coun- when we got off to that terrible
try. Minnesota is a great place start."
to go to school, a great place to The Gophers lost four of their ?
play hockey."
first five games and tied the
Police estimated that about fifth before posting their first T
?
2,500 enthusiastic, banner-wav- victory against North Dakota.
ing supporters jammed into the They charged back to take sec- T
*f
airport terminal to greet . the ond place in the Wpstern (lollp- ?—
'
Gopher players.
giate Hockey Association be- ?
Not accompanying the victo- hind Tech, and capped their _.?
ry, flight home was Coach Herb title year with a 2M2-7 record. 4
Brooks, who caught . a , : later The seniors oil the team are 'I
flight s that be could appear Shelstad, defensemen John Per- i
during a telecast of the Nation- pich and Doug Falls, arid foral . Hockey League Boston wards Bruce Carlson, John
Bruins-New
York
Rangers Matschke,. Cal Cossalter . aind
game.. ;
John Harris .
Minnesota Gov. Wendell An- "We have a lot of holes tb
derson, who played on the Min- fill ,", said Brooks. "I have to
nesota teams of the lS50s, and get right to work on recruiting. t
outgoing ' university President When you play in these tournaMalcolm Moos, headed the wel- ments, you Jos« ground to ev- T
coming delegation .
erybody else,"
. "In 1953 we lost to Michigan The NCAA
championship
In the NCAA final and in 1954 ought to make up some of that
we. lost to RPI in sudden death ground.
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ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) •; - -The
Minnesota Twins haw wiped
but:the -zerp under the "W" in
the sjpring training baseball
standings. ¦
••;. The\ Tteins, the last major
league team to win an exhibition gamei, butslugged.: th«
Houston Astros 9-5 Sunday to
snap their . 10-game . winless
streak as Bob Darwin, St-eve
Braun and Eric Soderholm walloped hoine runs.
The Twins were out te build
on their ohe-game /streak this
afternoon in Orlando against
the Los. Angeles' Dodgers.:.
Darvyih arid . Soderholm each
connected with one man oin,.
while , Braun delivered three
ruiis witli his blast. . Darwin
drove in. another run with a
sacrifice fly and : Barihon Killebrew delivered another run
with a single.
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GOODYEAR FIELD HAZARD GUARANTEE*

All Goodyear Traction-Torque Farm Tiros, except those branded or
stamped "NA" . (not adjustable), are guaranteed against field hazard

50% or more tread remaining and In first 38 months of tire servile.
75% Charge -with 25% or more tread remaining and In first«months
defects! underinflatton , broken or kinked beads, or nail punctures.
Applicable taxes and dealer services am additional. This guarantee
At our option, we will repair at no charge a tire adjustable under thi» does not in any way extend to consequential damage resulting from
either
a defect or field hazard damage.
guarantee , or replace-it with a new Goodyear tire of comparable grade,
-' ¦¦.--: aiid sire , computed on Goodyear's printed "Predetermined .Price for AdCoverage by this guarantee extends only to tires In agrtailtdre tree, justment" current at: the time of adjustment, which price will fairly excluding logging, industrial, and pulling contest usages.
represent the actual retail selling price of the comparable tire at the
Same guarantee applies to Goodyear Super Torque, Power Torque, lod
time of adjustment, as follows : 25% Charge - with 75% or more tread Special Sure. Grip rear tractor tires, except those branded or stamped
- remaining and in first 24 monttrt of tire service. 50% Charge-with "NA."
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Kareem: 22 caroms, ? Mx WiL Mx jHp f
pnpf S
38 points, black eye 1t
i -r i
FREE GiftT
Certificates

CHICAGO (UPI) - Kareem half .
Abdul-Jabbar got 30 points, and The Bulls shot only 22.7 per
22 rebounds , ahd a, black eye cent in the first period with five
Sunday in leading the Mil- field goals in 22 attempts , 40.9
waukee Biick.s to a 107-82 in the second period with nine
triumph over the Chicago Bulls for 22 and 15 per cent in the
on national television tp clinch third period with three for 20.
a tie for first place in the Milwaukee had a lead of as
many as 20 points in the second
NBA's Western Division.
Abdul-Jnbbar got tho black period and boosted it to '23
before the third period ended. ,
seconds
, eye with 21¦
left in the¦
¦
third period when Bulls ' center Earlier tho Bulls' Jerry Sloan
Dennis Awtrey accused the was involved in a near-fight
lanky Buck pivotman of elbow- with Oscar - Robertson when
ing under the boards and fired they collided in center court
a right hook which struck and then got into a hassle with
Abd ul-Jnbbar in tlie left eye Ron Williams when they both
and nearly started a fist fight dove for a loose ball But. in
both cases officials and other
on the floor.
It was the third near fight of players separated the combathe tight contest and Awtroy, tants before any punches were
charged with a punching foul , thrown,
Mllwaukft (|07»| Diindrldse » M JO,
was ejected from the game.
Wornor 7 1-A <t, Jnhha r 18 2-3 38, Robertson 3 5-6 II, WIIH«rm 5 0-0 10, Perry I
; The Bucks' center
was 1-A A, Gnrroll 0 00 o, McGlocklin i 0-0
replaced by a substitute, but 10, Dnvls 2 2-2 6. Drlscoll 1 O-O 1, ToAt 15-2 1 107,
came back in the last period to tali
Chlcaoo (81)i I.
3 7-7 13, V/fllkor
I 00 J, Rny 1 1-2 1, Sloan 4 8-10 Id, Vnn
score 14 points.
1
10-13
13,
WeUs
0 0-fl 0, Portur
Llor.
The victory gave the Bucks a II 0-0 22, Awlroy 0 22 1, Adfllmnn I ,>3
R, Garrtll 0 2-3 3, Boorwlnklo 2 1-2 5,
55-22 record and meant that the J,Totnls
24 34-42 82,
Division
's MILWAUKEB
best the Midwest
U MM
1735 IJ
CHICAOO
second place Bulls could do wns Fmilfd out—None. Total touts—, Milwauconference
title.
20.
Technical
—
Mollo,
Chlcaoo
kee 30,
tie for the
Howard Porter led Chicago Awlrey. A-18,542.
with 22 points.
HOT ROOKIE
The Bucks never wero In
Bob
Love
LOS ANGELES (UPI)~€huck
losing.
danger of
hotted two fouls to give Chicago Knox, rookie liead coach of the
the first points of the game, but Los Angeloji Earns, is the first
the Bucks quickly went ahead conch to lend tho team into the
and combined n tight defense playoffs since 1970 when the
with poor Chicago shooting to National Football League was
mov* far in front befor« thc broken up into «ix divisions.
OVB
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TIRE SERVICE

Racas to MVS you down-time whim you need fast service . . .
WHERE you need Ut Your "JEHt Stop" specialist ia your nei ghbor, on hand when and where you need last, capable, courteous
aasiatonce... on hand with:
• Calcium BO I U II OTI tonic with pump to /ill or drain a. lire fast.
• The right tiro for your farming noeda frooi the Gondynur full
]|n0. • Pnddod sling power hoist to protoct yoyg tiro and put It
Into position. *, CompresBod-alr tank pumps up to 200 pounrls
of pressure. '• Hydraulic Jack ' capable bf lifting 3,000 pounds. ¦ '
• Truck engine-running compressor for tiro inflation. • Hose
for draining and filling calcium aolutlon, • Air hose for proper
on-the-spot inflation. • Air tools for foot, sure fastening and
imfaBtenihg oflugnuts.
Youx Goodyear "Pit Stop" tire specialist . . . a profossionn?
service man, trained and experienced in handling your i>roblemB of maintenance and repair.
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By GEN'E W> HINTZ
"MADISON ¦(UPI)Ay [ So who
cares what the experts' say?
; - Certainly, not' Ifen 7 Olson, the
first year coach, of the . Superior
Hi-gh School basketball team. His
players don't either. Tney don't
have to anymore,
"We weren't even supposed to
by CHic Young win * our sectioiial," Olson said.
"But there are kids up north
who can play basketball ,, too."
Olson and his Spartans-partictilarly a pair of skinny look7
alikes named : Rob Moodie and
Mike Stack-made ' believers out
of the . state of Wisconsin Saturday night by shocking preyioiasly
unbeaten Milwaukee Lincoln ! 7467/ ih : .overtime ; for the state
Class A public high school basketball crown.
Lincoln had been an over^

BLONDIE

¦REDEYE ; ' . 7 '

by Gordon Bess

whelming favorite. Aiter all, the
Comets had a.: tradition of winning at Madison-five titles! in
six previous tries; . since 1959,
Superior hadn't won a chainpionship bracket game in nearly
20 years and the Spartans hadn't
taken a state title sinceA 1936.
¦ "And. . Lincoln was one of ¦ the
tallest high. school . teams ever
to play in Wisconsin with two
regulars at 6-foot-7,; tiyo at 6foot-5'.".:and phe at , 6-foot-4.
Moodie was Superior's, tallest
player at 6-foot-5. and none of
the . Spartans looked - overly
muscular, at least not when
compared , with Lincoln.
Mark Moselle, the son ot a
former New . York Giaints football: player; and Pat .Paquette,
a sophomore; were the biggest
Spartans at 200 pounds;
'; Those frail youngsters stymied

the bigger Comets by hitting
consistently from long range
over the zone and oyer the fingertips of-the state 's No., I ran¦¦ ¦¦
ked team.
. •''
"That's the best outside shooting team 3!ve seen," said . Lincoln coach Bob Crawford. "They
played with great poise..That
kid (Moodie) .played .. great.
That's' all -I can say.7 !don't
think ,I've ever seen, shooting
like that. I just didn't know they
were that good,
'Moodie was perh&ps the surprise of the tournament. In the
title game he hit 13 of 24 shots
arid every one of them -was from
at least 20 feet out* He scored
the first 10 Superior points. :
,¦'•• Only one of the Spartan bas^
kets was a. 'layup and that was
all the more tribute to the Sup-

Hdf l^o

.A Winona; fivesome moved into second -place in the Class B
standings of the 37th /annual
Minnesota State . Bowling Tournament here Sunday.
^
Hal Leonard Music, which
Cran«
^ity-Koi
y
competes in the Retail League
at Mapleleaf Lanes during the
regular season, combined for
3,120 that included a 286 hand>
cap. The team 's score . is. " just
11 pins, below the Glass B leaders, Evergreen Lanes of -Zumbrota. ; :
. Hal Leonard 's got.a scratch
633 from Bob . McGill,; a. 571
from Ken Tepe, a 553 from
Max Molock, a 539 from Myron
Smith and a 538 froih Bob Podjaski. ¦ '•- .

:
BEETLE BAILEY , ' A

MARY WORTH

'

'
'
REX . MORGAN, M;D.- / - .

NANCY

BARNEY GOOGLE AND SNUFFY SMITH

'
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Bloomington Standard of Min-

by Mort Walker neapolis took over the lead in

Class;A: Sunday after Hiniker's
Lanei of Hastings had snatched
the lead from Mama Vitale 's of
St. Paul the previous day. .
Bloomington Standard compiled a 3;089 that included a 180
handicap, :and Hiniker's had to
settle for. second ivith ; a 3,075
count, two pins more than . Mama. Vitale's.
' The only other change in the
Class A standings saw the Torch

by Allen Saunders arid Ken Ernst

Kragon tallies
232^570touni

Charmaine Kragon turned in
a 232-^570 effort in the . Westgate Guys & Dolls Bowling
League. Sunday. . . .
Also in that league, Leona Lubinski had 527, Kathie Grulkowski ,525, Sue Glowczewski 507,
Kathy .Morah 507,- Jill Rydman
' . ' ; ' . ¦ by DaC Gurtli . 502, Bob . Oebser 229, Dave
.
Smelser and Dick Jones 588's,
Rydman-Oiswi 813 and Grulkowski-Martin 2,319.. .
MAPLJELEAF High School —
Rich Thurley had 245, Steve
Bronk 568, Norma Schreiber
196—553, 17th Revolution 1,054
—2,886, Johnny 's Girls i,004 and
The Misfits 2,923. .
Hospital — Dean Horton had
557,. Ralph Hubbard 219, Diana
Walsh 186, Donna Myska 470,
Pin Pals 966 and Gutter Cleaners 2 ,732 as Hi Twelve won the
league championship.
WESTGATE: Kings & Queens
by Ernie Bushmillor
— Ron Mau l had 222, Leland
Stensgard 554, Delores Thompson 183, Mary Ann Moore 503,
Silver Tops
825 and Strikers 2,¦
247;
ATHLETIC CLUB: Major —
Lans Hamernik' s 212—559 led
George's Lounge to 989—2,859.

by Fred Lasswell

Elks Club nab
Bantam ice title
PARK-REC BASKETBALL
Bantam Lcaouo
(Final)
W L
Elks Club
9 1 Firo 'Dent.
8 2 E MICS Club
Blong ' s
'
Tousley Ford 5 5 ASC O

WIZARD OF ID

W
A
2
2

L
6
B
a

The Elks Club sewed up the
Bantam League title with a 4431 triumph over the Firo Do
partment in tho final round of
league action Saturday,
Dan McGee paced the winners' attack with 21 points.
In other season finales , secby Parker and Hart ond-place Blong 's Tree Service
disposed of ASCO 35-16 as Mike
Costello netted 18 points , and
Tousley Ford trimmed tho Eagles Club 31-24 with Mark Moline tossin g in 14 points for thc
winners,

Blues eliminated
in quarterfinals
MARK TRAIL

MANKATO , Minn . - Tho Wi-

*>Y W. Dodd nona Blues, finishing tho season

with a 41-9 record , wore ousted
from tho Minnesota State Park
Recreation Basketbal l Tournament in the quarterfinals.
Mnnknto eliminated tho Blues
79-73 by rallying from a 32-2!)
halftime deficit. Roger Voss lind
22 points for tho lllucs.
Tho Blues earlier defeated
Hopkins 74-4(1 in tlio first, round
ns VOss had 13 points nnd Dnve
Heise 12.

Milwaukee Vlncoln (67)! luckell 11
•4-8 26,. Gutter ,5 1-5'11 , ' Uoyd \ 3-A S,
Griffin 10 0-0 20, Halburt 1- 1-1 .-3,- Jonei
1 . 041 2, Marllri 0.0-0 Oi Totali y> 9-18 tl:
¦: Superior'' '174):' Moodie 13 0-1 2<s' ' -Mor,
gan 5 3-4 . 13, Moselle 3 3-3 9, Stack 4
5-4 .17, Doucetts 0 2-2 '2, Polglasa O 0-0 0,,
.Paijuette . 2. M J,. :£Hls:- 1 0-0 2. ' ToteJ*
30 14-17. 74. : . LINCOLN
. . . . . . .. . . . . 13 17 IS 1* 16—6T
SUPERIOR . . . . : . . : . . ; . ,14 U 17 14 13-74
- . Fouled out—None. . Total:fou|$ — Llm
coin li, Superior 16.
.. . A—22,197, Saturday total. .
.'69,481,. tournament total. ' • * : .

' "¦

Pro Baseboll
¦¦ ¦

Lounge of St. Paul move into
eighth place with a 2,978.
The Leftovers of 'Weils , Minn.;,
claimed eighth place iri Class
B with a 3,034 count. .". '- . ""' ¦ .
Rick Schei of rtedwood .Falls,
making good use of his 112-pih
handicap, took what appears to
be an insurmountable lead in
the. singles event. Schei :rolled
a scratch 649. series for a 7€1
total, 32' pins ; nibre than . the
previous leader, Gary Niemczyk of St.:Paul. - . ' :
Schei also took - oyer third
place in the all events category
with a total score of:¦¦¦1,983c' .' 31
pins shy 7 of the '. leader ,. Dale
Hanson of St. Paul,
Winona's Joe Peplinski jumped up /to sixth place in the .singles standings after carding, a
scratch 615 . series, to go with
his 82-pin handicap. ; .,
Therei were .np changes in the
doubles event ' standings, and
Dick Halvorson and Roger Blad
pf Minneapolis held their scratch
doubles lead; as did Niemczyk
in scratch singles/
A total of - 310 teams , have
competed so far in the tourney
with 211. yet to bowl, 1.426 singles have been rolled .with 1,062
remaining and .713 doubles have
been completed
with 531 to go.
' ¦'

Northwestern Nat'l.. Life, Mankato . 3036
¦
White Bea r Harley. Davidson, ¦' .• ¦
¦
; St. -Paul .¦. ::¦. ¦.:: , , : . . . . . ; : . . , . : . . 3056
Owatonna . Meats , lEIIendafe- ......... 3002
L'Vn-Del .Lares, Mpls. . . ; . . : , . . . . . ; . 3001
Torch. Lounse, St. Paul .' ,.;.- ,,... .. -'.;.2?78
Grlstum's, Wankato . '. ;.... .•.....• ' . 2976
¦
Browns .Clothing, Mpls. ...'-.;.... ,.. ' 2971
CLASS B TEAM
Evergreen Lanes No. '3/ Zumbrota -3131
Hal Leonard; Music; Winoiia. *
... 3120
First 8. Last Chance ..
Liquor, . Albert Lea .:;.. . ; . . . . . . . . 3087
Bgsch Silo, . Belle Plaine .: ..... '.-.. '. 3085
West Rub. Stereo, St. .Paul ........ 3068
Zvmco Inc., Zumbrola • ; : . - ...¦' .
3039
Bremmers Pub, Mpls. ..;. .. ... ,,.. •3036
Leftovers , Wells .' .v
,: . 3034
Peavey Co... Flour . Mill's, vyi pis. .,... 3033
Sunshine* Bar, Winona .:
3015
Anderson Drug,. Belle Plain* ......... 301J
ALL EVENTS ', '
Dale Hansen, -St. Paul ; . . . . . : ... '.„. 2014
Ronald Becke'rmah; ' St, Paul ,;....' 2008
Rick Schei, ¦ ¦Redwood Falls - ',;.,.;... .1983
• •. ' ¦ DOUBLES .
Dick Halvorson Roger. Blad, Mpls.- . :.....,........ 1341
Dan Ludewlg Ed Hu.iras, New Ulrri
1330
Richard Kteen- ¦¦ ¦
. Larry, Olson, Zumbrota .:........ 1325
Richard . Thill - . ".
Wayne Kleckbu' sch, Wlnoria ..,...;. 1317
Dave ¦Beuchler. ¦ - ,Tom..Johnson, Sf. Paul ....:..,.,., 1307
¦
Owen .Stensgard .
¦ -Lew Torserson> Prosper .,.;
; 1303
Pefe Niemczyk - . •
¦Gary- Niemczyk, St. Paul. ......,•.'. 1301
Ronald Beckermaii ¦
Floyd. '.Anderson,. St. . Paul ........ 1300
John Woeste h'off .¦•
¦
Fred Krentz, B* lle- Plain* ......, 1300
Bob Chase v . • ¦ • • ' •
¦ Chuck: P.rahln, Hastings .;.•' - ..... 1297
¦
SINGLES ' ¦".
Rick Sche i, Redwood Falls . ......... 761
Gary ¦Niemczyk, St. ' Paul . .. - ... ..;... ¦ 729
R.. €. - Brumniund; Cannon Falli .... 720
Larry Olson,. Zumbrota. . . . . . , .. . . . .'. 711
Vlrg. .Sauer, - . Mpls. .. • .¦ . . . . .¦,. '. . . . . . .' . 699
Joe ¦ Peplinski, Winona .•. . ; '- ..... ... 697
-.
CLASS A TEAM
Russ ' Horbul/ Mpls. . .. . . . . . . . . ....... 695
¦
¦
¦
¦
Bloomington. standard, Mpls.' ' ' ,'., •;¦.. 3089 Leonard Kl|enski, White Bear 7 ,... 693
Mntkers Lanes, Hastings- ........;. 3075' LuVerne Roberts. Lyle . . . . . . . ; . .. . . .. 6 9 3
Maffla* Vltales, St, Paul .' . ;,
- .' . 3073 ' Marlin Klpse, Lutsen ;..;. .....¦ .'..... -681-

...

..

Sports in brief

Allen may return
in 5 or 6 weeks

Compiled from Daily News wire services
MILWAUKEE BUCKS guard Lucius Allen , wlio underwent knee surgery Saturday, was given an outside chance —
perhaps five or six weeks -— of returning to action this season
HUBERT GREEN shot a final round 71 and coasted to a
three-stroke victory over John Mahaffey to capture the $150,00O Greater Jacksonville Open Golf Tournament
.;
JANE BLALGCI^ carded a brilliant fivc-under-par 67 and
captured the first annual $30,000 . Bing Crosby-San -Isidro International' Women's Golf Tournament by two strokes over Jo
Ann Prentice .
JACKY 1CKX of Belgium won Europe 's first Formula I
race of 1974 and scored his first big win in a JPS Lotus. . . .
CALE YARBOROUGH of Timmonsville, S.C, went aJicad
for good on the 191st lap and coasted to a one-lap victory in
the.NASCAR Southeastern 500 Grand National . ' , .' .
MIKE MOSLEY came from the back row to capture the
USCAR USAC Phoenix 150, finishing half a length in fron t of
Bobby Unser . , ,
JOHNNY GUENTHER of Seattle captured , the first prize
in the $85,000 Denver Open Bowling Tournament witli a 225-295
win over Earl Anthony , . ,
THE EDMrONTON OILERS of the WHA ncquirerl forward
Bobby Sheehan from the Jersey Knights for a player to be
named later . : '..
PANCHO GONZALEZ nnd Jimmy Connors defeated Pancho Scgura and Clark Graebner 3-6, 6-2 , 7-5 to win the Palm
Beach Tennis Masters Tournament . . .
DALE BANDY , assistant ' basketball coach at Ohio University, has been elevated to the top spot , replacing Jim
Snyder , who resigned at the end of the season . . ,
HEISMAN TROPHY winner John Cappellctti of Penn
State will sign with the Los Angeles Rams today, according
to a copyrighted story in tho Philadelphia Inquirer . , ,
A l.'1-YEAR-OLD LIVONIA , iVlicli.. hoy playing in a state
hockey tournament Saturday was killed in a freak accident
when ho was struck in the throat hy a flying puck . ; ,
MIKE STACK and Rob Moodie of Superior , Jerry Luekett
and Greg Griffin of Milwaukee Lincoln and Miko Gardner
of Milwaukee North were named . to the Wisconsin Class A
AII-Tournamont team , . .
THE CLASS B All-Tounicy team included Eric Ilormanson and Dave Felton of Kiel, Gig Christenson of Shohoygnn
Fnlls and Al Budd and Ken La Bnthe of Amery . . .
TOJVl SAWYER and Bill Pearson of McFarland , John
Sqhmit of Mineral Point , Gene Heikkcncn of Prentice and
Frank Sauber of Marathon were nnrnod to tho Class C A!lTournnmcnt squad . . ,
TWENTY-SIX NFL players who have played out their
option , including New York Jets lineman John Elliott , will
ba tho target of tho new World Football League whon it conducts a draft of NFL players today,

...

WESTFIELD GOLF CLUB

•—JOIN NOW FOR A Y EAR OF FUN—
Family Mombenhip* $90—Men's $75
Ladiej ' SSS—Juniors' $30—Social $15
• 5 Man's Leagues Thursday Afternoons
• Ladles' leagues Wed. P.M. & Thurs. A.M.
• Rental Carts and Clubs Available
Reasonable Rental Rates far tho Attractive
Clubrooms for All Occasions.

Clubrooins Now Open Weekday Afternoons,
— Full line of Golf Equi pment Avalltibla —
Jim Englerth, Mgr,

at Stiperior sports fans ,. indicat*
ing many had felt the Spartans
didri't stand a chance in basketball; The school's hockey team
had won. four. of- the past five
state meets including the ona
a couple of weeks ago at Green
Bay and Olson said most of the
area's . athletic fans had apparently gone to the hockey meet
and passed up the basketball
game.. ; ::; • . .• - .,'. - '-AAA. ¦:,¦'¦¦¦
They didn't know what : they
missed. 7
AA ' AA .

Scorebparcl

/rrsfctfe p^

;¦;BUZ SAWYER

erior shooting, which , early in
the tournament was among the
best! ever seen at Madison. ';
The Spartans hit 65:9 per cent
of their, shots in a 71-55 opening
game win over Burlington and
connected on 54.8 per cent in a
69-54 semifinal win
¦ ¦ over Green
Bay Southwest. ¦ ? Against Lincoln they fired an
even;.50 per cent to finish at
56,2 " per cent for tie tournament ,
the . second . best ever in meet
' . .. history. 7
'
• Moodie, trie touiney's top scorer with 64 points, hit 29 of his
52 field goal attempts arid Stack,
the, man that forced the overtime
against Lincoln, connected on
20 of 30 and added 19. of 21 from
the free throw lirie. ' ¦.- ' . . '
E-arlier.-iri the tournament Olson had let go ja gentle nud ge

Bob Skeols , Pro Shop

EXHIBiriON . ' '.'.:¦ .
SATURDAY'S RESULTS A ' ,
' New York- ; (NM, -Atlanta- 7 , ¦
New . York.(A) 11, Cincinnati. 5 - . '.
Los ' Ansclps 3,' Houston .1. '
Detroit, 7; Montreal 4
PWtadelphia vs . St. Louis, ppd., rain
Piitsburst! ?, Baltimore 5. '• •
Oakland .16, Chicaao W ) : 7
AMIwaOkee . 6, San Diego 5
California . 5, San- Francisco rA; , . ' . ¦'
Boston 14,. Minnesota 10
Kdnsas City B. Chkaso . (A) A.
Texas 8; New York (A) B team 5
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
C incinnati 7, Atlanta 0
Minnesota 9, Houston, i
L«s ' Aneelei 79,- NeW York (N) J
Montreal'5,. Texas - .1
Boston .10, Philadel phia.- 7
Baltimore 7, . Piltshurgn 3
¦
¦ ' ¦¦ ' ;
. .
St. L6uis. 4, Boston. 3 '. .-.
¦¦ "
Chicago ( N ) ' 6 , Oakland 5 . ' . .
¦
San Francisco. Bi California .2 ¦ ¦
Chicago (A) 8,' Kansas City 5 . "¦ .-.
New York <A) 5,- Detroit.¦ !¦
Cleveland ' 3V Milwaukee ¦ 1 - TODAY'S GAMES
Detroit vs. Atlanta ¦ : :
PMIadelphia vs. Cincinnati '
Los' Angeles vs. Mnnesota.
Montrea l vs. Pltt 'sburah . - .-.'
New York '(A) vs. New York (H)
SI. Louis .-vs. Kansas City. :.
IN),
.' ;.
San Dleso vs. Chicago
¦ .
Baltimore - .v»i .Texas •
Chicago . (A) Vs; Bostcm - ¦ .
Oakland vs. - Clevela nd . . . ' •' .
California vs. .Milwaukee .
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Minnesota vs. Atlanta
Cincinnati vs. New . York (N)
Kansas City vs. Houston
Alontreal..vi.: PI1tst>urgli . .
St. Louis', vs; • Philadelphia ,
California ..vs. . Chrtago ' . I.N).,
San Diego vs. San Francisco ¦
"Texas. vs. Baltlmere ¦ •¦ .. •:.
Boston vs, Chicago (AV '
¦ " '¦ ¦
Detroit
Mew York (A), vs^
Cleveland vs. Oakland . .

Pro Basketball
;
¦
:, ' ;¦ NBA - . .

EASTERN. CONFERENCE ;
¦
' " .- ' . ATLANTIC DIVISION
W. L. Pet, GB
Boston ' .;.;,.;...;.'• '52 23- - .M3 -.- .
New York ...,...,. 47 3! .603 ;6Vi
BulMo ............. 41 37 .Sit 12Vb
-Philadelphia ,- ... . , . 2 3 53 .303 29b
CENTRAt, DIVISION
Capital . . . . . . I . . , .. 43 34 .558
Atlanta . . .; . .; . . . . . 32 45: .416 11
Houston ..... '. . .; . . . 31. 45 .408 IIVi
Cleveland : .-.:., : . . . . 26 52 .333 17W

" ABA

EAST DIVISION
W L T Pts. GF GA
. New England ., ^0:29. 3 .83 272.245
. Toronto . . -, ..;. . 3 5 ' 32 '-A ' 74 273.245
Quebec . . .. . . . . 35' 33'- 3 73 275 256
Cleveland .. . ... 3 2 - 3 0
18 ' 72 233 238
Chicago : . . . . . ; 34 32 3 71-237 243 .
Jersey .. . . : . .:. 30 36 .4 .64 234 271
. .WEST DIVISION
Houston ;:,;.;: 43. .21 . i 91 281 187
Minnesota . . . . 3 9 . 30: 2 80 297 256
Edmonton - '.' : 34 33 . 1 .69 233 23i
Winnipeg - ...-;.. ' 32- 35. . £ 69-241 .268
Vancouve r . . . . . 25' 44 • « 50 255 299
Los; Angeles. . . 23: 47 ' <l 46 208 293
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
.
- Jersey. 4, Cleveland .4, ' tie-(OT) " ¦
¦
Chicago 4: Quebec 3 (QT) .
•SUNDAY'S RESULTS
¦
•Edmonton 3, Vancouver : 2. '
.• • . '¦
Winnipeg 10, New England 7 !
. Houston 4„ Cleveland 3
. .
: ChJcago. 4,, Toronto 2
Mlnneiota'5; Quebec 3 .
TODAY'S GAME
' ¦ ¦ • ..: ¦
Toronto
¦ ' at Jersey .
. TUESDAY'S GAMES .
Minnesota at Vancouver ¦
Cleveland at. Chicago

..

SATURDAY'S LATE RESULTS
NIT- . ' . Hawaii -66 , ' Fairfield. 65
NAIA CHAMP.—
West Georgia :97, ' Alcorn A&M 79 ¦ ¦ SUNDAY'S RESULTS
NIT-r - - ' ¦
Utah 102, Rutgers 69 • • .;
¦
Connecticut 82, St. .John's 70
; Boston College-S3i- Cincinnati 62
. - Memphis St. 73/
seton
.Hall 72
¦ -'
:: CCA- *. ' . * ' :
Indiana 73, Toledo 72 (OT)
. Southern Cal. 76, - Bradley 73 .(OT1

Prep Basketball

SATURDAY'S LATE RESULTS
MSHSL PLAYOFFS
A, REGION 5— '
Mound 63; ¦ Dassel-Cokato 53 (champ,)
-A, REGION 8— ,
..Thief River Falls 60, Black Duck
51 (clMmp. )
MINN. IND. TOURNEY
CHAMPIONSHIP—
- St. Paul Cretin io, Rochester Loimfei
33
¦
: ¦ .- ¦'

EAST DIVISION
W. L. Pet, GS
New York . . . . . . : . . 50. 29 Ml
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . 48 29 .623
1
Carolina ' . . . , , . . . . . . 46 32 .590
3«r
Virg inia
. . . . . . . . . 2< 58 .247 30
WEST DIVISION
Utah
48 29. .623 :
San Antonio . . , . ; . 42 36 .538
««i
6<f>
Indiana
43 . 37 ,538
Denver
3A 44. .436 14VJ
San Dleoo ... : , . . . 34 44 .436 Wh
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
New York 114 , Kentucky 112 (07) ¦
San Antonio 10< , Memphis 102
Virginia 107, Denver 101
San Dlcno 101, Carolina 90
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Indiana 117, New York 105
Kentucky 112, Ulah 100 .
Denver 101, Vlrolnla 90
Memphis 118 , San Dlcgo 115
TODAY'S OAME
San Antonio vs Carolina at Greensboro
TUESDAY'S GAME
Utah af Memphis

Pro Hockey

¦
-¦'• ¦ ¦: ;\ VHA ' : ¦ ' . : .

College Baskefball

WESTERN CONFERENCE
/ MIDWEST DIVISION : .
W. L. Pet. OB
¦
AAilwaukee .;. .. . . . 5 5 22 . .714 .
Oiicago. ¦ ¦....;,....; 50 27 .449 . 5Detroi t .. . . . . . . .; . . 50. 28 .641 . -iVS
K.C.-Omaha-. .;¦ . . . . .. 30 47 ' .390 2S
PACIFIC DIVISION
Golden State '.,,. .. -. .'. *43 . ' 32 .573
Los . Angeles. .' ..... '44 34 .56A
'/i
Seattle ....;;...,:. 32 44: 1421 . 1 IVi
. 28 50 ,3W. MVi
Phoenix .: '...
Portland . . . . . . . . . . 2 5 50 .333 IB
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
¦
Buffa lo 114, Cleveland 105
.
Boston 146V.Philadelphia 127 .
Portland 128, Atlanta 127 . •
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Milwaukee ' 107, Chicaao 82
K.C.-Omaha 125, Houston 114
Phoenix 133, Seattle , 108
Boston 129, Capita l 103
Cleveland 115, ' .'Philadelphia . 99- '
Detroit. IliS, Buffalo 109
Los Angeles 126, New York 114
TODAY'S OAME .
Portland ¦ vs. K.C. -Omaha at Kanial
City ..
TUSSDAY'S GAMES
Portland , at Cleveland
Boston at Houston .
Philadelphia at: Chicago
Milwaukee at Golden State
¦

'¦ ¦

¦ ¦ ¦• ¦
•

.NHL

EAST. DIVISION
, W . L T PH. OF GA
Boston •-. .;,;.:.• .. .47 13 ¦ 9 103 311 190
' 40 .20 ¦-». '89 '25] 203
Montrea l
N.Y. Rangers .37 19 12 86 260 203:
Toronto' . .. ;.. .;. ¦ 31 24 , 14 76 243 203
Buffalo ' -v. .- • ¦:. .; 29- 30 10 . 68 218 527
Detroit. .- . . . , . . . 25 34." 10 60 223 278
Vancouver . . . : , 18 - .39 : 11 ' 47 189 261
N.Y. Islanders 15- 38 . 1 5 - 4 5¦ 157 222
WEST DIVISION
.
Philadelphia , ., 43 U .11 97 234 .140:
Chicago . . . . . . . 34 13 21 89 231 1*3
Los AriBeles v. 27 . : 30 11 tS 190 207 .
Atlanta . ..::.;:..26 31 12 64 183 207
St.. Louis . '. . . . . : 24. 33 11 ' 59*183 200
Minnesota :' .... 20 32 ' 16 , 56 207 235:
Pittsburgh . . . . . 24 37 7 55 207 246
California
. . . . . 13- 46 : 9 35 175 294
¦¦ "
, " SATURDAY'S ¦ RESULTS
Boston S, Toi-onto'. i "
Chlcaoo 3, Montrea l 1 •
N.Y. Rangers 3, N .Y.' . Islanders J
Los AriBCles 2, Detroit 0
Buffalo . 2, St: Louis .2, ti» Pittsburgh 8,. Vancouver 6
Philadelphia 4 , Minnesota 1.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Boston 5, . N.Y ., Rangers
1
1
Montrea l. 4, N.Y. islanders-2
Toronto 2, ' Philadelphia ¦ 2. tie 7 ' ¦¦' . '
Buffalo S,: Minnesota 2
Atlanta 3; Chicago 3, tie ' .
TUESDAY'S GANVES
•* .
¦
', • . ' . .
Toronto' at- Los Angeles '
St. Louis .at N.Y. Islanders ¦
California' -at. Minnesota'

'

.-

Judo instructions
will resume
Judo instructions will resume
fit the Winon a YMCA Tuesday
' ¦ "¦ '. ' .' . '
evening. ¦"
Dr. Brice Wilkinson , hend of
the speech department at Winona State College, will again
be the instructor for the classes.
A YMCA membership is not required for participat ion in the
classes, but a small fee will be
charged,
Boys 16-year-old and under,
girls and women will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5-0
p.m., and men (17 and over)
will meet from 6-7 p.m. the
same days.
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¦Spring Factory SALE
I
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Senior Factory Represenfatives of PACESET7ER
BUILDIMG SYTEMS . . . will be in town this
¦| week , showing their Custom Manufactured ExB terior Homo Products by appointment ONLY-
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W INDOWS, DOORS, AWNINGS,
¦
PATIOS and COMBINATION
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Call

Qnn,
diolldm ^

' ' :S
Desk* ¦

454 - 4390

B

and ask for .

g|

S

¦
BILL BRAVERMAN or RICK BRUSSELL ¦

u
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Do Your Improvemonts NOW

•

|

PACESETTER

H
¦

With This Ad. You Receive a 10% Discount
On Any Work Ordered This Week
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Market backs
offirom Ighs

(First Pub. Monday, March. 11, IW*)
COUNTY NOTICE :
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed proposals .-wili. be received "by
the County Auditor .in . his office! in the.
Courthouse In the : Clly of Winona, Ml: !sola, up to and Including the hour of
10:00 A.M. on the 2nd day. of April, 1974;
for the following pro|ects: "
A. County Slate
Aid Prefect No. £5-625¦
i'*,. from the lunctlon of Broadway to
C.S.A.H No. 25,. In the City of Rollingstone.. Grading, ' Aggrejate Base,. -Bituminous: Surfacing,. Concrete Curb and Gutter and Sidewalk.' . '
6. Counfy *; Wide Aggregate Surfacing.
This work shall-consist of furnishing and
hauling -27,310 cubic, yards of aggregate
surfacing on various County Roads and
County Stale Aid Highways In Wlpona,
County..
Specifications are on file in.' the office
of the County . Highway Engineer.. .
Proposals will be received and: made
on blank forms furnished by. the .County
Highway :Engineer. ;.
Bids must be accompanied by a certified check made, payable*to the Counfy
Auditor for Sfr .of the bid, or . a. corporate bond In- favor of the Winona County
Auditor for the amount of .5% of. the bid.
: The County . Board reserves the right to
relec't any-or: all bid's, received.
" Dated at , Winona,-. Minnesota . this 7th
day of March, .1974.
'¦'
¦ ALOIS J. WICZEK - .
.¦. " ' . ¦• Winona. Counfy Auditor
•Winona :County .Minnesota

NEW- YbRK (AP) X The
stock, market backed, ; away
from its recent highs today,
pressured by continuing uncer¦•
. ..
tainties in the Arab oil outlook..
Gene Lovas and Chuck Peter- Dave Smelser .. SINGLES
;............ , 6*2 .17—45*
The noon Dow. Jones average
414:
-.
40-654
.
.
;
,
.
.
take
over
the
Bob
Kramer
son combined to
- Edel ¦:.;.:. .;.,.:. ..... . 408 . 44-652 of : 3Q industrials.was down 6.10
lead in the doubles event of the Leon
'
?B8' . 58-446
Rich Schreiber: ...
- overVoelker ....;•.,..... .....550 94-644 at .; 881.73, *and : losers
sixth .annual . .!Winona Athletic Jim
;¦.;.,.... ' 537 .90-427
Dan Eichman
whelmed
gainers
by
more
than
• .•" ..
Club City Bowling . Tournament
;. DOUBLES
2 to 1 in generally sluggish acGene -' Lovas - 610"
over the weekend.: v.
Chuck Peterson '- 623 .;'., 1233 ' 68—1301 tivityy on the New York Stock
Lovas carded a .610 and . Pe- John' Pozanc -414
¦' ' ¦
V.
'
'
George Thilmany -557- .. 1171" 124-1295 Exchange.; • .• •.- .
terson came in with a 623, gnd Ken
.Poblockl '.608 ¦ ' .
wrfch a combined handicap of. 68 Hugh Orphan -.540 '. .... '., .1148.122-1270 Brokers . said some investors
Bell - 554
were troubled by .the/news that
pins, the tandem wound up ¦Tom
Dave Klrch.:;s75 ,. 7..... ¦1131-116-12*7
Arab oil- ministers had put off a
¦• .
with a , 1,301 count. .; '
Bob ,Kratz - 534
^
' ..: ..... .1151 74-1225 decision
on the future oi the
--;,;John.Pozanc*ahd: George Thil- Jon Pierce-415.
ALL EVENTS
:
many jumped up- to second Jim 'Voelker :.- .'..... ..:.... 1594 282-1874 embargo oh shipments to the
Poblockl .' .,
;
.
.
.
.
,
.
1674:184-1660 United States,, while agreeing to
place ' with a score of 1,295, 25 Ken
Denny .Orllkowskl - .A
1579:258-1837
puis higher than the: previous Dave , Kirch: . .- .:,,. '' ..... 1428 192-1820 leave prices' , at their present,
Steve Nelton* .. ..... .
.
.- 1721 90^-1611 high; levels • . for
three7 Jiiore
leaders* Ken Pcblbcki and Hugh Steve , Langowskl ......... 1547 264-^1811
months, The , ministers were
Orphan.
meeting again today to considADaveSmelser and Bob Kramer the embargo issue further.
er remained in a tie .for first in
Oil , auto , and Other travel-rethe singles event' with scores of
lated : issues . Were ; generally
654, Leon Edel is still third with
weak, Exxon was down % at
a 652 Count, but/Ric h Schreiber
.87Vz, General. Motors slid % to
and.. Jim Voelker managed to
.53, . Howdrd i Johnson • slipped %
grab .fourth and fifth place respectively with scores of 646 and : :LA CROSSE,' Wis. S Winona .to 12'%, and Rarnada Inns was
¦: ''", :
-M4. ¦; . ' *.;. • ; , . : ' . ; ' . . • . . . . , - ¦?¦
State finished third - in the Wis- ottM .tb .m.
Voelker took over the lead: in
ill-events with a combined consin-La Crosse quadrangular
1 p.m. New York
teriris meet here Saturday;
score of 1,876, : . ;
stock pricies "
The 'tourney will conclude this . .Host La . Grosse won With " 29
weekend with the last four shifts points, followed by Luther with
AlliedCh .: 45 IBM 7 " . . 249=4
bowling. ,. '- •"' :¦
1
9,
Winona
with
12
and
Mankato
.
AUIsCh
lOVs IntlHr.v:: ' 28%
: SINGLES .
:
Rich Schreiber .
;
.
,
194 111161 - 58—i i i St-a-fe: with ;three.; .
AHeSs. A; 347/s InlPap "- ; 50V8
Jim.Voelker ;.........177 195 178 94—ba
The Warriors clialked . up their AmBrnd ¦' 377/8 ,;Jns&L- : 20V8
Dan Eichman
158 164 215 . 90—627
¦
John Groskl .
.
162:207 157 160-^626 points as . Randy Quint was sec- .AmCaiiv:-' . ' 28% Jostens -. - 15JA
Tom Thilmany, ,
.
.
.
193 194 .172... 66—625 ond:!in No.. 1 singles,; John Ska- ACyan.' ,. A23 z>yKencott ' ¦.39%
Denny OrlikoWikl i
. 1.63 .193 173- B6—635
, 10%. Kraft
J ohn- Neidig "... - ...... ' 1SS 140 193 122—610 den was third in No! 2; Bill Col- AmMtr
:43 7/8
Vie Schewe. '.y ...... 196 174 190 44-H504 clough was third , in No! 3, John
AT&T -• ¦52J/4 fo-esge - - 33
Wayne Valentine .
.
.
.
190 158 164 90—602
was third in No.- 4, AMF/ . : 22% Kroger ¦ .24 •
ROy Bell .,.. -,. . .
. .198,181 174 48—601 Parrott
Tony Ciardo . ..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
190 226.152 30—598 Mark Qttum was fourth in No. Anconda
2*3A Loew 's
22%
Steve Neiton, ..;..,,. 216 167 -181 - 30—594
: ^24%
Mike- Luedfke, ........ -162 .1.44 153 112—591 5 and Larry Nystedt was second ArchDn
23%
Marcor:
- 187 175.171 54—587 in Nov 6.' ' Ron Borzyskowskl. ' '.
. -' ' ArmcSL ':. 24V8 Merck . 83%
. '
Tom Leaf. ... - .
.
.
.
.
.
146 172 182 ' 84—584
'
'
,
Ottum
.
also
Colcldugh:
and
'
Avc'oCp >
Gary.-Schultz-'-'.v. .
7 : MMM A-.- /.TS'/i
.
118 158 1<50 146--582
'
Butch. Kukowskl .
.
131 147 201 102—581 teamed to place, first iri ; No. . 2 B«atFds. • -. 21% MinnPL
.
- WA
'
Dick Hengel .. ..
.
.
. 221 173 164 20-^578
',
Quint-Skaden BethStl : 33% MobOil
Snu.f .Le|k. .'..';
.
.
163.143 204 66-^576 doubles * . while
48%
¦;. 226 . 156 143. 48—573 were( -"third in Noi l and ParrottRay Gady .... ..
.
'15V4 MnChm : 6l%:i
.
Boeing
Ralph. Hubbard
169 172 Ul 60—572
7
:
BoiseCs .'"- ; 17% . MontDk
Clarence Bell ¦ ^...... 143 191.167 70—571 Nystedt were, third in No. S.
34%
Geo.Thilmany ...
141: 179 195 56—571
.
.
.
.
The . Warriors will-.. travel., to Brunswk 18'¦'. NorfkWn 66%
Rich. Hohelsel .v..... 147 135 141 142—565
7
Geo.': Lovas ' .
.
.
.
.
. .
i .138 227. 163 - 32-^565 ITW-Stdut' for a 1 p.m. match BrlNor . : 43%; NNGas - ' • 53%
AAIke Hengel .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
142 1B3 20O 40-^-565 Thursday.- . v ' : ;
'
A
;
'
.
CampSp
37V8 NoStPw ¦ ; 25%
-.
Gary. Ruppert - .
.
. -.
. 177 191 149 : 46-^563
Catplr ,
59%: NwAir;.;
Merf Ellinghuyseh ... 142 194 131 94—561
24%Jerry-. Repinskl: ;
.
. - ..; 158 159 130 112—559
Chryslr
19y2 NwBanc ; . 63!/4
Sob Thurley .
.
.
.
:
.
.
.
189 156 171 ¦ 40—556
CitSrv :.;- - . 52% Penney - . '• . 74% i
.
.'.203 150 148 .14^555
.Dennis -Daly
Pale Erdmann *-..- .
.
. <¦ 149 141' 1.96 . 68—554
ComEd ¦ ; 29% . Pepsi- - - . . 6 3 r-.
Al : .Ruppert ...
-¦ 176 ,165' 176. ' 36—553
ComSat¦-. ¦' 36% . PhelpsDg . 40%
Ted Bambenek ,
.
,
.
,
.
173 137 1S2 6(H-5£2
Bob Schossow ;
.
.
.
.
.
.
144-213 '- 151" 44—552
ConEd
20y8 Phillips .. 54%
Leo O'.Neil '..¦.. ,'.
,
.
137 153 139-V',8—547
ContCan ' , 24% Polaroid 82
Joe tSafeo^;..
.
,
.
.
.
.
,
,
152 .175 155 64-546
Don . Braatz .
:
,
;
;
.
.
.
. 154 176 185 - 2S—543
ConOil .
46% RCA
20%
Merlin Storsveeri ; .;' . 163 173 173 34—543
'.
26
Greg .Korder I:.....
.
160 126 123 134^-543
Winona Mat Club . will CntlDat ' •- . -;'36% RepStl
The:
¦
'•' '.All- Dartind
Warren Bonow . .
.
.
.
.
164 165 189 24—542
-X'
Rey
Ind
46%
second
annual
sponsor
the
.
'
Ray GloWackl ..
:
180 158 135 68—541
:
44% ¦ Rockwl\¦ ¦¦ mk
Bll| Klinger.......... 187 157 147, 48—539 Wlnoha Wrestling Banquet be- Deere :
Geo, Schultz. .
:
.
.
:
163 153 138 .84—538 ginriirig at 6:30 Thursday night DpwCm
63% Safewy' ' " • 41%
Ron.Diefrich. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 159 144 136 . 96—535
168%: SFeln - . ' . - . -33 ' A
Joe .Trimmer ..., '.
.
.
.
,
;
153 17J 152 58-^534 at the Oaks Supper Club, in Min- duPont
¦;
Bob 0*Nef|. ,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
136 158 157 . 82—533
EaslKod. ;i09]/4 SearsR
88%
nesota. City., . .. ;
.'.' .
Roy- Grausnick .
..-.
,
.
. - 170 135 163 "64^532
32% ShellOil ; 61%
Wrestlers from . Winona Jun- Esmark
Randy ..Gady, ...A;: 140.129 174 88—531
Dave Ruppert i.' ' .-.
. .162 170 197. . —529 ior High , Winbna Senior High Exxon
87%: Singer
36%
Gene Thrune:.;. '.
: '. 173 157 .136 62—528
7 18%: SoiiPac • 351/4
.'.' 156 148 179 42—525 and: Winona State wilj; be the Firestn
Gary. Schossow *
BIN Bartz ,
,
. :.¦.
.
.
.
.
.
.
178 144,130 70—522 guests, of the Mat Club for the FordMtr
51% SpRahd;
42%Jerry Turney. ..;
145 147 195 32—519
GenEl .
52% StBrndsX 54%
Chas. '.Trubl ..
.
.
.
.
.
.
;
. 134 148 .144 92—518. evening. :
¦
Gsue Prenot ..;...;..
152 157. 15.1 ..56—516
Dinner: . will 1>e served . at 7 GenFood 28y4 StOilCal ,31%
Sieve Buege .
.
;
. 132 156 144 . 80—512
- ; 53^ StOiUnd
Jim Klinger-. ....
95
.
.
.
.
.
138 171:110 - 92^511 p.m. .after which the respective GenM
'
Oscar Bell
161 137 171 34—503 mat coaches — Bob Urness and GenMtr
53
Texaco;
.
29%
'
Herman ' Schuth .
. -.
; • 143 .136' 118 104^501
:
25% Texasln 106y2
Bob Emmons .
.
162 155 137. 46—500 Dick Karnath from the Jun- GenTel :
"
John Pozanc .
.
.
.
122 161 148, 68—499
ior High, Dave. Moracco from GUlette . 39% UnOil '
46!4
Myles ' Vaughn '.
,
.
129 128 157 78—492
17% ' UnCarb : 37%
Chuck Peterson.. ..,.152 126 174 ¦ 36-488 the Senior High and Fran Mc- Goodrich
'
'
Ric. Banicki ... ..
.
.
,
.
83 132 142.130—487 ;Gann from Winon a State -- will Goodyr
17% UnPac ' —
Jim Pallbickl .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
122 124 175 64—485
'Al Thurley .
17 USStl. ; 431/4
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
;
.
135 124 114 106—479 make :award ; presentations to Greyhnd
Tom Drazkowski . ' ¦ 159 153 137 .26—475 their wrestlers .,-. .
'¦ - . GulfOil .
23%,WesgEl
-"
22%
.
.
Bill: Glesler. ....... - ,
.'- 155 124' 116 . 80-475
Homestk .85 : Weyrhsr , 40%
Gene Klinger* .
.
.
.
.
.
.
133 132 115 94—474
Earl Klinger ..
.
.
.
158 147 111 124—440
Honeywl ¦¦ 79 WinnDi
42%
Pay Ruppert ..... ' ...132 115 113 70-430
InlStl 29% Wlworth ^ 18%
. DOUBLES
Gene ' Lovas; ......v 180

...

Warrior? third—
in tennis meet

..
....
...

Mat hdnquet
set Thursday

.......

..

.....

..

Chuck

Peterson

John Pozanc

Geo¦ Thilmany

226 20*—610
'
- . 226 184 213—623
¦
68—1301
184 183 247-614

203 177 177-557

'' ¦
124—1295
Ray Glowackl .... 174 178 136-488
Denny. Orllkowskl ... 178 211 167—556 • ' ' '
- : ¦ ..
' 154^-1198
..
Leo' O'Nell '
...130 147 141-418
Gary Schultz ...... 161 189 166—516
¦ ¦ "¦
¦', '' ¦
264^1198
A
¦*
Myles «.
Vaughn . .
. 156 167 183-506
Mike Hengel.
. 185 198 180—563
¦
118-1187
.
Steve Nellon ...... 171 237 193-601
Ron . Dletrlcri ..... . 154 144 157-455
' . 126-1182
' '-' ¦ ¦
'¦'
», „
Al
Ruppert. ...... 197 173 164-534
Warren , Bonbw ..., '197 176 211—584
¦ '- ' ;. ¦'
60-1178
B, - »
Ric Banicki
. 143 118 142—463
Jim Klinger .
.
.
.
. . 151 170. 170—491 '
222-1176
,,
' ;¦,. . : ' • ¦
Jim Voelke r ...... 152 -181 177-510
Rich Schreiber .. 147 .183 171—501 '
¦
' • . - '. 152-1163
_ - , .' .¦„ .
,
,
Ron Borzyskowskl 151.167 194—512
Tony Ciardo ..... . 190 172 202—564
84—1160
',... 150 170 169-489
Jim Palblckl
Geo Schultz ..... . 159 181 ,177—517
Butch -Kukow 'skl . '.' 132 115 144-391 "
Jerry Repinskl . ... lei l«o 184—525

..

..

_

Wayne Valentine
Merf Ellinghuysen

163 155 186— 504
135 163 142-440

John Groskl ,'
Snuf Le|k ....,..,
' ' ,'
.'
»>
Dennis »
Daly .
,
,
.
,
,
Dave Ruppert ....

162 156 190-^-508
.
135 158 157-450
166—1124
170 192 169-531
203 178 195—576

Ralph Hubbard ,. 144 163
Gene Thrune .... 136 177
u
,
T~, n
Ted
Bambenek .... 148 153
Herman Schuth .. 165 145

190—497
195-495
122—1114
170—471
167—477
164—111?
Werlln Storsveen
173 170 19?->542
.,; 1B» J40 171-500
°*«r Bell

.. ..

....

Cen« Kllnoer
,170
Earl Klinger
125
' j .,
mi.
1
'k<? • ••• '¦"
"
l
*
ot
i
^,
Rich Hohelse l , . , . 1 44

'°

176 145-491
130 144—399
518—1108
™ '3S-4I8
147 139-430
?5

5

,. M4 I71 IJ2-46 7 ~"°
139 157 134-430 '
204—1101
138 137 139-414
,, 163 )74 174-53)
~110'
Roy Bell .. ., ...... 164 IU I90~5M
Dan Elchrnsn- .... 148 u.l 150-471

5'» Bert!
Greg Korder
¦ ». ¦ ._ .
r-i
Chas Trubl
Roy Grausnick

Bill Glesler

John

NeMlg

8

...... 148 122 153 Jn """

. 139 1/0 151-460
202-1085
153 177 126-456
191 168 176—535
92-1083
Tom Drazkowski.
167 190 184—541
Vic Schewe
166 136 159-46 1
7Or-l0;j
Clarence Bell .,,. 193 135 151-479
Sieve Buew
159 151 131-441
150-^-1070
Bob Sclmsiow ..,, 136 166 157-459
Gary Schossow ,. 174 155 192—571
84-1066
Bill Klinger
149 169 143—441
Dick Honoel
172 167 182-577
48-1054
Cob Thurley
200174 156-530
Al Thurley
116 134 125-377
Joe Sabo
Don Brail

Jerry Turner
Gary Ruppert

144-1053

148 147 179—474
. .. 137 201 160-498
78-10JO
Tom Thllm-eny .,. 113 I/O 183—466
Tom LM|
123 147 142-432
Bob O'Nell
Ray Riipperl
Gene Prenot
Dob Emmom

150-1048

192 181 137-510
127 132 111—370

152-1032

)09 148 161—439
169 139 160-44 7
1O2-1O0B
Ray Cody
174 140 135—450
Randy Gndy
164 114 1 18-394
136- 982
Joe Trimme r
143 132 111-31)6
Dale Eramann .,., 141 )49 I48-45B
126- 970

te Center grabs
^x
team ring crown W -^^x i\:^
.

EYOTA, Minn ; -^ Le.Center
captured team honors in a Country Gloves Boxing Tournament
held in the : Eyota Elementary
School gymiiasi urn here Saturday night.
Le .Center wound up. with 10
points, Little Falls and DoverEyota had to settle for a tie for
second with nine apiece, Caledonia had seven, Leech. Lake
had four and the Minneapolis
Indian Center and Houston finished with three each .
In a featured heavyweight
bout , Tim Lowrey of Eyota won
a decision over Steve Whitehead
of Sherburne , and in a light
heavyweight match , Dan Groth
cf Houston outpointed Larry
Newman of Eyota.
Other area winners included
Rick Kinnetz of Eyota , Keith
Schossow of Houston , Corky
Curry of Rochester and Blaine
Biers of Eyota,
The final round of the . competition will be held hero March

so.: -

Livestock
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) (USDA) — CMHe nnd cnlvcs -4,500;
1
sMualiler sleers inn hellers slow In dc.
velopino, nof cnouoh rarly snlos to fully
oMnbllih trendi lew opening sales sUuohler slrfri nroim<l 1150 Ib nnd llohter
slondy lo 50 lower, lew salts cholco
1O00-1150 lb 43.00-44 .00, slnunhler Iwlfers
nponod iihout slcady, lew snlcs choice
VC0-1O75 |b 41.50-43.00; cows uneven, mostly I.CO IDWW , ullllly and commercial
14.00-3K.00 , few tar ly 37 .00, culler 32.0034 .00) slAiwhler bulls slendy, yield amde
I UOO-5000 Ib 3'.00-49.00, Individual 43.00,
1-7 1450-1850 ¦ lb M.50-3»,5O, voalcrr, not
tslabllilictl.
llonr, 6,5001 harrows and gilts slow ,
about slendy, 1-3 ' 190-250 Ib 35.00-35,50,
1-3 190-250 Ih laroely 35.00, early sales
down lo .34.50 , 7-4 240-240 Ib 34.50-35,00,
:",0-2BO Ih 'J3.S0-14.5O I Sov/5 slendy, 1-3
300-400 Ih 31.0037, 00, (cw 32,75-32.50, 400too Ih 3O.00-31.5O, boars r.tendy, 24.5025 .50.
Slicep; 1,000) Ir iii Ina an s/,mo/ilcr lambs
¦ilow, early sales under 100 lb-50-1.00
lilfliier; slaughter tombs choice and prime
90-100 ' Ib 38.00-40,00, deck 89 Ita 40.50 )
slaughter ewes Mnady, ullllly aril) Oood
15,00-ia.oo , lew. 18,50j (cedcr lambs weak ,
choice and fancy (15-95 lb 35.00-37.00,
oood and choke 34,00-35.50,

¦
.

•

•
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¦
¦
¦
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NEW YORK EOO:MARKET
Msdium .white I....,..... 7 ... ..58-;«l
Larue white
;il-.i4 .

(First - Pub. Monday, March 18, 1974)
'¦
.. " : ' WOTICE OF MORTGAGE
FORECLOSURE SALE
• Nollce Is hereby.given, tha t delaul!
has. occurred In' the conditions of that
certain mortgage, dated the 6th day of
March, 1973, executed by: Dakota Lumber Company, Inc ., as mortgagor, to
Home , Savings and Loan Association, as
mortgagee, filed for record In Ihe olilce
of the Regis ter; ot Deeds In and lor Ihe
County, of Winona , and the . Slate ol
Minnesota, on the 8th day of March ,
1973, at 4:40 p.m., as Document No.
234927, the original principa l ; amount
secured by said mortgage being Twentytwo Thousand ($22,000.00) Dollars; that
no action or proceeding has been Instituted at law to recover the debt secured ' by said mortgage, :or any pari
thereof ; that there Is due and claimed
to be due upon said mortgage , includlnq
interest lo dale hereof, the sum ol
123,551.71; and that pursuant to the
power of sale therein contained, ' said
morlgane will b- foreclosed and the
tract of land lying and being In the
County ol Winona , State of Minnesota,
described as follows, to w it: '
Lot Five (5) REPLAT OF BLUFF.
VIEW ADDITION, bclnfl located upcti
and forming a pari ol Government Lol
Two 12), Section Seven (7), Township
One Hundred Five (105) North, ol
Range Four , (4) West of Ihe Fifth
" Principal Meridian, Winona County,
Minnesota ,
will be sold by fhe sheriff of said county
at public auction on the 7lh day of May,
1974, at 2:00 o'clock p.m. «t the Sheriff's
office In the county |al| building In tho
Clly of Winona In said county and stale,
to pay the debt then secured by said
mortaose and taxes, If any, on 'said premises and the costs and disbursements
Including statutory attorney 's fees, allowed by law. Tha time allowed by law
for redemption by the mortgagors , their
personal representatives or assigns Is
twelve months trom Ihe date of said
sale.
Dated March 14, 1974.
HOME SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION
LA CROSSE, WISCONS IN
By s/ Richard W. Schroeder
Richard W. Schroeder
Ils Attorney in Fact
STEELE, SMYTH/ KLOS & FLYNN
By Richard W. Schroede r
Attorneys for Mortgagee
ii06 South Oak Street
La - Cr escenl, Minnesota 55947
(First

Puh, Monday, March 1J, ]974|

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
NOTICE TO VENDORS
. Proposals solicited lor papo r and general supplies (or the Wmctia Public
School s .
Dldi close at 2:00 P.W ,
. Monday,
April I, 1974.
Nollce Is hereby given that sealed bids
will be received by the School Board
ol Independent School District No, 841,
IU W, Broadway, Winona , Minnesota,
al 3:00 P.M., Monday, April 1, 1974,
(or lurnlshlno paper and general supplies lo Iho Wlnono Public School s In
accordance wllh ipeclllcallons prepared
by Paul W, Sanders, Business Manaour,
Indepondenl School District No, 841,
fllds shall bo plainly marked "Paoer
And General Supplies B|ri, "
Each bidder shall submit wllh his
proposal a bid bond , cashiers chock, or
Houn a a.m. to 4 p.m,
certified chock payable; to Independent
Submit sample betore loading.
Darley purchased at prices sutlcct to Scliool District No. Ml hi an amount
ermal la JCA of (lie lilohest combination
change >
amount bid as a guarantee lhat the successlul blddar will enter Inlo Ihe con' Elevator l>, Grain Prices
tract. No bid may bo withdrawn lor a
period of Ihlrly days alter Ilia oponlno
5.01
No. I N. Sprlno W^ieat
ol all bids.
4,99
No. 2 N, Sprlno Wlnjat
The school board reserves Ihe right
4.95
Sprlno
Wheat
.
,
.
,
.
,
.
,
No, p N.
to waive Informalities , and Irregularities
, 4 ,91
No, 4 N, Spring Whnat
and
lo reject any and all bids or pari
¦!
.
Hard Winter Wheat
5.03
No,
5.01 .' o( blcli .
No. 2 Hard WloUr Wh eat
Independent School District No. 861
, 4.97
No. 3 Hard Winter Wheal
IM Wesl Uroodway
No. 4 Hard Wlnler Wheal .„,., 4.93
Winona, Minnesota J59B7
3.IJ
No, I Rya
PAUL W; SANDERS, Clerk
3.1.
(Vo. 1 Rya

Winona markets
Froedlert Malt Corporation
Buy .State Mlllin fi Cc»,

Want Ads
Start- Here

21 Worsts, Cattle, Stock

Plumbing, Roofing

7 -, ¦ '. 43 Horse*; C»f»l«i Stock
,

43

ex; FIFTY HEAD : oi good quilify well brokt '
WE. HAVE formica: kitchen and vanity ONE 4-ycar-old AQHA sorrel gelding,;
saddle horses. • Gordon -Ferjusofi« - '-Doy.
cellehl barrel, pole and halter prospect.
'
'
. tops In stock;.' bathroom ' vanities ;rhedl- .
er,:Minn.; Tel; .932-4557: .: - ,;:.
; , .. cine cablnetsi plumbing fixtures and
This: horse-: has It a l l ; - 1- : 12-year-old
;
mare, In foal to
quarter
sorrel
bred
Water hea 'ersi pipe and tltllngs.,.
on
a
PRIDE
Terinesse*
WITH
¦ ¦
. - ¦ PLUMBING BARN .,. - ' ' .'
AQHA stud, very well broke ,TeL 454- "RIDE
: We have Registered Tennesset
¦ "; . - ' ¦ ¦ ', -,
' •'¦" ' ¦'¦ ' . - ¦ Walker '"
IS4 High Forest •" '..' . .'.. Te|. 454-4244
:, 3270, .:
.. .
Walker s for- trail, pleasure aiid show.
also Registered Palominos,
Some
are
LEWISTON' LIVESTOCK Market—A real
priced reasonably. Mrs. . Maria F.rank-... NOTICE' .
good auction market 'or your livestock,
¦ Diamond ' Horseshoe ' Ranch, Rt . i,
llu,
Dairy catlle on hand all week, ' cattla
. For clogged .sewersi and dralni. ' ..
Mondoyi Wis: S4755. Tel. 715-926-551)2, ,
This . newspaper will De responslbl* for
Bought and sold dally, trucks available.
only' -one Incorrect . Insertion ol any
'
Tel;
Lewiston
Sale Jhurs.' at 1 p,rn;
. classified . advertisement published In : ' ¦'¦ Tel. 452-9509' or452-4315, 1
266/, evenings ' St. Charles 932-3602. Call
year ,
. .
.
the .'Want .- Ads section. Check ybur ad . jiiararifei aga/ftsl rodt .ttoppage
'
only. '
collect:. Lee Ploelz ,;
.
and call 452-3321 It a correction must
be made.
PRODUCTION TESTED Hampshire boars
Situations Wanted—Fern; 29 ol serviceable age. Several high quality
Bt IND. ADS UNCAUED FOR - .
/
' Berkshire boars. Open gilts, both . pure.
¦E-U, 17, 46, it,¦ 57, 58, 60> 61, 64, 66,
¦'
crosses.
WILl. BABYSIT In my home, near W-K, ' breds and Hampshlre-YorksMre
67,-72..;- . - ; ,-v . ¦;:.
"A
¦
l La Crosse, Wis.
Wm. -Schomberg, Rt. ,
have relere.nces. Tel. . 454-5341. . .
; Tel,- West Salem ,608-786-177'L
, : . ' Clard. : of Thank*- . ' '. - ' ;;¦' FURNITURE . REFINISHING done at rea. sonabie -rates, Pick up end delivery. Tel'. REGISTERED ,A-Q-H A. . 2-year-olo;
¦
¦
¦
'
. buckskin stud, Poco De)l and Pat. Star
- . ¦ ¦:' .- 7- - -';. - -: •MOSER. -:Fountain City. 687^702 'or ASA-llH. .
; J r.. breeding, $400. , Tel.- 608-539-2496* •
I wish to thank.everyone for the . kindness
'
¦
I
and- consideration,shown me during my
\V ILL babysit in my home for I child,
recent .stay at' Winona '.Connmunlly. Meagies 2 to S. Tel; 452-3843.. ,- ..
STANDING, AT STUD: Bell's Joker Nick
morlal Hospital. Special thanks to Dr.
. T-l 18823, Grandson of . Joker B- and
and
friends
and
relHughes the nurses
DRESSMAKING, sewing or mending. Will . but ': ot a king ¦ bred A.Q-H.A; mare.
atives tor their gilts. ¦ ¦
make children's clothes; dresses, short
Black - white .spots over hlpsV 15.1
'¦.- '•cr '.long and summer outfits. Will do In
* ., -Mr>. Vyslt-cr-Moser '
/hands, excellent , disposition, - quarter
my home. ,- Tel. ^52,8685 anytime.. 316
confIrrnatlan.- Was shown scuccessfull/
Vine St. "
ih 1973 .lin pleasure, haller, reining.and
7
Lost and Found
4
cutting. . Introductory fee $100 . to- the
1st.,20 ' nia'res. .Hurry,, bock Is filling
Situations
Wanted—Ma
le
30 fast. Standing at Almosta Ranch. ConFREE FOUND ADS
'
. tact ¦Jack SzcepanskI, • Tei. : ,507-452AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readeri,
¦
;"
" Tel. 643-6372.* . 7 ;
" - ¦¦
.. (Pub,!Date . Monday, March 18,1974)
7346.
'. .'
found
ads
will
bo
published
:when
EXPERIENCED;
PAiNTER
desires,
work.
.
free .
¦
¦
'
'
• . .; . : Please Call Early
a person .finding, an article: calls the .Dependable, courteous .and..Inexpensive..
NOTICE OF INCORPORATION
..
Winona Daily & :Suhday . News Class). ;Tel. 452-6781. .
WIS. FEEDER pigs, 30 lbs. $28, 40 lbs.
Notice Is- hereby given: tHat RIVER . fled .Dept. 452-3321. An 18-word notice
$33, 50-60 lbs. $37. Erysipelas vaccinatCREEK: DEVELOP/WENT. CO.,. .INC.,
will be published free 'lor .2 days In EXPERIENCED-Wlll do Interior, exlerl; as
ed, castrated; delivered C. Acker, Midwas Incorporated on March 13,. 1974,
or house, painting. Tel. . 454:4274,. .;
an effort to , bring finder and 'Tpser
. dleton, Wls. jel. 608-834-87^4.;..
a-Minnesota. Corpbralion pursiiant to the
togelher
.
Corporation . Act,
Minnesota- Business
Minnesota . Statutes, Chapter 301.
Business Ofiportunities : 37 RUREBRED YORKSHIRE , enid : HampThe general nature of its business Is: FOUND — tennis racquet at' St. Teresa
shire, boers, test and scan-o-oram ,rec1269
VV;
6th,
Owner
niay
call
at
courts.
general
'
.
This .corporation shall :have
ords. Roger ' Owen, Durand, Wis. Tel:
"NttE CLUB" lor .'sale, completely equip.- - 672-5717 ' ..
bujines's purposes' -and '. shall have , un. .
limited ,power to ensag.e, in, and: 'do any ¦LOST at. Red Owl; blue bank money bag. ped, newly ' remodeled, ail new. equipment.
Live - entertainment ; . 555,000, . Includes NO INVESTMENT ' or upkeep. Lease ':a
lawful, act concerning, any and -all , .law- -. with newsboy's collection' money.. Please
: 19740975 beer and liquor license. Locaful- businesses ' for which, corporation-, may . Tel. 454-3353 after:> p.m. *
pony .or' a horse by the month,'. Indoor.
tion, La Crosse. -Tel. 608-782-9072.' or 608be organized under , the Minnesota Busiarena, prlvate .party.Tel. -452-5901.
ness ¦ Corporation Act .. Without limiting LOST—purebred German Shepherd,-.male, ' 782-6964/ •
;
the generality oi the' foreg'olng,.this cor- ' ¦.wearing, choke chalp. Goodview vicinity.'
ONE-HALF. Registered Arabian, 2.ye«rReward! Tel.. 454-2078, 8-3; 452-1591 after
poration, shall ¦ have -the .following specific
7 horse; ' .Delbert
stud, good game
" Dogs, Pets, Supplies
;3:3p.y - " . ; ' .¦ .;¦ • ' '
. 42 : old
powers:. - '-.
-'• ¦ '...'' '
7
Kahoun,.-Rushford;' TeL 864-7403.:- ;
': (a) to enter into: one or. mere, partne r;
ship agreements or one . or . more ibin.t
. \ . :J AICC POODLE, 'while male, 7 monlhs old, TWO-HORSE trailer,, good condl Hon, availventure agreements with: any other per- .¦Personals :, - . . ."
house broke.: Tel. 452-4320,. 10 a.rri;-8
son," firm or- corporation.
able for rent by the day or. trip to
¦.
'.. ';:¦ ' '. . '¦ ¦
" lb) to become surety for or guarantee LEGIONNAIRES .. . ...Help celebrate-the . p-.m: - ,- '
.
responsible ,persons. Tel. -452-5901../ . ¦
the. carrying out and . performance . of
7
American Lesion's 55ih BIRTHDAY by
' aquarium. In excel20-gal
COMPLETE
.
'
any
7
¦any contract , lease,,or obligation of
:
attending '. the BIRTHDAY Meeting. T6¦ WE NEED good.used English and ' West:
'morrow, March X9ln . We will host the ' . lent condition. Tel. .454:2745.: ,.
kind ' of arty, person,firm;- or -corporation
errt saddies and bridles; also horses of
¦
:
In connection with. -the carrying.on of any
State Commande r and Aux iliary Presir
.
ah kinds. ' Tel. 454-3305.
AQUARIUMS-^cdmplete, ' 10-gal.; 20-gal.,
business which :iri Ihe judgment 1 of the ,. dent at the-LEGION CLUB, ".v ."
..Reasonable.
on .stand, 36-gaU bctagbh.
Board of . Directors ' of this corporation
' - . '- .
PLEASURE HORSE supreme, registered
Will, be of benefit to this corporation; PLANNING YOUR bowling party *? -Give . tei. . 608-539-2496. 7
quarter.' horse gelding- Palomino, . 15
•and' :7' .
us a call . .- .' dales closing' up lasl.
¦ hands) has been shown successfully ln
:
Sheepdog;
male,
house
mortgage,
OLD'English'
AKC:
<c) to acquire, hold, pledge;
Our menu includes something for everyhalter-and pleasure, very, gentle. Tel.
trained. Shots. 575..Tel. St.' Charles 932hypothecate, sell or otherwise dispose of
one, our friendly staff serves you quick- -3789, ¦
Wabash a 612-565r430); . "' ..•
,
-.
Ihe shares, bonds, securities .'and . other
ly, and efficiently. WILLIAMS HOTEL,
7 ;
evidences , of Indebtedness of. any : person . Ray Meyer, .Innkeeper: ..
or . of any .domestic .or foreign corporaBROOD cows, sla 'rr freshening In
43 ANGUS
Horses, Cattle, Stock
'.
.• .-. :
tion. .. .
7 April, bred to Hereford. Orville AgrlmSUDDEN unexpected, expense
. The address of its' registefed -office IT'S THE
.. son,.-Tel,; 932-4079. . which 'we must meet which raises havoc
-. - '" .
Is- - - ¦ ' •' .
classes
being
drgan:RIDINGENGLISHWit h our budget. 1/. this should happen
. 203 First . National Bank Building ,.. Wl' ized. .Certified instructor ,. .Ann - Burke. PUREBRED CHAROLAIS breeding bulls,
to you why not stop at' the MERriona, MhCHANTS NATIONAL BANK and see one " Sundays: Beginners: Class; 1-2 .p.m.; In. -25, $750. each, or $850 for choice. Tel;:
• The name .and.address .ot Its incorpora•Houston; Minn. 696-2308 or 896-2095. "
of Ihelr Installment Loan Officers and . -termediate;, .10-in a.m.; Advanced, by
, tor. is
A'y A i Tel. 567-467-2192. - ¦:¦ ' ¦
¦ ' Have,a-Happy. Day!
'appointment. Contact. Gayle . ater 7 p.m: .
.'
.
• Wa ller R. Thompson, RR 3, Old .Elms,
'have
Inc.
Riding
Acade,
that
Big
Valley
Ranch,
PUREBRED
DUROC
boats
' Winona , Mn. ;
' -'
:
'
for .service.
and its first :Board of Directors: consist V.'F;W. . LADIE S Auxiliary, meeting Wed . my.'Tel. home .-454-3305, stable 452-9744. : beeii scanned ' and ,' ready
High indexing and -' excellent .quality.
evening.<t 8 p.m. NoW'that the weath.of: '- : 44
'
Owen,
Durand,
Wis.
TeL 7)5-672- Poulfry, Eggs, Syppliei
YORKSHIRE
and
Chester
'
Robert.
[PUREBRED
.
er
is'nice;
come
on
out.
V.F.W.
POST
Duane M-. Peterson, .418. Hiawatha
¦
¦ White boars -available year around;- ¦ SSS4. . [. y.y
... 1287:- -. - ¦' •- • :,
. Blvd., Winona, Mn..- . .,
MARCH HATCH dates are: the 12th, I9thi
Brucellosis-free herd . Merlin Johnson,
Walter R. Thompson, ¦RR 3, Old - Elms,
-..• ' " ¦
WEL .L- BROKE' quarter:horses, excellent . and 26th for day-old Babcock B-30O'«
:Durand, . .Wis. . Tel .' 715-672-5711.. ' .
.Winona, Mh.
REDUCE .safe
¦ and fast w ith GoBese Tab¦
'
(One ol top laying birds In nation, Inor
working
cattle.
Tel.
896for pleasure
' Stephen J. Delano,,257 West .Broadway, - lets . and E-Vap "wafer pills" from
"y
spect our...flock records). Also XL-9 ,
;, .. - ¦'
Winona , Mn, "
PREGNANiCV. • '•' CHECKED Angus.-. and: , 2308.'.;
.: your .Ted .Maier Drug store."
'
'
'
XL-10 m?al-'type birds, i-week-rold cap- '
PETERSON,' DELANO J.
white faced cows and- heifers ., due in
. ..THOMPSON, LTD..-.
April.and May;. 10 open beef cross heif- WANtED—opportunity/permission to. pho- : orilzed:birds, ready-lp-lay. pullets, used .
CONTACT
ME
.
for
home
d
elivery
of
Wat:
¦
¦
'
¦
¦
.;¦ ¦ .;, . '- Attorneys for -Corporation :
;
'conventional nests. We .have caponlzers,
' tograph newborn animals;'• calves,- pigs,
ers. Tel. Fountain City .687-3102.
- kins, quality products, free garden seeds
Chick
Sales,
markets
arid
service:
Bob's
fdais: bunnies; chicks, kids, . lambs,
Item purchased. . * Rose
with evkry¦
¦
¦
Alice' Goede' Manager, ISO W. 2rid;" WI- '
Daily
UPUb. Date- Monday, March 16, ' 1974) .
PUREBRED . DUROC boars, Clifford Hoff, ' .dogs cats . TeL news desk, Winona
.Sholei, Tel., 452-8606. . " •
¦
- ..' nona, Minn. Tel. 507-451-10? 7. .. .
. News,' '452-3324,'. by; April 1. . '
.
Tel
5
-2564.
'
.
Peterson
87
;
Lanesboro,
Minn,
.
.
Permit No:: MN O0O3441 Applicalion No;:
MN. 070 0X8 2 0J1268 NATIONAL POL- GOT A PROBLEM?v Need Information or
lust want t o .'-rap ?.Call. YES evenlngi
LUTANT
DISCHARGE
ELIMINATION
'
SYSTEM (NPDESJ PERMIT PROGRAM . 452J5WI . .;
(Section 402,- Federal Water Pollution
CARRIAGE
HOUSE Cleaners for. altera."
Control Act, AS, AMENDED) JOINT
tions, repairs/ sewing, -pocket- Uppers,,
PUBLIC NOTICE Proposed : NP.DES ..Perlining,
general
sewing. - Gilmore • Ave,
mit, to. . Discharge . Into, Navigable. Wafers '
' at :vila -St.. Miracle ,AAall; entrance., ,
U.S. Environmental . Protection Agency
'
GOMBINATION. bartender-waitress. Tel. NIGHT WAITRESS wanted, 8 p.m;. W - 4 . LOCAL SUPPER- club needs full-tlmi
Region V , Permit Branch I North. WackHAVING A DRIUKINO problem? ;.For
. a.m. Full or . part-time. See Al Schloe- ,.'bartender. W rite E-70 giving qualiflci452-9862,'-Country County. ¦ .
er - Drive Chicago, -Illinois 60606 . 31.2-353'
'
'
,flon?. . -., . ' .: - ..,
experienced, . CONFIDEWTIAL aid. to
.' ¦ y
¦
. .-' gel, -Steak Shop, No phone calls-.
1346 Joint . Public Notice No: 441-0189
.help men and women stop : drinking LOCAt SUPPER . club. ' needsJull-linrie Jnd
Name and Address of Applicant:'¦Fiberlte
Tel . 454-4410, ;ALCOHOLICS ANONY- . cook..' Write E-72 giving, quallllcaliohs. ., RELIABLE PARTY, to represent national- PART-TIME rhan 'for,parcel pickup. 18
Corporation 51} -West .: Third Street ' Wi. ..
MOUS;' lor yourself or: a relative.
a.m.. to ' '3 p.m. Contact- Don - Lulken,
ly .known company, set ovri hours, posnona, Minnesota 55987 Minnesota Pollu¦sible . Iirimedlate-advancement , and no . .' Mark-It Foods, Winona. .- .
INDIVIDUAL WITH degree. In Sociology,
tion Control . Agency T935 7 :West '. County
: 14 ¦to - work .with: staff .of hospital and , ..'' Investments. * For luncheon.' Interview ASSISTANT MANAGER wanted for l«rg«
Road . B2 Roseville, ' Minnesota - 55113 Business Services
.Tel., 408-582-4020. .nursing home. A county Social Services
612T636-5740 Joint Public Notice issued on:
volume supermarket, -must have superDepartment to provide care for lit .and
March 15, 1974 Name and .'Address ., of ALL ELECTRIC Shaver Service. Alsc
market experience.. Contact Don Lulken,
Administrato
r,
Contact
elderly
patients.
, new razors. 415 . E. 3rd. Tel. 452-3709. .
Facility where Discharge Occurs : Fib':
Mark-ll Foods, Winona;.
' Tri-County Memorial Hospital, Whiteerlte Corporation 515 . West Third ' Street
hall,
. Wis. 54773, ' Tei : 715-538-«41. ,
TO BUV OR SELL AVON,* CALL Ort
Winona, Minnesota' 55987:: Receiving Wa- SNOWBLOWER, - tilled .power mower and
WRITE: - Ms; Sonya .Kino,.3953 18th Ave. GENERAL MAINTENANCE .poslllon open.
ter: Mississippi Fiver:via.' City . Of Wiother smalJ-engine repairs/ sales . and
¦ N:W., Rocheste r, Minn. - 55901 :Tel. 507- . Health care facility. Low pressure boiler
nona, storm , sewer NOTICE: The above
.service,.Howard Larson. Old Minnesota J. C. PENNEY'S newly remodeled beauty
¦' . -."- '
• license preferred.. Please send - resume
:
7
:
,
'
nomed applicant has applied for an
City Road: lei. 4540»82. • \* ..
.
.- .: lo'E-68' pally News. ¦
salon has .openings for full or part-time .. .288-3333. ¦-. hair stylists. . Company benefits. Must '
NPDES ¦ Permit ' -'to . discharge . Into the
'
designated receiving water and request- REMODELING Interior
and exterior, - b e available , immediately. For . -Inter' '
'
and evening shifts ,
shingling, .siding or' general- repair job ), .'view Tel, '454-5120, extension 70. and ask . OPENINGS IN, ELECTRONICS—no . exp er. ' BARTENDERS^-day.
ed State Certification . of said . discharge.
¦¦
: lence necessary. . Earn $326.10, .per : starting. April 1. For appointment ;Te|.The . .permit .will . be issued:'by .'either ' reasbnable . rates. Richard Becker ,.Tel.
tor Pat. ';
Club,
month plus free meals," - .lodging;, cloth- ' ; Pat Shortridge" , Winona-Country
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen.454-2726.. anytime.. ;,
¦ . ¦' ';.'. ¦ ¦ .
.
.- ' Ing, medical care , end other benefits ,452-3535' or 452-4002.
cy . or :other NPDES
. issuing • authority,
¦
PERSONNEL-paid vaHOUSEKEEPING.
train
for
this
highly
special-:
..while
you
.
for . a term of approximately 5 years. ERV'S FiX-IT : Service, Home repaln •
'..WE CAN CHANGE VOUR LIFE
caiiortv, sick: leave ' arid holiday. Contact
Ized field. .'Opportunity, t o - m o v e ' 'ahead'
The : principal activity• at -this facility ¦ glass, replacement, painting, emergency
the College ot S|. Teresa, Mr, Con- . folowing -training - and. daln. .further
Sales—no. experience—w|ll-. train."
Is the . manufacture . of plastic -molding
repairs, tree trimming and removal; .
-.salary* In:
A
'
8
a.m.
'
Tel.
to
naughty,,
.452-4027/
,
regular
.
Including
7
.
'.benefits
¦ ' ¦ '- ¦. S10O per, day—miale or female.
compounds
The. discharge' front four
. Tel . 454-4016. . '
- . . Car eer Job— Early retirement."
".creases . . Get Into a '- rheaiilnglul . lob.
. -P-ni.. ¦
connecting dralnllnes : consists of . wafer
¦ Contact the Army Representative.;Tel.
. Send resume or name, address and •
used :for the heating and cooling re- REYNOLDS7 ALUMINUNI siding, trim
¦'— full-tinhe
"¦ ¦ .phone number to Ken Collins, P.O.'
|obi .doing '; 454-2267 (collect:) "
WORK
"
OFFICE*
.
:
action . vessels , for; air. conditioning coolwork, . combination .windows doors,
'
, : ..Box 3459,. Columbus,, Ga, 31902,
very Interesting and challenging office
canopies, carports, shulters. Profession- •
ing,, and boiler operations... The combined
work, some typing reception work and
al workmanship, 30 years:ot, experience, .
rate of flow: averages"¦ 397,000 gallons
SINGLE
MAN
for
general
farm
work.
:
*
DDNUT HUT Is now accepting applic*.
.ad-copy writing; capable person cah be' per . . .'day and the ..combined maximum
For free estimates see Darell (Docl
Automatic leeding and mllklnu parlor
come business manager. .Must ..be heist
tions lor male and'female,' lull and partHorner , Owner,. Horner Construction
rate of flow. Is .573,000 gallons per day.
set up. To.start .at once. Ralph Shank. : time. Apply In person',' 275 Junction. ' .
I
n
appearance
and
hove
a
pleasant
per.
Company, 109 N. Baker, Winona or:Tel.
Storm sewer connections are adjacent to
Tel.
tyi-AVAl.
St.
Charles.
. sonalily. Please send .resume and refer.
the facility In, Winona with : No. ¦ 1 and ' 452-4322, '
: trices' . to E.-W ' Dally. News .; '- .
retailer
WELL . ESTABLISHED local
4th Street, No. 2 and 3 on Olmstead
FULL-TIME . SALESMAN , wanted, paid
wants energetic sales person for gen- ,
Street, and : No, .4 on 3rd Street. On
Plumbiing, Roofing
21 ¦ BEAUTICIAN • WANTED - full or part- . vacation, group . Insurance.'. Apply In. eral selling .throughout store. Specific , inthe. basis of preliminary staff review
' time. J. 8. R Beauty Shop, 201 N. Elm,
person,. Great Winona Surplus Store,
terest In sporting goods; Send resume to
.
arid application-of - applicable standards
¦
La .Crescent; . Minn. .
P.O. Box 437,, Winona Minn.- .
NEAT package! Your -plumbing;
, 101 E. 3rd and regulations, the Regional Adminis- VERY
' heallno, carpentry all wrapped up in
trator of the u:S. Environmental Proone phone .call to
tection Agency or other NPDES issuing
authority .proposes to Issue, a permit for
the discharge , subject to certain' effluent
PLUMBING 4 HEA I ING .
limitations and special '.conditions.' The
Tel. 452-6340 ,
761 E. 6lh- .
.
State, after, review of all. the comrrients
and oblectlorjs, also proposes to Issue
(First Pub. Monday, March 11, 1974):
a certification , pursuant to ¦,Section 401
of Ihe Federal . Water Pollution Control State ' of Mlnnespta :)
) .'ss,'
Act, as amended, State certification will Counly of Winona
not bo necessary If the .NPDES Permit
IN COUNTY . COURT . .. .
. ..
Probate Division
Issuing authority Is granted to the State
File No. \r,906
prior to Issuance. ..The proposed deter,
¦In Re Estate of
mlnatlon. to issue an NPDES Permit Is
Alfred F. Ties, Decedent
tentative. Interested persons are Invited
. Order lor Hearing on Pellllon
to submit written comments'
upon the
¦
proposed discharge. Comments , '. should
lor Administra tion,
be ..submitted In person or by mall, no
Limiting Time to File Claims
Now women with civilian training ."¦ ' ¦' • ¦i »¦• ' ' ' ¦¦ '
later than 30 days afler the Joint puband for Hearing Thereon.
HI
I
and experience In several fields
lic - .notice of this application Is Issued.
Oscar H, Ties having filed herein a pt.
WdnOCnO
MAfinfln
Deliver or mall all comments to: Mrs. tltlon for oenera l administration - statinu
con join Ihe Army Reiems qhd
V V dU do l l
d
.
llUCU uU.
Carolyn Cates Region V, Permit Branch that said decedent . died intestate and
spend-only two weeks away from
, , , ~
.
i
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency praying that Oscar H. Ties be appointed
Army Reierve units in your orea
home on active duly for initial :
1 North Wacker Drive Chicago, ' Illinois administrator:
r j nCJ lo Cl/ Q
40606 The applicalion and joint public
basic training. And Ihey can slarl
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
are looking for people wild and
V/l I
d ICl -wlACl
*
notice numbers should appear next to thereof be had on April 15, 1974, at 10
ot a higher pay grads immedi- .
.
wilhout Iho skills listed. If you
.
., , .,
tho above address on the envelope and o'clock A.M., before tMs Court In ll|(
Arm
vn.l. -In ""« ««°
j f ¦ R««rv.
oldy.' Find out If you qualify,
.
hove.no.experience ,v/e <on giv.
on each page of any submitted com- county court room In the court house In
"
Minnesota resident* call loll free
ments. All comments received no later Winona, Minnesota; that the time wllhin
We 'll leach' you all you
^i ^cTiwtZZnlca
lo, " >° ,.
^
without
prior military service tor
.'• ¦ ¦
..
than 30 days afler the lolnf public no- whlcl creditors of said decedent mjy
'
i
l
l Rnn i f) "7At I r-i, ,«nt
.
llce Is Issued will be considered In the file Ihelr claims be limited to sixty ' (60)
¦
V¦
formulation of final determinations . The days trom tho dote hereof, and that Hit
¦¦ ¦ ¦ '
arn ,
«ch year, You'll. ,
ror„ Ira income o« on Army Reservist
Vn^l:
aaiurapy.U.5. Environmental Protection Agency claims so filed bo heard on May 14, Wli
n? In $4.76 an hour plus pro. °nd 9«) a good starl loword a
$.1
or other NPDES authority will Issue at jo o'clock A.M., before this Courl In
'
motion and reliresment benefits, civilian Job.' Minnesota residents
final determinations In a timely manner tho county court room in Ihe court hoti!(
A/lorlir>-2 l C l/illc
IVItJUIOdl OMllb.
after the expiration of- the public com- In Winona, Mlnnesoln, and that nollce
Some of the job fl«lds open right call loll tree r-BOO-552-7611, Or
ment period . Copies of all comments hereof be given by publication of ll)|i
calf 285-9124,9 AM lo 9 PM.MonMan and women in Ihe following nov"
apd objections received will be trans- order In Iho Winona Dally News and of
day thru Salgrday.
flelds era needed by th» Army
Military Policemen .
mitted to . the State. The 'application, mailed nollce as provided by law.
proposed permit. .Including p'ropc-cd efDated March 8, 1974 . '
Reiervo in . this area.
Social WcrkGrS
fluent .limitations,
special conditions; , (Courl Seal)
comments : received and ,other documents
DENNIS A, CHALLEEN
are available for Inspection and may
Judge of Ihe County Courl
be copied at a cost of 20 cents per Bergh fc Poole
page at the U.S. Environmental , ProBy Roger W , Poole
tection Agency at anytime between 9:30
. Allorney for Petitioner
a.m. and 3:30 p.m., Monday , through
Friday. Copies of the Joint Public No(Pub. Dale Mondny, March 18, 1971),
¦
tice and the corresponding Fad Sheet
NOTICE OF INCORPORATION
summarizing applicalion Information and
Notice Is horeby olven that SHURS0N
proposed permit conditions nro availCONSTRUCTION,
INC. was Incorporated
able at no charge at the address, shown
1974, as a Minnesota Corabove for the designated State agency on March 12,
poration pursuant to Ihe Minnesota Dullnnd the US, Environmental Protection ness Corporation Act, Minnesota Statutes,
Agency. Pleasn bring the foregoing to Chapter 301.
dn
in
lo a|
the attention of persons whom You know
hour serving
your ( Army
The general nature of Ils business In
¦
If you hoy. experience in these
would' bo Interested In Ihls matter.
U^U!
M
This corpornllon shall hnve oonenl
^
lYieClianiCS
Reserve
unil.
That'
s
16
hours'a
fields you can help us now. If not ,
business purpose s and shall have un(First Pub, Monday, March 11, 1974) '
limited power lo enotiae In, and do my
we 're read y to train you,and pay Minnesota resldenli call foil free n,on"1 l",£, ,wo '"H weeh eacli
lawlul act concerning any and all lawSlate of Mlnnesnfa )
you while you leorn.Minnesota 1-800-532-761). Or call 28.5- i*°r- Minnesota residents coll
ful businesses for,which corporation nn/
Counly of Wlnonn
) ss.
roildenls call toll free J-800-552- 91 24 ,9 AM lo 9 PM, Monday thru loll free 1-800-552-7611, Or call
be orannlzod under Ihe Mlnnesoln Dusl.
IN COUNTY COURT
noss Corporation Act. Without llmlllnj
7oll, Or call 285-9124 ,9 AM lo 9 Saturday, for Army Resirve unit 285-9124, 9AM lo 9 PM,Monday
Probale Division
tho utnorflllly ol Ihe foregoing, Ihls
File No. 17,905.
PM , Monday thru ' Saturday.
thru Saturday.
nearest you.
corporation shall have Ihe following
In Re Estate Of
specific powers:
Murray 7. Jessen, Docodonl
(a) lo enter Inlo one or mor e partner*7he exact number of career Irolnlno programs dep»nds upon Ihe sklllrequlremenlj of the local Reserve unll .
Order for Hearing on Petition
ship aareemcnls or one or moro |n|nt
lor Probate of Will,
If you've had no previous military experience you got tome Initial acllve duly training,
venture
agreements
with any older
Limiting Time lo File Claims
person, firm or corpo ration,
and for Hearing Thereon
(li) lo become surely for or gunranltellallle I, Josaen, having filed a pellllon tho currying out an<l performance of
for the probata of fho will of said dece- any centred, lease, or obligation at my
dent and (pr the appointment ot Hattle I, kind ol any person, firm, or corporollon
Jessen ns executrix, which will Is on Ilia In connection wllh Ihe carrying on of
any business which In the ludgmenl of
In Ihls Court «nd opon lo Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That Ihe hearing the Board of Dlreclors of this corporaArmy Heservr. OpportunitiesIt'm h
thereof bo had on April 15, 1974 , at 10 tion will ho ol benellt lo this ' corpora2(109 NMlmnilwny
")W'l'
o'clock A.Mn before Ihls Court In lho tion;' onil
>
'
(c) lo acquire, hold, pledge , mortuUM ,
Uncheiler.' MN 55901
vfy
County Court room In Iho court housn |n
¦¦ '
¦ ¦
- 1 .- V.W-Al
¦
'
)
.
Winnna, M/nnasoln, and thnt ohjncffons hypothecate, sell or otherwise dlspon et
bonds,the
shares,
securities
and
oilier
fo tho allowance of said will, II nny, bo
v;|iy
"J
VII
il
mc
nil
llie
reasons
jinys
to
gu
luiacciings
ami
glyc
ine
mote
infor|iinlioa
on
,
tlie
filed before said time of hearing* that evidences ol Indebtedness ol any ponon
Kf seryc unit near my community.
or ol any domestic or foreign corporathe lime within which creditors of snld
tion,
deceden t may III* Ihelr claim*, tin limited
The address ol Ils reglslerrd office li—
,
,
]
;
:
.Age
to sixly (40) days from lho dale hereof,
,. ' IS'miir
r_^
?03
First
National
Bank
Building ,
ami that Ihn claims so filed be heard on Winona, Mn,
¦
¦
May 14, 1974, lit 10 o'clock A.M., before
;
.The name and address of Its Incor/if l(ll'CSJ_J
.
this Courl In llie Counly Courl ronm In porator Is
tho court linuse In Winnna, Mlnnn'.nln,
¦ Waller R, Thompson, R , 3, Old Elms ,
'
'/-Ip
Slalc_
City
.. - ,
and that nnllcn lieren) bn given by puhll- Wlnono, Mn.
cation nf this order In Ihn Wi nona Dally and Ils .first Hoard ol, Dlreclors consist
News and by mailed nollce as provided of 7
Current Kmjp lnimiene
by law,
Duano M, Pelerson, 410 Hlamllin
Dated March 7, 19/*
Dlvd., Winona, Mn,
'
;
TU ona
;
.Area of Interest .
.
.
,.
fc
(Courl Seal)
Walter R. Thompson, R. 3, Old E|nu ,
Winona, Mn,
DENNIS A, CKALLPHM
Mllllnry Bflcli Rroiind (If nny); Rank
.
PMOS.
Stephen , J, Delano, 717 West flrooil Ti
Judfio of Ihr Cnuntv Court
.
Mirlnrh, UMipp, Snnnrr & Rn'.enblad
way, Wlnonn, Mn,
PETI- RSON, DCI.ANQ H
Attorneys Inr pnllllnncr
SNIPS .
, Ujtlc of Sfpnrjilinii
,,
,
THOMPSON, LTD,
nn Nnrlhwenlnrn Bank Building
Allorneyi lor Corporation
Rochester, MInnesola SS9SI

. Electric:Roto Rooter

¦

••

Brown's Roto Rooter

t^roPi
¦

¦ LIVESTOCK ¦:>¦ ¦¦
^^^¦'•MctidM- ;';:';' V.V;S.PARTA;.;;V . ;7 -.
'
A y M QKy k WED. SALES y
For Trucking Call ,V
' GORDON : NAGLE ;
.
.
Dakota , Minn.

vAwefioM^
¦
'
WEa ,

MA R .:; 20 ;

;;\ ' .;ii- O'CLOCK SHARP > .
. ¦1 herd bf local beef ;.
" .• brood cows; - • .:; .*
SOO head Angus cross-: ,
• Hereford and Charolals ,
. cows bred to •' ..
:-; Registered Chai'olais
Heifers bred to Registered
polled, Shorthorn,
•.',- ' • • Bangs tested ,. 7 way • . ¦¦
. vaccinated : checked fdr
pregnancy, and ' age.:v.;

LANESBORO SALES
GOMMiSSION> INC,

¦
¦

¦

^HELP^^^^^^ W^^

y
P. A y ^oM .y

Frank O'Laughlln

¦
yyxx :c -:;Wevv .- ¦ ¦ ¦ . .
Enlistment

Opportunity
for
Wome n.

,

Occupational Therapy
Optical Lab Technician
Orthopedic Spec.
Licensed
Practical Nurses
¦
•• Neuropsychiatric Spec.
Electrocardiograph Spec.
Pharmacy Spec.
Nurses Aides
Operating Room Speciallsls

Immediate

n™™^ ;„
Openings
in

Experienced
™,J

Rochester, Inexperienced
Winona,
Help
: •

Clerk/Typists
Correction Specialists
Coo iTs
Radio wecnanic
Mechanicss
Kadio
Construction Equipment
Operators
r .—^7—:¦,. ,
.^^RrfDlKn '

'

-.

.

Need

' 3-H " ¦
rv+ „0
HXird
lr»h?
JUU
:
i,.
vbu^«« ft«n tt^ w

WDN ~^IfmAi^lra^^^

IT PAYSTO GO TO MEETINGS.

L.

—_--».-.^-.«„»«w.fc.»»w.„»«^..».»,„«^-.-.-.-.».».^^_»< _ -._

A

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44 Articles for Sale

BABY . CHICKS ¦ Dekalb, Beelers, ' . Calf.
fornli ' White, White leghorn. Order
, now . - ' SPELTZ . CHICKS, Rollingstone.
'
- . Minn. TeL '689-2311. .. ¦ • ':• ¦ " '

Wanted—Livestock

; 46

HORSES WANTED-^We can. pay mora
.than anyone else;: Wo pick up'. Walter
. Marg, Black River Falls, Wis ..Tel. 715'' . 284-2489 . ". .
''. . •
'

57 Apartments, Flats

NEW : SHIPMENT of men's long and
short sleeve shirts, all sizes and colors,
only Jl. Get them while they last I
Ray 's TrsdlriD Post, 21* E.3rd.
NEW FURNITURE, beds, half price.
Ray 's Tradlnj Post, 216 E. 3rd. .. .

SPRAY TEXTURING of celllnss or walla.
' New and , old.. Painting and .Interior
remodeling. Brooks : & Associates. Tel:
• 454-S382.
¦
Farm Implements
48 USED '• . -REFRilG'ERATO'RS,' :- eutomatlc
washers, black and white TVS. B I B
ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd;
TWN HYDRAULJC loader. With, separaFe
snow scoop, mounting for Farmall H or
VlOAAELITE CHAIN SAWS'
. N. Farmfalr. loader mountings for John
• See tht new Model 350 now lnl '
¦ Deere A. Lawrence Sorum,. -Rushlord,
From the h|o. 1 chain saw p'eopl*-- ¦
Tcl. .864-7405. .
FUEL. . STORAGE tahKs. 320-gal., IlrnHed
.quantities. Also' '- -.l/O'sal,- ' fuel transporter tanks. Deliver fuel to yOur tractor
¦ - lri:* 1he ' field with -your pickup.
Humble
¦¦
Company,
• Ma nufacturing
Rushford,
Mirln. Tel:-507-844 :9535. ' , ..
VVAN TED—used garden filler, , must- be In
good -condition. : Tel. -452-9614. .'
CATERPILLAR D-6 wlde gauge- hydraulic
¦
dozer, brush -.canopy.'- John EhgeL Fbun'* ', ¦- '¦'- .
' . fai»l ,City. Tel. '608-687-7239., ' .
FARMALL Super M ' tractor,--John Deere
. 4 5 . loader, ' HI wheel crimper. Merlin
Klein, Galesville Wis.- Tel,-.. 539-3534.
FOR -SALE—John' ' Deere-. Model' 60' .tractor,, very. good . "conditibn. : Tel. 608-323'
A SI7A.. A
": TRANSFER SY STEMS
.
Permanent or. portable .
Ed's :.Refrigeration- -li- Dairy Supplies
- : . . Tel, -452-5532 1127 : Mankato :

CUNNINGHAM , hay . conditioner; Model L
' ¦John ¦ Deere - - .manure . spreader/ - Both
good condition. Tel . Plainview 534-2562.
:

TEN Mt,- free-stallsr wanted—10-ft ,* clou',
ble . disc , grain drill with or . ' without
¦grass seed attachment.- Arlen Schmitt;
Fountain .City/ .Tel. 687-7500. ¦

Wanted-Real Estate

DENNIS THE MENAC E

90

EXECUTIVE: first floor, flat, 5 bedrooms,
• completely.- . carpeted, air • conditioning.
Prime central location, availability ne.flotiable; : J2J0 monlh. . Tel; 454-4745 eve- ,
nlnas ..
... -

Tel: 452-9490/

WATER SOFTENERS on sale at Sears,
. . tree wafer analysis. ' S50 :d(|-60E regular
price,. Tel, .-45*4370 today, sste for . Ken.

. Store. -' : '

'

. - - ' . ..

ORNAMENTAL yard equipment, weather
vanes, windmills, name signs, and mallbox posls. Fakler 's Welding /Machine &
. Manufacturing, - 'A mile . S, of Stockton
"A " ..'
on Hwy; 23 , .
ONE ".OF -THE- tlner things of-- ilfe^Blue
Lustre carpet cleaner.. Rent electric
shampooer- il, ' J2 and S3. H.- Choate &

. .. co:; .

NORGE VILLAGE invites Vou to try . our
new perma-presa cara washers;/ also f
lbs. dry cleaning J2:sp. -

EFFICIENCY. ROOM for/ man, ' utilities
, paid. Tel; -.452-3)41 , '
ONE GIRL to share apartment with 3
others. Good location. : Available April
; 8./. Tel. 452-5350.' . - .
.. . .

- . 454:4533.. . .

ONE-BEDROOM apartment/ air condition,
ed, -carpeted, will discount remaining
month of lease, renew or extend at your
option. Tel. 452.1986 Mon, after 6 p.m.
SHARED ROOM for '.employed gentleman,
shower, " separate kitchen,; utilities paid.
Private, entrance'. W. location. Reasonable. : Tel, 452-7004. " . .

CUSTOM BUILT trailer hitches Installed
¦ In our shop All ntpdel cars and trucks,
.
.
Aii work. gCiaranteed.:.Call . for . appointment and quotation. MLC Company, Tel
;
.452-7114-: ,.;. ' . ' .

¦—^

»i ¦

AIE

. .

i.

•'

..
-

^— "i

-

COULD
A *]$ n m&/mAiv
: *S^u^& ;LAt>y^sur
Farms; V and for Sale

98 Houses for Sale

J

.

A

7;
BOYUAA

¦¦
AGENGY ¦;

"TnEPF icfENCIES :. ''A -

x'x

ANTIQUE";-

7^
';

S P E C I A L : New drag. muichers for ' 13-M' discs,
new fi' 3 point hitch blades ,
drag muichers for 4 boU'
torn plows.

LEWISTON
AUTO CO.
KERR McGEE Inwn and . garden fertlllJ' er, 10-10-10 nnd lime. Fakler Deep
Rock, Sugar Loaf.

SO

MIXED HAY-r-buy 50 bales lor 34c "ch,
get 5 ' free..Tel- Fountain Clly 687-4039.
HAVE 3 ot 5 Ion ot grain, meal . and
beans,; will sell or trade tor meal-typo
beef to butcher. Tel. 454-32I0 .
'
BAl ED STRAW, baled' hny. - V't-ten Hnslon hay. slacks , Tel. Houston 096 230 8 or
896-2095.
FIRST AND second cron hny, unclnr cover, William YMd kc , Tcl. 452-4461. BALED HAY In barn,' nlso (Mr corn, Lyle
Egland, Houston Minn. Tel , 896-3371,
CORN lor r.oio Dnnlei Sniiigllk, Tel, 60S'
537-2645. '
HAY FOR
5557.

sale ,

Pnul

Keller,

Seeds , Nursery Stock

Tel.

454__

53

CERTIFIED SEED potato es , onion r.ots,
garden ' r.r-od:*, Purchase thorn now ,
short supply. Winnna Polnlo Market,
118 Market.

Wanted—Farm Produce

54

WANTED—cob or shelled corn, ont* mid
slrnw Eunnno Lehnertz , Tot, 507-114'
3763.
,_
^

Articles for Salo

American Made

DIAMOND
NEEDLES
¦ -¦ . $1 95 ¦¦ . ¦,"¦ .;. :;
Slightly More for Special Needles
JACQUES
'

'

MAGNAVOX STEREO-IComponents), diamond lip needle, good sound. Tel. 669¦ 2335, ¦ ' . - ' . -

49

Hay, Grain, Feed

70

TV Sales & Service
, ill W ..3rd.

Lewiston. Minn. .
. Tel , 2511

Fertilizer, Sod

Musical Merchandise

57

DATHTUli and sink , kitchen r.linlrs, humidifier, 366 E, 6lh.
BOYS' AND girls ' 26" bicycles; 21" IKncfe
nnd while TV needs repair. 645 47lh
Ave, altor 4:30.

ZILDJIAN CYMBALsPVum sets, gut,
tan, . amplifiers microphones, accordlans, violins, . stands. Bargains! "' ¦' All
guaranteed. A. Welsch, Fountain City,
Wis,

Hal Leonard Music
'•' Musical Instruments
• Electronics • Supplies
• Instrument Repairs
64 E. 2nd
TeJ. 454-2920

Sewing Machir is

73

SEVERAL used Singer zlg tan sewing
mechlnps, like new condition. Save
over 50%. WINONA SEWING CO., 915
W 5lh - .. ' • ¦ .

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for rent or salo Low rales Try us
for all your off Ico supplies, desks,
flics nr office chain, LUND OFFICE
SUPPI Y CO,. 128 E, 3rd, Tel. 452-5222 .

Wanted to Buy

81

FARMERS—cash for. down and disabled
cattla , Irea pickup, dead cattle , hegg
and young stock. Klckapoo Fur Farm,
Tel II0»-637- .1M?I dill's
tflroqilfl, Wis
G«|(, Tei. lewislon !161i Welch Farm
Service, Tel, Altura M6-64B.li Ridgeway
Hnck barth Feed, Tol 643-61J6 or 4545?M
*-*
'
ITI GHE ST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, melals, - rugs, hides,
mw lurt and wool.

Sqm Weismar i & Sons
INCORPORATED
Tel. 452-5041
4!0 VII. 3rd

WM. MILLER SCRAP I RON 8. METAL
CO . pays highest prlcea lor scrap Iron,
metal and raw tur.
Closed Saturday *
125] Trempealeau Drive
Tel, 452-104?

TROY -BILT Roto Tiller In operating condlllon. Tel, 452-6541,
TWO BOX SPRINGS nnd 2 nintlrcssM.
unwi kllchoi) table nnd 4 chairs, qnnd
lo.ivos,
nnRooms Without Meals
86
condlllnni sciuaro Initio will
tlque, 4 chaini 9 vnlumi's nl Civil Wnr
Tlmhs, lllurilrnlnd. Arthur porions, SI, ' CLfc'ANi SHARED sleeping room for
Charles, Tel. 93J«W , I/.
young man. Cooking
area and TV
Avallnhlo Mar, 1st,
Tol.
provided ,
I>ASUMI:NT R UMMAI"'i: HAI I:-- T 4 pnrllns ,
452-7700, .
ml»r.o)l,mwt , I !"''• ¦ evmlr.Oi all dny
Wnd. and Thur s , nllornnnn nnd ovnnlno, CRNTRALLY LOCATED slenping room
"
'¦
619 Wiilnul.
lor gonllomnn only, separate entrance.
Tel. 452-6479.
CRIUS, p|ini)0(irnpli, automallo washer.
Cheap, Tol, «2-7061 .
ROOM FOR ront for girl, close to Technical School , $40 per month. Utilities
MF.N'S new panla, nil alios, 51, Ray 's
lurnlslicd, Tol, 454-3305,
l=
,
3rd,
Trading Post, 216
BOYS' now punts , nil sizes,
Trndlnii Post 216 P.. 3rd

»1, Ray 's

BOYS' now Innn nr slinrl sleeve slilrls,
all cnlnrs nnd sl ;rs , 75c ' to Jl, Ray ' s
Trailing Post, 216 E , 3rd,
NI" W KeLVINAI'OR 1.5.3 clicsl frouzors,
hnskols,
lock,
doluxn,
wllh
llllht,
FRANK LILLA & SONS , Z6I E. Bill.

Apartments, Flats

90

W, CCNTRAL—2 bedrooms, front noreti,
/ilr corldlllniiod, onrbODo disposal, gomoo,
Nuwly
carpeted and pnlnlecl
llirniiohqut, Truly a luxury npnrlmont ,
JW5 por mnnlh. No no ta, no children,no
Undents, ' Tol, 454-4BO,
ONE-UEDROOM aporlment. Tel. 452-7727,

a 200'xl75' lot , plenty of room . for park-.
Ing or expansion, 1 minimum , lease .4
years* : Tel. 452-9231 , between • 8 . and' .S
weekdays.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

mm454*4196
- 7 103 W. Broadway .

.;
Prompt — Alert — Courteous .• '¦

;

; - FULL-TIME v '

¦y A : ':y s ^[ C^yy yA
'¦"¦ :Call :Us Anytime;; :
'. ,"' • Day.pr Night . "
'
or Weekends
Office Hours : 8 a.m! to 8 p.m.
Monday through Saturday ,'¦•¦

GENE KARASCH
REALTY, INC.
Broadway & Main ¦

INCOfAE PRODUCING prooertlej tor
sale. Terms to qualified buyers. JIM
ROBB REALTY Tel 454-5870. 8 a.m.
to 5 p, m. Mon. through Frl.
¦
LARGE- SPLIT toyer with 4 bedrooms
plus dan or 5th bedroom. Large living
room, formal dining room, family room
wllh firep lace, ' kitchen with , breahfasl
nook. .Wash room on first floor, .patio
and deck . 2-car garaqe. Country atmosphere, yet In the . city. Tel. 452-2476. ¦

FARMS FOR SALE . ' .WINONA , , Cedar Valley — 280 acres with TWO-YEAR-O LD 4-bedroom split foyer
home on extra large .lot, attached 2-car
real good , 8-room house. ' 3-car garage,
garage, central air conditioning, rear
large barn and Other buildings. 2 nice
deck,
located on Minnesota Clly Boat
. springs. Would be an excellent beef .br
Harbor Road. - Tel. 689-2810.
pony farm. $275 per acre .
HOBBY FARM, 5 ml|es S.E. of Lewislon,
17'/i. acres land with . 7-rodm house, BY OWNER—4 bedrooms, 2 baths famkitchen cupboards, new.oil furnace, subily room split : foyer, fully carpeted
mersible pump In wel). Barn and other ,
and decoratlvely paneled ; combination
buildings/ Only $25,000. Spring posseslaundry or den or 5lf| bedroom, spasion. Blacktop road. Lewislon , School.,
clous kllchen and dining area , .plclure
PAUL J. KIEFFER, Tel. 507-794-6721
living room, 2-car garage, lenc^window
HAROLD CROW, Tel. 507-932-3178
ed-ln yard , redwood deck, nice residential area near lake. $39,900. 669 E.
FARMS-beef, dairy, hobby and acreage
•
-Bellevlew , Tel. .454-5274.
without buildings, Twallen Realty, Hous¦
ton,. Minn. Tcl , B96-3500. •
NEW LARGE 3-bedroom home In Goodview, custom built, 50x150' lot,:full parLAND LISTING 4 SELLING - Farms,
titioned : basement l-car attached gaHobby Farms, Small Acreage Our
rage , yard has been sodded. Price reSpecially
Free Appraisals.
SUGAR
duced to $25,900 , SUGAR LOAF REAL
LOAF REAl
ESTATE ', Hwy, 43 at
ESTATE, Tel. 454-2367, Gerald Swehla ,
Sugar Loaf. Tei. 454 2367 or 454-3368
452-4446 evenings Peter Klas , 452-8687,
evenings.
_ 3 or 4-bedroom modular home,
\F YOU ARE In the market for a tarm ]9/2
boasts 1,339 sq. It. of living space, 1%
or home, dr are planning to sell real
,bath, 14x14 kitchen, ,14x27 living room,
estate ot any type contact NORTHERN
skirled set up on lol; 2 sols of steps
INVESTMEN1 COMPANY, Real Estate
and partially furnished , Sunar Loaf
Brokers, Independence, Wis., Or Eldon
Real Estate. Tcl. 454-2367 . days , Gerald
W
Berg,
Real
Estate
Salesman,
Swalila, 452-6444 evenings , Peler Klas,
Arcadia, Wli. Tel. 328-7350.
452-8687. '

DAIRY FARM
Deluxe dairy farm with tremendous production capabilities
• 240 acres — 200 acres tillable - all corn ground
• 5 bedroom modern home
• 305' dairy setup - % free
stalls — 4(1x50 loose houfr
ing.
Clay
double 4 Herring•
bone milking parlor —
complete
• 400 gallon bulk lank ,' and ...
equipment
• 20x70 Harve.sl.orc silo &
Goliath unloader
Osseo silo k un20xf>0
•
loader
• 10x55 silo with unloader
• 70' BadRer Trolley feed
bunk & concrete aprons
• 50x104' polo shed
• Several other outbuildings
and smaller silo
Immediate possession —
Terms available - Shown
by appointment only.

NORTHERN
INVESTMENT CO.

Real Estate Brdkers ! Ihdependence, Wis. Tol. 715-0053191. After hours , Eldon VV.
Berg, Real Estate Salesman , '
Arcadia , Wis; Tol. 0OII-3237350.

'
. - ''The Gbod J- imes ; .; '-.;
¦
¦
'
just : rolled • in';" ' .• '
"EARLYBIED PRICES -

'. .' y y : A 'A' WW AA - 'A:

(Why not fide: the best).'

'BQB'5 MARINE

Ft. of Laird . . Tel, 452^2697.
.

"¦'

"
¦
.
. . . POLARIS
Parts —Sains—Service
. . . ROBB .MOTORS, INC,
Winona , Minn: & Eau.cjalre,

LEWlSTON-duplox will) kitchen, 3 other rooms and bath , upper lloor. Large
living room, dining room, bedroom,
kitchen and bnth, lower floor, Easily
converted to a single unit, New ' n'lurnl
gas lurnace. 2-car garage. 4 blocks from
high school.
SMALL BUSINESS wllh living quarlcrs .
breezeway and gara(ie, next lo swimming pool,

SIEBENALER REAL
ESTATE AGENCY

Lewiston, Minn.

Tsl. 2691

home wllh appliTHR EE-BEDROOM
wllhin
throughout ,
carpeting
ance,
lo downtown and
walking distance
schools. House hns lull basemen) and
ll-si-car garafjo on a narrow lol, Moro
cupboard space nnd conveniences lhan
yow - enn Imagine, Tlils house Is practically malnlonwci, Irec, drlvo by and
look lor yourself, II you are - Interest ed
call us for an appointm ent. For Milo by
owner, $16,900, 534 W. 5th SI, Tel. 4544501..

Home For Sale

4 bedroom ranch home located in Blair , Wis,, on
large spacious lot. Modern ,
kitchen , niw cupboards , carpeted living room , full bath
and attached coraRC, Full
basement has family room ,
bar , Ras fireplace , oil forced
air heat , utility area and one
bedroom. Attractive utility
building nnd cementod dog
pen in back yard. Immed iate possession ,

NORTHERN
INVESTMENT CO,

lloal Estate Brokers, Indejpendence, Wis. Tel. 7I5-9I)!>3191. After hours, Eldon VV.
Berg, Real Estate Salesman ,
Arcadia . Wis , Tel. fiOH -:)2:i7350.

Ij h;- BOB

|#Se
^t
ii RGALTOR
I

|)20 CENTER-

THERE'S NO
SUBSTITUTE FOR
EXPERIENCE

Mobile Homes, Trailers

11
1

FOR SALE or trade for. house In 'Winona,
¦ 197T Superior ,14x70, fireplace;
storafle
shed,- partially furnished, rel. 454-'5285.

1
1
1

SEE THE: NEW Homelte and Medjlllofl
at Green Terrece Mobile Homes. Spe¦cUl for March, 1974 UX70 Honiettei list '
prlca . J12,!00, sale price - S7,t9S: - . A; ¦

¦
;• ¦ '. ."¦' . ., ' : Aoetion Sales

FREDDY FRIGKSON ' ' ¦¦' . .
Auctlonea'r. •
Will handl* all .. sizes and Klndi of
. auctions. . Tel. Dakota 643-61*1.

r

:: . YAMAHAl; . "
• Quality Sport Center

3rd &.
¦ ¦ Harriet. '

ir 5.• .

used . Motorcycles-

'- i965-.BSA «50cc '
' 1972—Yamaha JT2—60ce ; (2)
¦ 1972-Yamaha JT2MX-60cc
19138-Yamaha 350 Street -Ai
1971—H6nda^CL-175-K5
1967—Honda 300 '
1965—Wards-^125cc.:-$95 V.
;
V '. GTC MOTOR.PAHTS *
:' . ; & : EQUIPMENT .: '; : *: '
Whitehali ,.Wis. Tej. 715-538-4309
. ¦" ; "Authorized- L}aal?r For
. . . Yamalia & Honda '' -A .

ONE 2iTft. semMrailer .

f e i. ' 454-3270. - .

FORD—1968 350, T2' bed, good ' condition.
' 1961 Fqrd: 350 -with ' hoist, 10'. bed. Tei.
Lewiston' 5701. . .
CHEVROLETr-1967; ^cylinder, 3-speed ,' '/!ton, top.shape, Choice, of 2. ':ldeal Auto
:Sales, ' 470 Mankato Ave. ¦
INTERNATIONAL — . 195S Vi-ton pickup,
fair: condition. May be seen at.218 E.
lOIW.St . or TeL .452-5172: ' - ,
DODGE—IM! 2 ton - ?ruck, . 16' : box . .with
grain - rack and . hoist, • V-8 engine.
Chuck Sche|l, -Minneiska. Tei.. 689-2620:
GMC—1971 Astro, with 316 ..Detroit, Roadranger transmission, .air conditioning
.' and sleeper : tandem drive. Price S1V,. 000. Also ' olher trucks for sale.. Miller's
Used Truck ' Sales, Sparta , Wis. Tel.
.608-269-6748.. :

Used Cars

A 109

VOLkSWAGEN-Squareback, : 32,000 ' ac.' tual miles il ,375. Tel. 507-493,5607. : - . TEACHER WILL , sell . 1972 Volkswagen
' Squareback
excellent: condition, , low
mileage, eidra . snow tires. $2,400.' '- 'Tel.
;' 687-4038. 7
PpNTtA<-1969. Firebird, 350, V-8 'auto. matic power, steering. Tel. 452-5571 alter
5 p.m. ¦". .
¦
VERY
NICE • 1965 " . .Studcbaker , ' 39,800
miles, economical, 4 hew tires , new
brakes and;new heavy, duly battery in
Nov. 1973. Matching end tables and
. coffee ' table, , very good. Tol; '45 .4-3074.
AMERICAN MOTO RS , 1971, Hornet, 2
door sedan, good condillon . Inquire
Installment Loan Dept. MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK, "• „
.. .
FORD—1969 Fjirlane wagon, fixy'llnder,
. 'straight, ', real' economy. . Look fasl. It
won't lasll. Very nice. Ideal Auto Sales ,
470 Mankalo Ave.

CHEVROLET — 1973 Impala d.pflssengor
station
wagon,
V-8
engine ,
power sloerlno, power brakes, automatic
transmission, low mileage. Mow Minnesota , license pliilcs '. Lnrtslcn ChevroletOlds, Ulalr, Wis. Tel. 909-2545 .
VOLKSWAGEN, 1963 J275 or best offer.
Plus .- Volkswagen - parts , Tcl, 457-4155,
VOLKSWAGEN BUS -1971, 7-pnssengcr,
'c onverted for cnniplnri . - /,00(l mile 's on
now cnjilnc. S2695 . lei. 452-6763 alter 5.

New Can

120 Center Tcl.. 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
452-2118
452-40(19
454-1172
452-3175
454-2990
454-4224
IOO

LOTS AND ncrnaao In build nn, 2 acres,
all plot led wllh small stream thrnuoli
property, „ 4 mllos N.W. nt winona.
Randy to build on, Priced $4 ,490 , 31)
acres , J' mllns S.E , ot Wlnonn ntf |lwy.
61, Has sprlmis, ilreams nnd boAullliit
valley overlooked Ihe Mississippi. Priced to soil, only Jl.1,900 6 acres 2
milo:*. S. n( Winona wllh naw well anil
blacktop, ' Ready , to build on, »7, 5O0,
5 ncriif. 5 mllns 5. of Wlnonn In valloy.
Wi\r. $5,900, now UW0, SUGAR I.O/VP
RCAI. ESTATE, Tel. 45A 1367, Gera ld
Svwlilfl, 452-6446 nv«ft|ni»i Mori) OunrlorSOD W4-3J68 , - Peler KlflS 452-H6B/ ,

102

20O lo 300 acres , tillable
bare ground.
Tel. 4!>4.1«)87 or
452-1333

¦
FORD—1955': 1-ton,. ..«'-'cyllnder wllh .8000
V miles on. rebulI' engine, grain and slock
racks; new paint, ' Excellent condition.
-, Larry's.Body 'Shop,. .Rushford Minn., Tel.
business. BU-9SI0; .residence 864-7652,

OLDSMOBILE — 1973 Cutlass S 2-door
hardtop , V-8 enciinel power steering,
power brakes , automatic ,,transmission.
I owner.. In lop condition, New Minnesota plates. LndMon Chov/folet-Olds ,
Blair, Wis. Tcl. .909-2545.

BOB SELOVER
REALTOR

WANTED

t rucks, Tract'Sj Trailers 1'OJB

CHEVROLET—1957 V-8 aOlomnlic transmission In very good -condi tion . Tel,
Wabasha 565-4224 afler 4:30.

WE'VE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY SERVING WINONA'S REAL E S T A T E
NEEDS FOR OVER THREE
GENERATIONS.

Wanted-Real Estate

rel; 4i2-2399
' ' ".- ."¦ ¦ "• ¦ ¦ • ' :. ;

IISI^SPI
:;'¦ As. I have sold the fafm , I will sell the following personal
j property at Public Auction on the farm located 9 miles
|north of Mabel , Minn., on: Hwy; 43, then one mile west pr
;j 13. miles.south of Rushford , Minn;, on Hwy. 43, then one
I v mile west or orie mile north of Tawney storey then: chfe
' ":
A- milei west, Follow Auction Arrows on -

|- 0';Tii^

GOOD GAS
NEWS
Brings
PRE-SPRING
VALUES
on over

©

Now nuicKs - opi-: i ,s
OLDSMOinr.E & <; MC
TRUCKS in slot'k

wide selection of
MODELS & COLORS
to choose from
PRICKS YOU WOULDN'T
BEIJEV isi!

A "A ' :. :y> ' 18 Head of Hereford Cows ;
.%
I ' Cows due by sale date and on.: Bred to a tolled Hereford %
'- ' - .; |
; bull. State . Lab; Tested: : 7' : , .
• '. FARM MACHINERY k iMISCELLANEOUS
;
i§
! Massey-Ferguson'; Super . 90 Gas Tractor with wide front , f
]• ¦ 3 point hitch; JD/"A'! Tractor ; with RoU-A-Matic ; Koyker i
j ¦Heavy. Duty Manure Loader "with Hydraulic: Bucket; AC P
i •m, 375, 4-16 Pull-Type Plow; JD Model L Manure Spread- I
j ier ; David Bradley 7 ft , Trail Type Mower; S^Sectibn Steel |
A: Drag , with folding drawbar; VAC Tractor Culti vator ; .,' |
|- Kim 's Post Hole' Digger -for 3 point hitch , new ; . 12.4x38 J
IA Tractor Chains ; Clinton Chain Saw; Pump Jack ; ,2—16 . §
} ft. , Hay Bunks; 3—16 ft. Feed Bunks ; Hudson 5 bu, Frofi X
\ - Matic 2 door Hog Feeder; 2 Water , Tanks , .2x8 and 2x5; .' ¦%.
I Olson Bale Fork ; 6, Sheets of Fiber Board 4x8 : Sqme |
|; Cedar Boards ; 24 it; Extension; Ladder;. % HP Electric |
'
I ' • Motor; 12 Hanging Chicken Fee4ers! .
|
' ". HOUSEHOLD / ; , ' ¦ ' ;"
- : - .'|
i " Hotpoint Electric Kitchen Range ; Frigidaire Aulbmatlc |
i Washer and Dryer, Electric: ; Monogram Oil Heater* with ! I
] ' . thermostat; Coronado Oil Heater with fan;- Console TV; :|
I. Sectional Dgverport; Occasional Chair; Child' s Dresser; |
|
I Chrome Table with Formica Top ; Picnic Table , \ :
|- Lunch: Scheie Ladies.V . Not Responsible For Accidents . |l
'. ¦ ' 7 ' '-\. V '. - ' ' ' l^RRY 'teN$ON ,- (J^er ' :' ; ' '
' ' ¦'
..\ ; v
• ' ' •". ' ¦' "|
'
'
'
!' . •;
Usual Bank Terms
|
|
Clerk : ' First National Bank , Mabel , Minn.
|
Auctioneers: Howard Knudsen , Lie. No. 23-12, '/ "¦' - ' .§
Ken Erickson , Lie, No. 23-24.
|i
<

,y

r-r—

„

Auction Sale

Located 1.2 miles south of Wabasha and 25 miles north of
;; Winona on Hwy. 61 to Sand Prairie Road , then 3 miles
A east. Watch for arrow .

>.

. March. '2 .3
j -". ' - SatiB-May^
7

10:45 A.M .
Lunch on grounds.
HOGS: lfio Very good feeder pigs of various sizes.
A Will be sorted into pons according to size.
|. MACHINERY: Minneapolis Model U traclor with live
hydraulic; Case 800 tractor with Caseomatic and wide
front ; L.A. Case tractor; V. A.C. Case tractor with wide
;! front and 3 point hitch; M.M. 10 ft. double disc drill with
|Rrass seed attachments and large floatation tires (n«w in
A l !M>7); J .D. 4 9-1A corn planter with disc openers and
herbicide and insecticide attac liment; M. M. 10 ft, 9 inch
<\ wheel disc, very good ; 13 ft. Case field digger , now in
|19C(> ; Case 14 inch mixor-grinder; N.H, 170 bu. immure
spreader with liquid Rate , new in 1973; Case Afi combine
:'; with motor and hume reel; Case 4 section slecl drag with
folding evenor; Case 6 ton wagon with flat bed; Mayrath
IK ft, portable elevator ; Ford digger with 3 pt, liitch;
; N.H. 32 ft. elevator; 13 ft. 3 section Western field packer.
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT: , I flfifl •Vi to n Dodge pickup,
ii 200 series, 35 ,000 miles ,
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS: 14 , ' fl , (lal bottom "John
Boat ," new; Ras operated zoom Runs for blackbirds; 2
I Knipco healers ; 2 hydraulic cylinders ; narrow front for
1100 Case; boat houser for «00 Case; 18—9x33 cross bar
Iractor chains ; 250 gallon overhead Ras tank ; (Wo 70,000
-; BTU gas heaters ; 31) steel farrowin fi crates; 500 lb. F.M.
scale; 100 fl. endless drive belt; 300 ft, 3/i inch plastic
pipe; 4 I OR chains; 40 henl lamps ; 3 canvases ; 10 gas
brooder sloves ; chicken feeders and watcrors ; 6 ft. B
inch hog cralo ; six 40 bu. hop feeders ; 3 automatic water
tanks; 4 slock Innks; hoc feeders; small pig feeders;
manv small lools and mfee. Items.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS : FriRidnire upright freezer .
1
i nhoul 15 cu, ft ,; Frlg idnire refrigerator , self defrost , and
like new ; Fri gidaire 4.burner , 30 inch electric range , like
:i new; Frigidaire automatic washer; Maivlng dryer ; metal
ii kitchen Inble '. nnd 4 chairs; "Super Flume" 2 pot oil
lienler; 2 euphoarrls ; klfclion fable with formica (op nnrl
i 3 e^tra leaves , plus fi matching chairs : davenport , and
chair; 2 iron beds; 3 piece bedroom suite.
ANTI QUES: Some old and antique items Including
i copper boilers , jugs , j ars, Sirrger sowing machine , picture
j frames , dishcis , flat irons , iron planter, and so on,
TERMS: Cash , bankable notes or finance , with Vi
: ! down.
EI^WORTH AND LENORA LLOYD, Owners
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
First Nat ional Bank of Plainview , Clerk

iBrnmum
Open Friday Nights
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T-BIRD—1968, new tires , runs .perfect.
, J550, Tel. 454-1584 after 5, ,

BUYING
SELLING
I NVESTING

Lots for SaU

' '' •
•

'¦
Vvis.

MOBILE/HOME . .A 1970, 14x68. excellent MAR. 20—Wed... 12 nppn. lii miles' N:,df ' 7
:• condition. Tel. .Lewiston 2175 or 6871; : Spring-Grove High Schoo l on town road.
weekends,.. Rollingstone i39-2M4. • .
.. Paul Solum, 'owner; . Vine. &. Schroeder,
auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp;, clerk. .
: '
. USE :D MOBILE HOMES . - , ¦ A
CLOSE-OUT PRICES
MAR; 21—Thurs. 1 p.rri; 6 miles Kl. ' of
: OM THE FOLLOWING
,
. Mabel, Minn:, on, Hwy. :.43, then . 1 mlla
197V Chicasha, 14x70, 2 or • 3 ' bedroom, ¦ W., Larry Benson, owner;. Knudsen &
¦air conditioner and dishwasher . 56,395
Erickson,. auctioneers ; First National . :
¦1973' Mark III, 14x70, front living , room,
' Bank, Mabel,' clerk ,' .
¦¦
3 bedrooms, new uppilances. and
' ..;. . . , .,'.• ; . . . . :-J7;495
lurniture. . , . ,
MAR. 22—Fri. It a.rh. .1 . mile ' S oi-ln' de-.
.
1974 Titan; : 14x7.0, front , liv.ing . room',. . ',3
pendence Wis , at Junction of STH 93 and
bedrooms, new ' carpet,: new . furni.
-Cty. Trunk X . . j.ohn Kuka- Estate, own- . lure;. .. ->- .. ... .- .,
, . .' .-., '. 'S7.195
. ers,-- Alvln Kohner ' auctioneer; Northern
.l?73 .Award; 14x70; . front d«n, repo.ses- . . " Iriv, Co., clerk. -. .
¦' . .¦ -sion , .lived In . .3 months. Take ' over:
'
"" .: ' . payments ' ¦'
'¦ .-' . ' ¦
MAR . - .23—Sat .. 11. a.ni . ' VJ . mile. S.. of -:
1970 ' Homelte, , .12x50, .front kitchen, - 2
Dover , Minn., then lVj mile' s W . i S. . '
¦bedrooms,, new furniture. . . . . S3.995 . Mr; & .Mrs. Vern Herman, owners) .
1971. Hometie, 12x50, front living ropm,
Montgomery
(.- Olson;
auctioneers;. - •.- ¦ ,2.' b«dr<3oms,' real sharp; .. .. .1... U.4J5
Thorp Safes:.. Corp.,. clerk.
¦1960 .Mlas, . 10x55 3 bedroonis, new - carpel throughout, oil' or gas . ;..;; $2,195 MAR. .23—Sat. ' 10 a.m. - Trempealeau Coun1965 Rpllohome, .10x60, -2 bedroom, ee'n- . • ly Fair Grounds orr Slate Hwy. . 53- In '
, ¦ ¦ Ir 'al air, ^country ' . location; ,..$4 ,495
. Galesville,. Wis; Brooks Implement Co., .
All prices .include ' delivery .and. set-up
-owners ; Oan'.PbiversJ auctioneer ; Thorp- ..
SUGAR LOAF TOWN 8,- ¦ .
Sales-Cor p., clerk . .
•
COUNTRY . MOBILE -HOMES,
behind :' Sugar Loal, across.from , Vo-Tech, /VIAR. 23-Sat, 712;30 pirn; 7 miles S . bf'
Winona,. Minn,: - " Tel ; 454-5287.
Elgin', Minh,. Ray Chrlstoffer'son, own-. ..
¦;. 'Operi, 7.days a week. - ,.• .. . ..
. er; Maas 8,. ' Maas, ' auctioneers; Farrri- ¦'
•ers Slate Bank, clerk . . '
FOR SALE, . or .'rent; 1970 Marshfield,. top
.of the line deluxe, ' 2 . bedrooms', white MAR. - 23—Sat; loUs'ofe.m.' • 12 miles S. ' of
: panelling and new shag, carpet through- .. "Wabasha and ti miles N of Winona, o n , out, v/bod burning firep^ce; pallo door,
, Hwy. 61. .to Sand Prairie - Rd.-, then. ' 3 '¦'¦'
. .completely furnished wlHr 'Seluxe furni- ¦ miles E. . . Elsworth . 8, Lenora. 'Lloyd,
lure. Bern and-pasture available 'for :. . owners ;-AMn ¦ Kohner; auctioneer; 1st '
¦ horses. Tel. 608-539-2496. " '
.
Nat'l. Bank ,,' Plainview, clerk . .

MAVERICK-1972, 6:cyllnder, eufomallc.
Tel.. 452-2496. ' .

LET US HELP YOU
' y.
WITH YOUR
PEOPERTY NEEDS:

Laura Fisk
Myles Petersen ...
Avis Cox
Nor,i Heinlen .....
Dick. Riqn
Marge Miller ....

A- .

'

ip
' AyP
WrSy m;

:/
USEDFARM EQUIPMENT ^^TEEDUES . ; V

John Deere 70 Diesel trac-' ,
tor , . "overhauled: '. • •'.
. Hordes Music 'Store
McCormick M with M&W
;". -' pistons, 2 way hydraulic
Moline 4-14 plqw/vvith cover ¦
. - .coulters : - .-. -:.
John Deere 3-14 plow
:
John Deere 2-16 plow,
John . Deere 12'/2 disc .;
John Deere II' disc
John Deere 13' . disc
John Deere 10- field, culti: .' . " A- ¦
vator
' '¦; '
John Deere 40o grinder-mix- .
er irriill with magnet
mixer milL with
Farmhand
.
. magnet .
AMCO 8'' plowing, disc:
Johh Deere 483 mower-con- ' .
ditioner
Hesston PTO 10 mower-conditi oner . : '
97
bed, complete with Sert .a Bus. Property for Sale
John Deere 34 spreader , 2 TWIN-SIZE
. mattress : and box spring J99.85 al
years old :
Kelly Furniture, Westgate
Shopping FOR SALE or lease. ' 4,000 . sq. It, commer: Cenler.
,-. cial building with office space, restSeveral used spreaders
rooms, modern, shop area, located on

106

¦ i ^rnt.

Mobile Homes, Trailer*

ALVIN KOHNER•- , . - .. ' ' ¦ '. ¦" - .'
METAL 14*: boat and . trailer. Beit , ofier TRAIL- BLAZER Camper, 16',. sleeps A,
¦ ".
AUCTIONEER-Clty and stata Ilc«nse8)
- 'both,- Inquire- at 740 ^ist .Ave. . . good .condition Tel. .452-7623. ' .
¦ take* .
and
bonded.
Rt. J. Winona,; Tel, 452¦
; atttrASy
MOTOR-. . HOMES; ' 5tn ' . .wheels, ¦ Banner, '.'• ••;. 4980:
Open Rdad, Vagabond, Kayot . New i DILUND-^-14' aluminum with steering whsel
and llghis, perfect shape. ,Tel, ' 454-1584 ", rect tb you at '.ip^i below dealer 's cost;
. . Buyers, transportation paid fp and from
aittr S; ," .- ¦'
storage Hot;, . Example: - Kayot . 25' . 5th
55,475,
. wheel -retails $6,595, wholesale
Everett.J. 'Koliher:Motorcycles, Bicycles
:
107 your cost Is lO^i ' less or S-4 ,927. HazeH
Winona ,. rel,- 4S2-78U
ton Variety, 217 E,. 3rd. Tel. 452-4004. . - Jim. Papenfuss, JDakp't'a': Yel.- <&ii52 - - . .
•YAMAHA—19'72-.' dlrt . bike, '.250CC, 5-ipeed
Starcratl Campers A. Travel Trailers
FOR YOUR AUCTION use-Ihs Boyum
transmission, bike arid, rubber In very
Pickup Campers and'Toppers
System .. BERTRAM BOYUM Auctlon¦' •¦• - . DICK'S
good shape. -Inquire .'Installment Loan
'
SPORTING GOODS
•etr,. Rushford,: Minn, Tel. 864.9331. ¦¦' - .
Dept., MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
Durand, Wis. Tel. .715-472-8873
¦
' - , ' .-. '. . ' ' or . 672-5199 :
MAR: 19—Tues. . . 10:30.a.m.. 13 miles W. •' .
' .HONDAof- Spartn -an Hwy, 16, t hen-l'/i miles
;
¦ Triumph. Norton—BMW- '. . . - .;.
2
CENTU
RIAN—1972
14x60;,'
bedrooms,
.
¦
r ' tri . on C6unty Hwy. D to: farm.. Curtia
• ;. F' arts— Sales—Service '
'all Carpeted, air. conditioner, .furnished
Llbke, owner;. Kohner & Kohner , auc- .•
¦ . ROBB . MOT.OP.S, .INC . ' . '
.
and skirted, 10x10* .- "utility. shcd. Excel- ' tibnee.rs; tiiprp. Sales Corp:, clerk. ' .
, Winona , Minn.' 8. Eau- .CIaire, Wis. '
. lent , condition; Best '-offer '- .lakes. - If de. aired,:-1: will pay. expenses to move to MAR, 19—Tues. . 11 . a.m. 8* rnlles.N:E '. ' of '
;
, your location,. Tel. 452-1092. . : . Du'ra 'nd¦ on. State. Hwy. 8S,. '-1hen '4 ' mlie» :
•E. . on Cty, Trunk T .- Robert Plchier. :
lotsMOBILE HOME
for: rent. TR /lAoblle
. owner; Schoeder. 8; Hager,. auctioneers; . '
• Home Court, Lewiston. Tel. 645L,
' . Northern. '. Iny. Co., clerk. . .. .

99
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^UJETf^DERN v
^APARTMENTSyy :

KEY APARTMENTS

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

CAMPBELL'S AUTO Salvage . Wanted;
lunk cars. Any .condillon, 'any shape.
Will pick them ' up, . Tel.' 454-5769 any.

110

'74 KAWASArCIS

LISTING .-HOBBY ACRES—I . house with i. ¦VERY . SOUND, 2-bedroom older home on
¦ acres, and beautiful-strong , spring. Also
50x150' lot.- aluminum , siding 2-car. gar
olher small buildings. Other house with • rage. 202 E. Mark; Price under $10,000.
LARGE E F F I C I E N C Y , an utilities tus
SUGAR- LOAF REAL ESTATE, 454-2367,
nished, available April . 1.. Employed ¦ 5 acres and shed with excellent deep
Gerald Swehla 452;6446 evenings; Peter
'.well:. Both . .located , within 20 miles - ol
adults only,: 321 Washington , St., Apt. 4.
.Winoiia in -Buffalo County; Tel. Arcadia - Klas .452-86 .87. .
CASE 630 diesel tractor, - wide front/ Fair¦
'
¦:
.
.
t
.
p.rn.
'
• 608-323-7110fatter . ,
.
.
Way landscaping-, -Tel. - 452-4088 or- 454; SOFA BEDS,- $78.50;. bedroom set s, -»»';
NEW. 4-bedroom custom built split , fdyej>
' bunk beds, -JU2.87. Budget prices . Bar.- 3354; ' . - ' - . "
60xtl0' lot, 2Va-car attached garage, full
' acres, ', about' . 45 open,.
SECLUDED
120
7 gain Center, 253 E. ' 3rd.
:
.
basement,, located on 7th and ,51st St.,
and
woodland.
Good
-balance
pasture
.
XL CAB -to-fit John- Deere' traciors; pres' area:.Good barn,
Goodview. Priced Ih mid 30's. SUGAR
recreatlon
hunting
and
'
I
bedfobm
•
¦ ' ¦ ,
ently on 4020' tractor. Will fit most late PROUD PAPA'S;, always give King- Ed'
'
"
LOAF REAL 'ESTAT E,- . f«l. 454-2367,
'
.:
• .
old home; well .' . ' :
•: Furnished arid Unfurnished :
ward . "It's a girl" . or ,. "It' s a boy"
model tractors, Chuck Schell, MinheisGerald Swehla, - 452-6446 . evenings -,' Peter
.about
W
tillable.
'
owner
says'
ACRES,
190
Private.Balcony
•¦ •
" Ciqarj tronh Goltz Pharmacy, 274-. E,
ka. -.Tel. 689-2620. .' ¦; .. .
Klas, 452-8667^
' . - ¦ -. - m Laundry .
;.
Structurally sound home needs , -att .erv
3rd. '; .¦
.
¦ ¦'
¦'
' . 'fioh., Barri and other, buildings . Suitable
• Much Mora .
OLIVER 4-row -.front . mounted cultivator ,
¦
TRY. T0/B.VJ.ILP. . IT, this quality home
for pasture farm. .
1752 W. Broadway
-.
- condi tion.
- Daion shields, late - mode l. . Tef. Plain- BROWN ADA VENPORJ, ' goad
¦ ¦ ' ;- '
could ' hot. be "-. replaced - . 'at '¦ 'this price.250 ACRES, . 120 tilalble. '..Small . home,
Tei; 454-4909 .
US. Tel. 452-1310.: ., .
.
VieV 534,2562. :
¦ barn, other : buildings.. . Spring In pai- AA bedroom-si . 13.4 baths, over 1400 sq.' ft .,
. on first floor ,- plus rec room and .storture. Between Rushford -and . Winona.
6.B, LOADER,- Model 900. Donald -TUuel- FRANKLIN . FIREPLACES. We are taking
in basement, and '2-car . garage.
. .age
orders now * tor . summer delivery. GIRL 'WANTED fo share , large . com.ler, Minneiska, AVIihn.'
.
$30,500.'. Broker-owned, ask about, fhe
¦
GAIL'S . . APPLIANCE, 215. E..-3rd.
. fortable i bedroom apartment, fUrrilsh: ' .:'
'
'
. extras, te I. . 454-4812. A y . ; A:'
' - Rushford, 'MM . 5597 1
RANTED—Brllllon Packer with, seeder
ed, all utilities paid. . $40 per month.
¦
- . - Tel. 507-B'64-9381
' attachment ; Allis Rot o Baler; plow and HIGH QUALITY Mobil products, keep full
Tel. 454-4812
AVAILABLE Immediately,.. 2 and 3-bed^
delivery, payment plan arid complete
cultivator , for,Ford; mounted plow for
- •room rdwnhouses: .Completely: .decorat;.
oil burner service. Joswick Fuel & OII
, B ' A'llls.- Steve Stevenson, Rt. 1, Stew09
Sale
Houses
for
ed. Come see them,. .10?„- .dcwn. Flnan&
.
'
Co,' .Tel. , 452-3402.
artville, "Minn; Tel, ;. 507-533-8397.
Ing. -avallaole. Tel. 454-1 .05?.
.. .
AValiable Marc.h : 15/and April .1. Con- '.
;
¦
'
JUST COMPLETED — V-bedroom . split
ROCHESTER ¦ SIL'OS feed-eas 'y depend- 1—NEW 5 h;p. totally enclosed electric . temporary furniture, lovely shag, car^
- level tionie overlooking. Mississippi. Lo- AT .FIRST FIDELITY. SAVINGS &. LOAN
motor - ' '
able feeding: .systems; Everett- Ruppeting,and drapes. ' Own ' laundry -fa-.'- . .
¦
¦cated tn hew Green. Terrace subdivision , :• you : can expect- Home Financing . most
1-^USED 1 h.p. electric motor
'
precht, Lewislon, .Minn. , Tel. .. 2720.
duties. .Near ' shopping area.
¦
adaptable to your heeds and responsi¦
10 miles S. of Winona '.on freeway. For
1—NEW 'A.h.p.. motor
-,
/1258
Randall
.
..
' . *
bilities Tel. 452-5202. -. ' . ¦: . . '
,
.' ¦ F A. KRAUSE CO;
. Inlormatldn Tei; '454-1.31.7 .
. ¦• ' . Tel. 452-7760 ' " " . ,
USED MELROE Bobcats. Tel. Lewlson
-.- .". Breezy Acres : -' Hwy. 14-61 E.
'
' - .: KEV APAR/TMENTS ,
.
, 5701' .
; ..
NEW
HOMES
ready
for
occupancy,..
2-5
.
NEW 3 or 4-bedrogn\ .custom-built split
~
bedrooms Financing { available. Wllmei¦A . A. FITZGERALD SURGE
foyer, has «' frontage lot, ' Z'/i'-car gaLarson Construction. TeL 452-6533 ' or
• . -Sales' -4 Service .
rage, full basement; Located" in-Good- '
business
Places
Rent
i
9
i
:for
452-3801.:'
-: ' •
'
stripping,
chair
'
.
AND
newer
furniture
.
r«l. Lewiston 6201 qr St. Cha n.e's .932-3733. ¦
view. Priced In the low thirties. SUGAR
-caning and seat upholstering. Free ' '
Tel.
45443«;
LOAF REAL ESTATE,
DOWNTOWN-^700
sq.
ft
for
retail
sales
pickup and* delivery. Tel. Fountain
'
• Peter ' Klas 452-8687, Gerald
¦
-or
office space.
Inquire .- the Clay • ¦ evenin ss,
'
. City 6B/-J751. . / *
¦
Swohla ' 452-6446.:.
¦•/ - .
House. - . .".' "
OFF ICE . SPACE - for rent' or lease, 1'3,vW •THREE-BEDROOM, 2-story . tipnie. In
Goodvlew-on ..70x150'- lof, full basement,
.
'e s . .
:
sq.
ft.
Prime
E.
location.
Inquire.
Mer:
.
.
- For All AAak
.'
' neiw .gas furnace, . new . .wiring, built-in
chants Bank Trust Department, rel.
. . -bt-Record Player* . . - ,. . ,
cupboards, nlceiy fixed up throughout,
;; 454-5160. . ¦':: ' . . .
Make us an offer! SUGAR LOAF REAL
ESTATE,. Tel. ' 454-2367 daysV Peter. Kla.s
.
.
lii-ns-piaia E;
r=arms, ' Land' for Rent
A 93 -452-8687 .'evenings, Gerald SWehla, .452. <5446: " , . : :
AJAPLE.BUNK beds ' completer baby, crib; ORGANIC GARDEM plots for 1974. Orgirls' 20"-26" .bicycles, , full-size - .bed;
ganically fertilized end tilled. 12 miles BY OWNER—Sunset area. 4-bedroom split
' dlnetle set..!68 High. Forest ..
from Winona . Please* reserve « plot
' level frame,*family room with ifirep'lace,
¦
. . , . ear|y; Tel. S34-3795. 7
central air, carpelod screened porch, 2COMPLETE LINE of excellent Industrial
7l
car garage, large lot, fully landscaped:
carpentry tools, ' . power ''and hand tools",
7
85 : Low , S40's. . Tel . 454-1888, ,
. also , chain saws, wheelbarrows, some Mouses for Rent
ladders and scaffolding, many Items too
numerous to mention. Tel. 454-3270 alter THREE-BEDROOM, house In Dresbach, CUSTOM BUILT — 2-year-old 3-bedroom
¦6. p.m.; .
wilh ¦ full basement, $150 per month.
home (in mint-condition ). ' Locafed ' .nexl
• ¦ Tel. ' 643-6300 or -7B4-2 .190. 7 :' .. ¦ ..
.tb : shopping center - 2-ca' r attached gaTORO SARDEN tillers In slock for Immerage. .Central air. Full.basement. Load7
;
. dlate delivery, '- . limited quantities, re- BEAUTIFULLY remodeled , duplex, gas
ed with - extras: ' Priced . In the rnid
serve yours : now. WINONA FIRE & . heat, ' easy ' on . utilities, - .3 .bedrooms,
thirties SUGA R LOA F REAL ESTATE,
7
POWER. COMPANY,/. 51 E. 2nd. " . .Tel.
carpeted , W. -location, ' large yard. Tel,
Tei. - '454-2367 ; evenings, Peter Klas 452. 452-5065.' - "The Business That Service
45.2-26,82 after . 5. - .
8687, '. Gerald Swehla 452-64,16. . ., , '. - :. . . ','.
. Built." ' ;- ,;;
LOVELY 4-bedroom,' completely remodelBY OWNER—1 year old, 4-bedropm split
ed, large rec all modern -(arm. home
USED BATHROOM . e'nsernble, . kitchen
foyer, plush carpet- .throughout , :large
¦¦ sink, wash tubs, ' fittings . Included. Tel,
with barn located " In-picturesque valley, '
family room, '.laundry: room, -)M bath,
: 452-6993, ; ' • . . : ' .- . • . ¦. ' •
- near '.creek 12 miles, from Winona , Tni:
kllchen
wlth dlrilng area/ all appliances,
. mediate.' possession lor ' families,: only;
oak cabinets . which feature '.a built-in
$250
per
month,
tei.
896-2308
or
896.
Fiini., Rugs, Linoleum
64 ' 20?5.
desk, and sliding: doors heading to redwood deck, all drapes' included, attached double garage with' automatic door
NEW/SHIPMENT- lust arrived, 4 .'andi.S- AVAILABLE APRIL 1, new 2-bedroom
¦
.opener,
set o n a large -. 'tot with garden
drawer chests, maple/finish, from $35.
Townhouse, carpeted, ' appliances, ga- '
spaca. available, within walking disBURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd &
;
rage, swimming pool, $250 monthly.
De
¦
tance ' to Goodvlew School. Priced to
Franklin, . .Open. Fri. evenings; Park beposit lease.. . Tel: 454-1.059. . ¦ - .
' Mil: under $40,000. Tel. 454-2313,
. hind the. store.
CLARK ,pull :type . 2Bfrgal. weed ' sprayer;
' \v agon . wi Ih. bale .rack;' 7. C lay farrowing
crates with :Wa .ter cups.. Tel. 608-687-7552.

Wanted—Automobiles

Winoiia Daily News li
Winona, Minnesota . -¦•¦
MONDAY, MARCH 18,Wl

Minnesota Land & ¦• . - . - ,'.
Ay 'i 'A Auction Service 7 .

MALL APARTMENTS A-.: available Apr.
1st, deluxe 2-bedroom: In new 4-plex.
Lots ol extras,. Tel. 454-2023 after 3:15.

NEEDED-^1 .male roommate, full house
privileges. Color TV,, across the street
from campus. $55 month. Tel. 452-1418;

FARM WANTEOV-wlthln 25 miles of Wl. h»he. ' From owner. Will pey cash, Tel.

Boats, Motorsy Etc.

:. /

MODERN - i-bedrbdm -apartment , st ovei
. refrigerator, garbage disposal, - air con. :ditioner furnished , S125' month. Available Apr. 1st.. Tel. 7 454-4422 after 3. . .
SELF . DEFROSTING . refrioerator, good
condition,' Sears
Kerimbre . 30" : elec¦
tric ... range,¦ • continuous cleaning, - 6
Apartments, Furnished
91
months old. Tel. 689-287S. ' ¦ '.
NO REGRET,.the best VetrBlue Lustre
cleans . carpsfs beautifully. Rent electric
'
shampooer
¦ Jl, S2 and ¦S3, Robfe Bros.

WA JEEP CHEROKEE ' ^iyheei driva, '
KENfS SALES 8. SERVICE .
¦
Hwy. U-41 E
Tel.: 452-9231

HEAVY DUTY 1962 292 cu. In, Ford JenOlive with' only 2500 oh complete , engine overhaul , Tel. 452-2435 or . 454-38/3 .

POWEk AMINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO. ¦TWO-BEDROOM apartment, utilities furnished, close to downtown, Tei;452-1S54
.. 207, E.'3rd ' S|. '..-. - ' . . rel, 452-2571
'
: or 452-1554.

ZIPPERS REPAIRED or- replaced. .Guar¦
anteed: work. 478 w. .Sth alter l dally
or Tel. Mrs. . Cady 4S4-5342 anytime.

WANTED—3-bedroorn home. In Winons, .?
or T/i-story, reasonably ' priced.. Tel. 452¦:' ¦ - . :: . / -. - . , 33(05. . .
.
.

Bol> Griesel . 452-2697;- . , . , . '

¦ ¦ SPACIOUS ¦A
- . APAHTMENTS
• 2 Bedrooms / •• l Bedroom
• 1 Bedroom Elfidencles
Furnished or unfurnished
LAKE PARK & VALLI
: VIEW APARTMENTS . ^

¦ "•: - . - '• ¦¦ New;Cars' 7 ' ... ;-: y. y
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Public heirtng
scheduled on
sanitary project

HQUS^^

SiiTiplM

TRADITIONAL matenals 7-. -of '• : redwood> . this three-bedroom ranch. ix>w 7fehce,. screen
*tofle . and asphalt sMhgles are effectively cn :left masks garage entrance. 7
utilized -within the Contemporary exterior of

By ANDY LANG
Simplicity is the theme of this
one-story , three-bedroom rambling : ranch . design, yet . certain'
contemporary . . design features
provide it with plenty of exterior sparkle.
Eye-catcHing ingredients lit
dude vertical redwood sidingi
stone piers between the living
room windows,- -'stone veneer,-a ;
low hipped.roof and a stone
planter at :• the covered . entrance
portico. Even . the attached garage,^ .with ' : its .• ' ektended wall
and triple windows' adds impact
to the design, of architect Wil¦:
liam 6. Chirgotis:, . - .„ '
. . "•
Families that entertain will
find especially interesting the
open plan that gives the living
room and dining room a length
of nearly 32 ft. " -It ", makes -an
ideal setting, for . a large number of guests, as Well, as.provid-

ing a sweeping vista from the youngsters or take time off to are playing: outside. The; baserelax, read or perhaps watch a ment stairway . is reached
entrance foyer;
favorite"television program. ;. through the laundry or the ga, Just off the dining room:is the
"

The family, foom is designed
.
. '• .,. - '
ldtchen with , a full: complement with an attractive corner stone- rage. •
The three bedrooms are off a
of built-ih cabinets and applianc- faced; log-burning fireplace,
short L-shaped hall to the; right
es. A corner dinette , can be a though thiis can . be omitted alif of the entrance foyer; The mastkey point , of family* activities, desired. Most persons, however,,
dividng a family . room on like the warmth and coziness er bedroom has the corner -at
of the front of the howse- It is; serone side and a laundry on the: a fireplace in the family room.
viced by. the private^; full-tiled
other. Together, they : form 4
unit in which daily household The laundry.leads te the two-car bathroom with vanity and glasschores, such as cooking, ; laund- garage and has a door: to: the enclosed stall shower. There
¦
¦ ¦¦
-. -' •' '- ' ' . •/ . -' ¦" . "
ering and ironing, can bi carried backyard. A lavatory is located are two closets, brie of which Is heard.
'
,
hiearing
on
February
just
'
a
walk-in
with
double
clothes
inside the fear service door,
:• During a
but just a- few . steps away from
the family, room . This enables a handy spot vyhen you are .work- rods, large enough for both hus- the project,: attended by only 20
mother to keep an eye on the ing in the . garden- or the kids band and wife. To the rear there persons, it was; pointed put that
are two. bedrooms with sliding- hookups on the eight-mile route
door closets. Both -of these bed- of the¦interceptor line from Eyorooms, afe near, tie main tiled ta toF St..; ' . Charles:; would , not be;
bath with a full-length: mirrored permitted.. - .. . . ' "¦¦.¦: .
'¦ Engineering plans for the provanity. • " '. .'.-. •;
. Full , study plan: information on, this architect-designed '- .- Design . R-55 provides luxury ject will be completed in early ;:
. .House of The Week. is dbtainablei in a $1 baby blueprint .\vhich living in the contemporary man- 1975 and contracts will .then bi ,.¦'..
you can border :with this coupon- A Aner.:' .
awarded. ;,
¦¦

Mope detailed plaiiS
' ' "A Also we have available two belpfui booklets at $1 each:

¦¦¦ ¦ ' ¦ "Your Home How to Build, Buy or Sell it'^ and. "Rancli
—
! y . A - +yi *AAy *A ; - - ' Homes,"
. including 24 of. the most popular . .homes that.

¦

¦

¦
¦
. • .

¦ . 9:.
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¦ ¦ "

¦

- -Professional * Siding ¦:- ¦ i^^^ffi ll^ '
¦
fr; ;:
' x Application! \x i'; ^i
;
¦
.

_

.- .

'
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7™

' ,' '
¦'
- : R-55;STAIIIST1CS ' . - ¦: " .-. , have appeared in the feature,
¦-•
¦7
'
living
room;
'
'
'
Design R-55 has a
- . J i A : ,.,.;..
-:
7 . *The : House of the Week : ' "¦.'.
- - FLOOR PLAN: :. Stone planter enhances ¦".;¦ tial divider... Fireplaced family. ropm has en- dining room , family room, kitch¦
¦ • "."' WE ARE DEALERS FOR
¦
; '.'
portico ,
living - room: .and dining , trance to -rear yard. ',-;. .
.'.' ¦; ' ,'¦ en,- three bedrooms, two bath- :; :'7 :. Design No. Rr55
^I
I ^H
l 'M\ ~~~
.
.
.
¦ room areentrance.
a
laundry
lavatory,
rooms, a .
open planned . -without even, a parWinona 1Daily: News: '- ' ;.
room and -a foyer, totaling 4,814
square feet/ There is .a two;':. ' - -Winona , Mint: . 55987 A ;
\
week.
" ' . *.,- -" . ' - car ' garage, which , is included
blueprints
Enclosed
is
$1
for——^-baby
]
All.of ther other permits were in the over-all dimensions-of . 80'
"
-: ;y
. ;Enclosed is $1- for Rahcb Homes booklet .........>i..;
— ;FREE ESTIMATES — i A; A ^ ^ W^ ^^'W
for -home improvement - and re- by* 39'; A basement: is entered
'
:
i
'
»,..........
7
:
:
.
Enclosed
is
$1
for
Your
Home
booklet;
.
A
.
;\
Johns
Manvilfe
Vin
the
-laundry
fl'
stairway
via a
•
X ' X S ?8&
modeling projects.
*
Certainteed Rqofing
¦The total volume '; of 7last area . Which has . a door to tlie
• Famoos Firth Carpeting
'
at Discount Prices
.:
• Stormaster Aluminum
week's . permits
: was. *$43,924, rear. ::¦¦ ¦
:
to
Windows end Doors
• Suspended Ceilings
t
9
^ r ^AA' y . A K7 Wesf " - '
bringing^ $2,197,216 the dollar
cf
volum^ permits issued so far Property Trahsfers
^^m. a^P^^' Belleview
this year.
Phone 45J-1848
in Winona Counfy . A City ..,.,..- ..'.... A - A. A.- :'. $tate- . 7-.v..;!> AyZip. : A .AA \.;y. ' 20* E. 3rd St. y 'A 'A ED RATAJCZYK
i /y <a®. *'
. Phone 454-3136
THE TOTAL ^t tihis date a
. WARRANTY DEED year ago' was, $1,959 512. . .
Club'Estates :to. Dale E. Ku- .
^ was issued koCountry
'wski , : et. ux—Lot 2,. Blk. -2 , Country
The
tavern
permit
f a
'
A
permit
for
a
.
$26,000
addiEstates. .' . '. •:¦:
; ' . -' :» kitchen CabWets :
to Louis J, Lilla t;579 E. 3rd St., Club
-.Irene- Griffin, to TomrKfopidlowski , et
tion
to
an
East
,
Tops
-3rd
Street
tavLaminated
Formica®
of " Sec". ' .13•
for construction of a 22- by 60- ux—Part of SWA: ol ' SWVi
¦
;
- . :. -¦ • •. . ' .
ern topped a list of 19 building foot . addition to the Louis Lilla 106-6, " Slaggie, ¦et •' ux' to.. - .. LaVerne
• -Wardrobes
• Tippah Appliances
. WL.' A.
• Store Fixtures • Desks • Vanities permits issued by. Cfetirge Rog- Tavern - at that address .•
Gr'oliahn, et ux—E'/i of. Lot 11, Blk.' 9,
'
'
.
'
'•
FREE ESTIMATES
fo
Winona.
.
Add.
.
. "
The addition, will be erected Chute's
ge,. " city building inspector , "fest
Norville Kieselhorst , ef ux - to -John
of
on the west side of the tavern. Mundell, et ux—Part,' of: Lof 6V Subd.
¦
WVi of Sec. 19 . and ^ec. 30-1(16.?. . - '
¦
\ other permits;
Eldon E. GremelsbBch, ,Dec'd..by:Adm .
.:.: - .,7 - ---

'

ST. CHARLES, Minn.:r- Area A '
¦
residents may . inquire about^the " •
7
proposed Dover, JEoyta, St. .
Charles Area :Sanitary . prb}ect :
during a public, hearing Tuesday at 8 p.in. in the city hall,
Testimony and evidence about • ' :- ,
the environmental impact of the
construction and ; operation of
the proposed interceptor lirio
from Eyota to St. Charles and ;. ":
the publicly owned treatment
works in St. Charles will . be V

•
»— ¦ —-—

¦

—

•

-• '

'
fy Ay - M^

¦ -

I9 permiis
for buillng
drawn In eity

...

A

^Ed Mrachek, 419 Sunset Dr., - instaliaHpn ol an awning over a door by Paceletter Products, S'215.- .
• - 'Charles -Meier..1880 Gilmore Ave,' , ' In.
stallation .'of three awnings by Pacesetter
Products; un. -- '- ;
, ' David.. Worse, - 653 ' Wilson St., Installation of an-, awning ori a side
¦ pordt by
Pacesette r Products,- *350. ' • • ¦
Nellie - Rossin, ¦ 1715 , Hanover; St,;. Installation ot. a canopy over a .doov-by
Pacesetter Products, 1M.TO.
:. -X .
- Carl Pagel, . 677 Huff St., Installation
of three awnirigs by Pacesetter Products,
'
7
Amelia. Tribell, 356: E.. -Kihg . St., ' Installation of eight awnings by. Pacesetter
.. Products, .Sl,»15. -. . .. Robert Cyert, - 661 E, Sanborn St., installation ' of two '- . awnln'gs .-at ttw rear
of the house . by ' . Pacesetter Products,
A - ; . . ¦:
Sl/785. . ¦:
. Al . KrtXaer, -. H64 W. 5th St., -Installa•
of
.antion - '.
awnirig over a rear door.by
Pacesetter. Products, - $866.
Jerome Kulas , • 42T. E; Sariborn St.i Installation of a canopy over.a rear door
by Pacesetter Products, S481. '
¦
Clernens Kammerer, 553 Olmstead St.,
Installation of an awning and patio Cover by Pacesetter Prbducls, S1.587;. .
Jesse Long. 251 E. . Mark . St., 7 consfructlon of a . stairway and bedroom on
-the second floor, $1,000.,
. Henry Long, .' 550 Junction SI, installation of-an awning over a . front door by
Pacesetter , Products, $393. .
Wilton Meyer,' 177.'/j E.- 3rd. St!, rerhodellno . two second-floor apartments,
-$3,5oo; ¦ '
' John Springer , 316 Laird : St., Installation of two ..windows, $70,
. . Robert- Squires, 479 W. ' Sarnla St., remodel - a : garage , $600. ,
Gerd Schwendenwein, . 303 W. Sanborn
St., remodel . the second ¦ floor for a
" .
dwelling .unit, $800. ' . - ' George. Bunke, 211 N . Baker St., enclose a front porch and remodel a rear
porch, 5125. ' ¦
. Robert Tropple, 1-74 A E. Hovvard St.,
Interior - remodeling by . Jim- Larson,
$1,500. ¦

« «.

13 -^^^^

nr^^mmy
¦k
I Spring is rapjdly approaching and it's tint*
you have a
. ' LJfc ^J *° think about building. Whether
home
In
mind
or
a
major
remodeling
pron*w
ject cn your present home, let us help you.
We have plans and-ideas, plus qualify building
H materials for any size job. See us soonl

LUMBER COMPANY

Phone 452.3120

'

¦ ¦.

'

¦ ..

•

.

•

Streakers visit
women's college

WASHINGTON (AP) — Speeial; bonuses to attract meri; into
the all-volunteer . military's critically-short
skilled jobs heads
¦
the:- : ' congressipnal : legislative
agenda this week. . . .
A bill to grant $85.4 million, in.
special bonuses the first full
year was scheduled for a House
vote in the afternoon as* was -a
new $140. million economic development program for Indian
reservations. ,
The legislation to authorize
federal loans to lielp Indians
develop and manage their , own
resources . originally 7 was introduced by the late John P.
Saylor, : R-Pa., : who. died last
October, . . ; .- . ¦
Rep. Samuel S. Strattori, DN,Y,, said the . special military
bonus bill vis aimed at overcoming what he called the allvolunteer . force's critical problem of attracting and keeping
men : in such critial skills as
electronics; "¦

DULUTH, Minn. (AP) Streakers visited a classroom
at the College of St. Scholastica
Friday night, but if wasn't immediately apparent whether
they came to learn.
Four young men , wearing
only caps, streaked through an
auditorium where an abnormal
psychology class was; meeting,
hesitated at the far side arid
then streaked back the way
they came.
Sister Dorothy Happel , who
teaches the class of 50 men and
women, said the incident
turned the . discussion briefly to
streaking phenomenon but no
new insights into the phenomenon were reported.

H

Harvey Ratzloff
Route 3
Rochester, MN. 55901
507 533-8393
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there's always the question,"How do I begin?"
That's exactly the reason forourcounse llng
service. To give you a starting point. To answer
your questions. In short , to simplify the whole
process.
It To make
beit the happy, exciting' expei40fice should for you.

.

HOME PLANS. Professionally-designed. All s«e«; contemporary and
traditional.. Or bring us your.ideae 1or custom planning assistance from
our own designers.
BUILDING SJTES. We'll help you locate a desirable lot.
NEW TRENDS. The latest home conveniences, newest materials. Practically unlimited selections and options at Standard Lumber.
COST ESTIMATES, Based on our carload-quantity prices. We'll show
you where and how to economize wisely, too.
CONSTRUCTION SERVICE. We will reoommend reliable, «ompoterrt
craftsmen to build your new home.
FINANCING. We will assist with arrangemente.
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¦
If you really want, your new home, have it built now!Costs keep climbing, the
¦
home you want will cost more later.
No mortgnRe shortage nt CAPP HOMES.Wc have our own resources and
.
¦
'¦our own mortgage plans — low down payment , competitive interest rates and
¦
the option to postpone vour first navment till five months after delivery!
¦
Get the whole story in our FREE 1974 Idea Book. Send for it today.
¦
Your CAPP HOMES Representative isj
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solons' agenda
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Lawrence. ¦: J, Merchlewltz;, et . .ux. : to
Ruth Wi; Bergaus—Westerly ' Vi ol- .. Easterly % of Lots" 2 . .and 3, Blk; . 20, . Taylor
it Co. Add., -to Winona. ' - . -:
Olga L. Erickson , et mar to. Willlarn
R. .Nessler,. et ' ux—East 75 ft. .ol Lot -1,
and Easf .75 .feet-of N'/i of Lot i, Bloc k
27,. Original. Plat, St. CnarlesV
¦
Larry D;- Olson, et ux- to ' Robert -.-M.
Green, - e t . ' ux—N'/2 - bf. SEW ; SWW of
SE'A; SEW of SW'A See/ -' 23; NWU of
NWM .of Sec. 26-10J-6.
James L: Gantzer, et . JUX to Michael*
R. Grossell, et . ux-^Westerly. 10 feet of
Fractional Lot- .5, all Fractional Lot., 6,
Block . 23, . Laird's: and Piumer 'S ' Additions. ,to Winbha * 'except. Northerly 102.
feet'. .
QUIT CLAIM DEED
' Lela M. Schneider1 to David Lv Schneider—Part of the NE'A of . NE'A. of - .Sec.
31-107-7. lying Westerly of Gilmore Valley
Road. ' ¦'
E.. Vallna .DeLaCruz, et mar to Edward G. Hayes-Part of NW'A of NW'A .
of Sec - 17- 107-9. '
PRPBAT E DEED
Frank •' Gabrych, Dec'd. . by Exec. " tb
James J. Gabrych—W',4 : o f Lot. 8,. Block
16, E.' -C; Hamilton 's Add. to Winona.
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lo-106-io. :. .

Building in Win o na
Volume AA..........;.$2,197,216
Commercial .......... 1,102,530
Residential
,..:. 170,387
Public (nontaxable) ..- 924,299
¦
New houses .' .'
3
-. '.- . .
New multiple-;
.
family units .......
0
Volume same
dates in 1973 ..... .$1,959,512

KENDELL-O'BRIEN
115 Franklin St.

i
to Everett Kohner—Part, of NW'A of SW.'.
of Sec. 13-106-9, .
'. . Thomas- G. Sexton, et ux -to Dorothy
M. Glaunert—Lot 5, Westmoreland Add.
to Winona. ' . .;¦
Richard Renner, ' et ux to David J.
Khlght, '-'-et ux—Lot 2, Block :h Slelin 's
'
Subd. . '
.- .:.:
E,..- 'E. . Gra 'melsbach, - .Inc. - t o Bdon E.
:
Gr'emelsbach &slate^PSrt: of NW'<« of
SW'A of Sec. ' 13-106-9. ' . .
' Bjarne' T.. Melbo ", et . ux . to. PCA of
Rochester—Part of SWVi of .SE'A of. Sec;

?
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350 W. Third St „ Winona
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